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Sittikoon Chuenchomrat : Basic Terminology of Intellectual Property

Advisor: Wirote Aroonmanakun (Ph.D)

The research “Basic Terminology of Intellectual Property” has its purposes on studying

the terminological methodology and providing a basic terminology of Intellectual

Property for Thai translators and other specialized users working in the subject area of

Intellectual Property. This research derives from the necessity of grounding

Terminology in Thailand, which earns more and more important role in knowledge

management, in particular in the international trade.

Based on the pragmatic approach to Terminology led by Sager, Pearson, Cabre and

Temmermann., the methodology of the research can be roughly divided in 5 stages:

corpus construction, compilation of extraction records, term selection, construction of

conceptual structure and Thai definition rendering.

The result of this research shows that the subject field Intellectual Property at present

can be roughly divided into 9 sub-fields: Copyright, Patent, Trademark, Design,

Industrial Design, Layout-design of Integrated Circuits, Passing off, Trade Secret and

Geographical Indication. From these sub-fields, 40 concepts designated by 53 terms and

10 forms of conceptual relationship are established.
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Chapter I : Introduction

1.1 Rationale

Over the past 2 decades, the world has seen the closer economic and trade

cooperation at different levels and the development in goods and services made possible

by advanced technologies. These phenomena have brought with it not only the

prosperity but also trade disputes, in particular infringement of intellectual property

rights (IP). As a result, new laws for settlement of trade disputes, governing trade

activities and protection of goods and services have been provided and extended: to

mention but a few, copyright, patent, trademark, industrial design laws etc. It seems that

the more diversified the international trade is, the more new laws of intellectual property

are given rise, for example, the Act of Trade Secret Law of Thailand, which has recently

been passed. This results in a wider scope of the subject field “Intellectual Property”

and more new concepts.

Despite the more important role and the long history of Intellectual Property of

Thailand, which can be dated back to 1892, a special dictionary of Intellectual Property

has never been made available. Arguably, there are some dictionaries of law but most of

them are not practical because law is a very broad field of study, which can be further

divided into many sub-fields. Consequently, it’s unpractical for specifically specialized

users, such as translators or IP law students. Let’s consider the following entries given

in the dictionary of law by the Royal Institute:

���  Argument � �����	��
������������������������ � 
!�"#��$
% �'&�(*),+'-.(*
�/ (0�

1 �  Aristrocracy 2435 6 7�8:95�;=<�>4?
@��  Armed force ACBD8:E F*GIH�J
K �  Armed neutrality L�M�8*NPOQ; RP7�A�E�8:G,S'TP?�N UPACBD8VE F*G,H�JXWYA[Z\H�]�^�M`_#8VGI;=H�]Oba�c�d
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These 4 entries show that this dictionary of law, and many others, provides users only

the equivalent in another language. For such specialized users as translators, this is

considered insufficient because, apart from the TL equivalent, the explanation and

usage samples should be provided in order to help make clear the cross – cultural

communication. For example, the TL equivalent of the term “aristrocracy” does not

provide information about the term being defined and the 2nd definition of the term

“argument” also does not give any information about the context of use.

The more important role of international trade, the lack of sub – field based

dictionary of law and the insufficiency of definition justify the motivation to conduct

this research.

1.2 Objectives of the research

This M.A. research has two purposes as follows:

1. To study terminological methodologies because Terminology is a new field of

linguistic study and, thus, needs a strong methodological base for further

development.

2. To provide a basic glossary of IP terms, which are used at the international level.

1.3 Hypothesis

Based on The Agreement of Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property rights

(TRIPS Agreement), Intellectual Property is a subject field consisting of concepts in the

areas of Copyright, Patent, Trademark, Industrial Designs, Lay-out Designs

(Topographies) of Integrated Circuits, Geographical Indications, Protection of

Undisclosed Information and Control of Anti-competitive Practices. These concepts are

related and can be organized into a conceptual system of Intellectual Property.
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1.4 Scope of the research

“Intellectual Property (IP)” is a broad regime of legal protection, which is

provided for by most countries over the world and can further be divided into different

laws, for example, Copyright, Patent and Trademark etc. However, the intellectual

property protection is different from one country to another in respect of the use, for

example, the requirements for securing the legal protection provided by those laws.

With this reason, the scope of this research is limited to the subject matter of IP laws

under the subject field of Intellectual Property, which exist at the international level.

The parts dealing with the use of each IP Laws, for example, the infringement and the

procedure of securing etc. are excluded.

With the purpose of providing a basic glossary of IP terms, which can be

internationally applied, this research relies on the areas of intellectual property law

given by the TRIPS Agreement under the World Trade Organization, of which most

countries are members. These areas are as follows: Copyright, Patent, Trademark,

Industrial Designs, Lay-out Designs (Topographies) of Integrated Circuits,

Geographical Indications, Protection of Undisclosed Information and Control of Anti-

competitive Practices.

As a result, a term list of basic concepts in the field of Intellectual Property

together with their definitions, which are common to most countries.

1.5 Structure of the research

This research consists of 4 major parts, which are divided into 8 chapters and the

appendices. The first part (chapter 2) deals with the development of terminological

theories and the terminological approaches, on which this research is based.

The second part consists of Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, which forms the major part of this

research. To begin with, the Chapter 3 deals with the construction of corpus, Chapter 4

with the compilation of extraction records, Chapter 5 with the term selection, Chapter 6
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with the construction of conceptual structure and the Chapter 7 with the definition

rendering.

The third part is the conclusion of this research, dealing with the result of the research,

obstacle in doing the research and the application of the terminology of Intellectual

Property.

The fourth part is the appendices, including appendix A, B and C. Appendix A presents

the terminological records, in which Thai definitions of the terms are incorporated.

Appendix B shows the details of the conceptual structure of Intellectual Property.

Appendix C shows the extraction records of term candidates, from which the terms are

drawn.



Chapter II : Literature review

Terminology as a field of linguistic study has its object in relationship between

referents in the real world and their concepts, which are manifested in the linguistic

forms within an area of knowledge. Its origin can be dated back to the 18th and 19th

century from the need of naming new scientific concepts in the wake of industrial

revolution. In its early days, terminological studies were limited to the taxonomic fields

of knowledge, such as chemistry and botany and responsible by their subject specialists,

for example, Lavoisier and Berthollet and Linne, respectively (Cabre 1992: 1).

Terminology significantly earns its presence in the first half of 20th century by

Eugen Wüster, an Austrian engineer and founder of a well-known terminological

school, Vienna school.  His interest in Terminology also derived from the growth of

various disciplines, which brought with it a myriad of new concepts, including in the

field of Engineering. Wüster was aware of the need to name new concepts arising in

Engineering for the purpose of facilitating the communication among the specialists.

This resulted in his dedication to grounding the theory of Terminology and the Vienna

school of Terminology was founded and, later, followed by the Soviet School and

Czech school. The three schools of Terminology share the linguistically based

perspective that Terminology is a tool for the communication of special languages,

which requires a high level of precision with a slight difference in purpose of use. The

Vienna school uses Terminology as a tool to disambiguate the communication of such

special subjects as sciences. The Soviet and Czech schools view Terminology as a

facility for communication in the multi-ethnical society of the former Soviet Union and

in the multilingual society derived from the different geographic of the former

Czechoslovakia, respectively. These three schools, led by the Vienna school, laid the

foundation of terminological principles and methodologies.
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2.1 Traditional Schools of Terminology

As a tool for clear communication, The Vienna school set a theoretical framework

as follows:

1. Terminology gives priority to concepts rather than terms, which designate

concepts.

2. Concepts are clear-cut and can be assigned with a place in the conceptual system

of a given subject field.

3. Concepts should be defined in a traditional way.

4. A term is assigned permanently to a concept.

5. Terminological study is of the synchronistical study. (Temmerman 2000: 4)

The first principle is the argument Wüster used to differentiate Terminology from

the Lexicology. In other words, Terminology has its object in the existence of concepts

of a given knowledge area and tries to name and structure them based on the

relationships among the concepts. This is called onomasiological process. In contrast,

Lexicology has its interest in the semantic relationship between a linguistic form and its

meaning and its starting point is the linguistic form, which is called the semasiological

process.

Secondly, Concepts are not studied in isolation but as elements in the conceptual system

of a knowledge field. Each element is constituted from characteristics abstracted from

the real-world objects. Some of these characteristics delineate the concepts from one

another and, as a result, clear-cut concepts and conceptual relationships among them are

rendered.

Thirdly, to present such clear-cut concepts with relation to the other concepts, concepts

should be defined in the traditional manner, which includes the intensional

characteristics of a concept in the definition. The traditional definition also accepts

another 2 forms of definitions: extensional and part-whole definitions. The former is the

enumeration of all species or objects conceptualized to the concept being defined and
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the latter is the definition based on the relationship of a concept to its super-ordinate

ones.

Fourthly, to eliminate the ambiguity of communication, each concept should be

provided with a term. This results in the 1:1 correlation between term and concept.

Finally, since Terminology has its interest in the conceptual system and terms with

reference to each concept in such a system, the diachronic aspect of language and the

knowledge is not taken into account.

From these five principles, it can be said that the traditional school of

Terminology is quite rigid, in particular the second and fourth principles. In other

words, terminological studies in Wüster’s days were limited only to taxonomic or

scientific fields, in which concepts and their relationships are mostly hierarchical, and

thus, not so complex as those in Humanities and other social studies. The fourth

principle reveals the traditional school did not take into consideration the nature of

language, which is subject to the use. Thus, the 1:1 correlation between term and

concept seems idealistic and synonym is an evidence of plural reference by a linguistic

form. This is because the traditional school is influenced by the Structuralist school of

Linguistics, which concerned the universal rule governing languages. As a result, a

prescriptive Terminology, which is characterized by the five principles mentioned

above, is given birth.

2.2 The pragmatic Terminology

Due to the development of information technology later in the second half of the

20th century, which gives more people in various professions access to Terminology, the

rigidity of traditional view towards Terminology, i.e., a tool for the special

communication among subject specialist, become softened by the pragmatic view led by

Sager.

Unlike the traditional school, which views that the knowledge structure of a

knowledge field is static, Sager views that it is different from one community, the
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people of which conceive of it, from another. Therefore, it is rarely that conceptual

fields of the same knowledge field between different communities are similar. As a

result, the reference to a concept by a designation is also implicitly different as Sager

said:

“… Given the principle of continuous axes (the knowledge acquisition and use by

human beings), expressed above, it is unlikely that any two individuals, though their

states of knowledge might be said to be comparable, will assign precisely the same

configuration of knowledge space to the ‘same’ concept.” (Sage 1990: 17)

With the reasons mentioned above, it can be said that the designation to

concepts of a  knowledge field is tacitly based on the agreement of a community, whose

people uses that given knowledge and, therefore, terminological activities are not

restricted to the subject specialists.

In addition, due to fact that the need for a terminology is different from one

community to another, for instances, for language planning in such multi-ethnical

communities as Belgium, Canada and the former Soviet Union and for knowledge

transfer etc., Terminology should serve the social needs and not be limited to specific

user groups as subject specialists.

In his book “A Practical Course in Terminology Processing”, Sager said that one

factor, which should be taken into account in rendering definition, is the user

requirement (Sager 1990: 45). For example, translator as cross-cultural intermediary

may need, in addition to TL equivalent for any given concept, more information about

the usage and the non-specialist may need the explanation of a term in the form of

encyclopaedic definition (Sager 1990: 49).

In line with Sager’s pragmatic approach to Terminology, Pearson proposes

guidelines based on communication for operating various terminological activities,
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ranging from corpus construction, term identification to definition rendering. In these

processes, the sphere of user is taken into account.

To begin with, in construction of corpus, Pearson introduces four main

communicative settings for mapping onto information sources to be used as corpus.

These communicative settings include: expert – expert, expert to initiates, relative

expert to the uninitiated and teacher to pupil communications.  Each of them, which

underlies different information sources, implies different extents of term density and

also reliability of sources. The expert – expert communicative setting may lead to the

sources with a lot of terms but lacks explanations; the expert to initiates tends to provide

terms and more explanations; the relative expert to uninitiated is quite limited in terms

of terms, explanations and reliability and the teacher to pupil tends to provide a limited

number of terms but more explanations.

In conformity with these communicative settings, Pearson proposes a number of

defining statement patterns embedded in these settings, which provide terms and their

explanations and should be compiled for identifying terms. The defining statement is

called ‘defining expositive’, which can be divided into 3 main groups: simple formal,

complex formal and semi-formal defining expositives. The characteristics of each of

these statements can be observed from the linguistic signals and the patterns (see

chapter 3 page 19).

The contribution of these patterns does not end up with the term identification

but they can be applied to the process of definition rendering, which is subject to the

user group of any given terminology. To be more precise, the simple formal defining

expositives can be applied with the subject specialist, who is expert in his subject field

and use the terminology for reminding himself of the concepts in the knowledge

structure. It can also be used with some groups of specialised users, for example,

translator, who normally wants the TL equivalent with the essential information about

term. In case it is expected that specialised users need more detailed information about

terms, the complex formal expositive can be used. If the user is of the non-specialist, the
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pattern ‘semi-formal expositive’ can be applied because this pattern consists of only

basic defining elements, into which only essential characteristics can be put.

Complement of the traditional and pragmatic perspectives towards Terminology

From these two perspectives towards Terminology mentioned above, it can be

concluded that both are complement to each other. The priority given to concepts more

than the designation and the traditional defining methods form the theoretic foundation

of Terminology. However, due to the limited development of knowledge field,

information technology and influences from other disciplines, for example, the

taxonomic discipline and the Structuralist school of linguistics, Terminology in the

earlier days seems to be rigid. This is manifested by the principles of being clear-cut,

1:1 correspondence between the concept and term and the synchronic study. As a result,

Terminological activities are operated by and for only subject specialists. This rigidity is

softened by the development of various fields of applied linguistics, to name but a few,

pragmatic linguistics and psycholinguistics etc., which show the interrelation between

social needs (user-oriented) and Terminology and the interdependence between the

social norm and  knowledge structure, in which concepts exist.

2.3 Terminology and Intellectual Property

Intellectual Property is a field of civil and commercial law, which concerns legal

rights associated with creative effort and commercial reputation. According to TRIPs

Agreement, Intellectual Property can be broadly divided into 8 areas: Copyright, Patent,

Trademark, Industrial Design, Lay-out Designs (Topographies) of Integrated Circuits,

Geographical Indications, Protection of Undisclosed Information and Control of Anti-

competitive Practices. The provision of each form of these intellectual property rights is

different from country to another.

The origin of intellectual property can be dated back to the 19th century after the

industrial revolution and it has earned more and more important role in parallel to the
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trade development and from the national, regional to international level. The evidence

of this development is shown by various conventions from the midst of 19th century,

which have been amended in response to the trade development. To name but a few: the

Paris Convention for the protection of industrial property and the Berne Convention for

the protection of literary and artistic works. The importance of Intellectual Property at

the international level is manifested through the provision of the TRIPS Agreement

(Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights), under the World Trade

Organization. The purpose of the provision of this agreement is to ensure the fair

competition in trade among the member countries, which have been increasingly

corrupted on the course of more complex trade development.

The development of Intellectual Property has brought with it even more complex

knowledge structure of this field, i.e., in its earlier days, the intellectual property rights

dealt with only the protection of industrial properties, literary works and artistic works.

Then it has been extended to other subject matters, including the 8 areas mentioned

above. What’s more, Intellectual Property has involved more people in various walk of

lives, apart from lawyers, at different levels, ranging from businessperson, academics,

interpreters and translators to general people. The infringement of musical works and

brand-name goods are good evidences.

In spite of the ever more complexity of Intellectual Property and the involvement

of more people, a glossary of Intellectual Property in Thai has not yet been provided

even such important terms as “intellectual property”. Some terms are included in the

special dictionary of law but considered insufficient because it provides only the

equivalents in Thai but lacks the proper definition for efficient communication of this

subject field. For example, the dictionary of Thai law term provides the definition of

“copyright” as follows:
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The definition shown above is considered insufficient because it still lacks the

basic, essential characteristics of the protection of copyright, that is, the subject matters

of the protection: literary work and artistic work. This dictionary also provides some

other terms, which fall into the field of Intellectual Property, but without the

relationship among these terms, which are considered important for the efficient

communication. To name but a few:
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From these two definitions, although the source of the term is provided, it is hard

for users, in particular such specialised users as translator and interpreter, to know that

these two terms are related to the term “artistic work” as types of the artistic work. The

term “artistic work” � �Vk�i Á � }�|>m�z z�v)  proper is not provided.

The insufficiency of the special dictionary justifies a production of the

terminology of Intellectual Property for better communication of this subject field.
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2.4 Working method of the research

Due to the fact that Terminology is a new field of linguistic study in Thailand, a

specific glossary of Intellectual Property based on the terminological theory have not

yet been made available. Thus, this research has to start from scratch.

The working method of this research can be divided into steps as follows:

preliminary study, construction of corpus, compilation of extraction records, term

selection and definition rendering.

1. Preliminary study of the research

From the preliminary study, it is found that a combination of traditional school,

i.e., the Vienna school and the pragmatic approach introduced by Sager and Pearson

should be used in doing the research. This is because the theoretical framework of

the traditional school is rigid and limited to specialist users. In corresponding to the

need of specialised users such as the law translator, more user-oriented approaches

should be brought in to complement what the traditional school lacks, that is, user of

any given terminology.

As regards the subject field, Intellectual Property is a vast area, which can be

different in details from one country to another. To produce a country-specific

terminology of Intellectual Property may not respond to the international trade.

Thus, the terminology should be an international version with country-specific

explanations, if necessary. In addition, the subject field significance was also

evaluated by means of the number of term candidates. In other words, any given

subject field, which needs an individual terminology should contain a sufficient

number of terms. In doing this, the frequency of occurrence of relevant lexical items

and the collocation with defining linguistic signals, for example, is defined as, is

called and is are used. Any lexical item, which occurs up from 5 times and

collocates with such linguistic signals, are compiled. In this preliminary study, 10

terms are compiled.
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2. Construction of corpus

Following the preliminary study, a special corpus, i.e., subject-field specific

corpus, is needed because corpora provided by some institutes are of generic ones

and, thus, inappropriate for the special terminology. In construction of the corpus,

Pearson’s content and communicative setting criteria are adopted. Then they will be

classified into 2 types: generic and specific corpus. The former is the source, which

covers all sub-fields in Intellectual Property but lacks the explanation of term

candidates and the latter covers only any sub-field but provides the explanation of

term candidates.

3. Compilation of extraction records

After constructing the corpus, term candidates, together with their context, are to

be drawn from the corpus. They are called “extraction record”.  At this step, Sager’s

subject classification, i.e., Top-down and Bottom- up approaches, which are used in

building up the conceptual network of a subject field, are adopted. To be more

precise, the compilation starts with the generic corpus in order to build up the

overview of the subject field. Then it proceeds with the specific corpus one after

another to extract term candidates of each sub-field. The extraction records are then

put into the table of extraction records provided.

4. Term selection

All the extraction records compiled are at this stage exhaustively considered

against the criteria based on Pearson’s different defining expositives, simply said,

the collocation with linguistic signals, and relationship between the term candidate

being considered and its neighbouring ones. If the given term meet the criteria

provided (see chapter IV page 27-30), it will then be put into the table of term

records. At this stage, all terms in the subject field are obtained.
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5. Construction of the subject field’s conceptual structure

The term records obtained in the previous stage are then analysed to figure out

relationships between the concepts designated by the terms. In doing this, Sager’s

top-down and bottom-up approaches are used again; in other words, the process

starts with the most super-ordinate concept “intellectual property’ and then proceeds

from one sub-field after another. What’s more, in figuring out the relationships

between concepts, each concept should be placed into conceptual reference classes,

for example, ‘object’, ‘method’, ‘property’ and ‘quality’ etc. As a result, the

conceptual structure, which is built up from various conceptual relationships, is

rendered.

6. Definition rendering

The final step of a terminology production is rendering definition based on the

relationships derived from the construction of conceptual structure. This results in

the whole conceptual structure reflected by the definition of each term with

reference to its concept. In rendering definition, a suitable definition pattern should

be selected by taking into account the target user of a given terminology. For this

research, Pearson’s defining expositives, such as, simple formal and complex formal

expositves and some criteria provided by ISO 704:2000 (E) are used as guidelines.



Chapter III : The construction of corpus

One of the tasks required for a production of a terminology of subject field is the

search for appropriate corpora, from which a suff icient number of terms of the given

subject field and their samples of usage can be extracted. Most corpora resources

available nowadays are of the general reference corpus, for instance, the Bank of

English provided by Cobuild and British National Corpus (BNC). Special corpora

resources are also available for different purposes of linguistic researches, for example,

the European Corpus Initiative Multili ngual Corpus (ECI) provides users with a wide

range of corpora, for example, child language, newspaper language and legal texts etc.

in different languages. However, these special corpora do not cover all specific topics,

for example, Intellectual Property. Therefore, it is often that some terminological

researches start with construction of a special purpose corpus for a terminology of

specific subject field.

In construction of such special purpose corpus as Intellectual Property one of the

major concerns is “size” of the corpus, since size is assumed, for corpora in general, as a

key criterion for representativeness and reliabilit y of the corpus. The size of general

reference corpora is massive, ranging from 75,000 to unlimited number, for example,

the Bank of English contains more than two milli ons words and the British National

Corpus with more than one milli on words. For a special purpose corpus like Intellectual

Property (IP), such a number of words seem impossible due to the specificity of the

subject field.

With these reasons, the criterion of ‘ size’ was put aside at the beginning because,

according to Sinclair (Pearson 1998: 51), construction of corpus of a given subject field

is a cyclical process. In other words, we start with compili ng a number of texts and then

collect relevant extractions for later searching terms and building the conceptual

network of the subject field. When it is found that there are still mi ssing relevant

concepts, we proceed on compiling corpus again.
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3.1 Criteria for the construction of Intellectual Property corpus

In construction of a special purpose corpus as with the subject field “ Intellectual

Property” , a set of criteria for selection of information sources should be set up in order

to guarantee, to some extent, the availabilit y of term. The criteria can be broadly

categorized into 2 types: the internal and external criteria. The former deals with the

content of the information sources, which is given the priority in this research, and the

latter with the external factors of the sources. The external criteria are required in order

to guarantee the quality and reliability of corpus.

3.1.1 Internal and external criteria

As mentioned before, the content of texts, i.e., information sources is given the

priority. However, other specifications are required in making the corpus representative

and reliable. In her book “Terms in Context” , Pearson classifies criteria for corpus

building into 2 groups: internal and external ones.

Internal criteria

The internal or linguistic criteria deal with the content of texts and can be

divided into 2 sorts: topic and style. Topic informs us the main idea of any given

information source, the content of which is structured and can be seen in the table of

content. Topic criterion plays a key role in building a special purpose corpus because, in

general, texts, which directly deals with a given topic, i.e., subject field, are supposed to

contain a number of concepts relevant to such a topic. When a number of texts are

collected enough to cover the whole concepts of that subject field regardless of the word

numbers, the corpus can be said representative.

As for ‘Style’ , this criterion is excluded in construction on the corpus of

Intellectual Property because this term has a broad meaning depending on the context of

use. In general, ‘style’ refers to characteristics of an individual, a group or a community.
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In the corpus community, some use language registers to classified texts into formal,

informal and colloquial styles but these criteria are not agreed because the level of

formality is blurred and often subjective, i.e., a formal text can be viewed informal for

others (Pearson 1998 : 55). From my viewpoint, ‘style’ is a set of linguistic features

embedded in different communicative settings and, due to its broad meaning, less

contributive to the process of corpus construction.

External criteria

The external criteria (non-linguistic) deals with the mode of communication

(written and oral), text genre, text types, bibliographical (author and date of the

production) and socio-cultural (dialects, communicative settings) information of the

information sources selected.

In this research, both the internal and external criteria are used as the criteria for

selection of information sources as follows:

1. Topic of information sources

2. Coverage of the overall concepts of the subject field

3. Communicative setting of the sources

4. Reliability of the information source

5. Mode of communication

3.1.2 Topic of information sources

Owing to the lack of corpora of Intellectual Property for inspection of the

availabilit y of the terms, a special purpose corpus of this subject field must be

constructed. To ensure a suff icient number of terms, the topic criteria is given the first

priority, that is, information sources to be used as corpus must directly deal with

Intellectual Property.
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3.1.3 Coverage of the overall concepts of the subject field

The second criteria – the coverage of the whole concepts of the subject field – is

still of the internal criteria and is required because it helps construct overall concepts of

the subject field. However, it is ideal that one information source can provide the overall

concepts of the subject field because each information source has its own purpose. Some

aim at providing the overall concepts of the subject field but limited explanation and the

others at providing the explanation of a specific concept under the subject field. With

these reasons, this criterion is applied to one or a couple of information sources, which

can provide the overall concepts of Intellectual Property, with the limited explanation of

the concepts, though. The sources applied with this criterion are classified as Generic

Corpus. Other sources that do not meet this criteria, i.e., they contain one or more

specific sub-fields of Intellectual Property, are classified as Specific Corpus. This

classification of corpus will facilit ate the operation in the next procedures, i.e., the

compilation of extraction records and the term selection. In compili ng the extraction

records, the process starts at the generic corpus, from which the sub-fields and most of

their concepts are rendered. If the explanation of these concepts are limited, it will be

more sought for in each specific concept.

3.1.4 Communicative setting of the sources

The third criterion – communicative setting – is of the external criteria because it

deals with the participants in a communicative situation, which underlies information

sources. This criterion guides us to quality sources with term density, definitions and

explanations. Pearson categorizes the communicative setting into 4 classes: expert –

expert, expert-to-initiates, relative expert-to-uninitiated and teacher-pupil

communications.

In construction of the corpus of Intellectual Property and its conceptual structure,

three of them – expert-to-initiates, teacher-pupil and expert – expert communicative
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settings are used in estimation of term density because they are supposed to contain a lot

of terms and their explanation.

In the expert-to-initiates communication, the sender is an expert of a given

subject field and aims at providing the recipients with the knowledge of this subject

field. He tends to use the same set of terms as used with his/her peers. The recipient is a

new comer of that subject field but are able and want to acquire this new knowledge. In

conveying new concepts and terms, the sender is aware of the limitation of the recipients

and, therefore, provides them with the clear definitions and, if needed, the explanations

of terms.

As regards the teacher-pupil communication, the situation is similar to the

expert-to-initiates. The difference lies in the lower expectation of the recipient’s

knowledge of the subject field. They include general people and high school student etc.

Therefore, the sender will use terms as appropriate and the definition and explanation

may be repeated. The language used is simpler as well.

The expert – expert communication is a special communication between people,

who share the same level of expertise in a given subject field. Therefore, they tend to

use the terms without providing the definition, except for the case that they want to

propose new concepts of the subject field. In this communicative setting, the density of

terms is highly expected.

The relative expert-to-uninitiated communication is not taken into account

because the sender is supposed to have limited knowledge of the subject field, whose

purpose is to provide the recipient with the introductory information of the subject field.

Therefore, the precision and details of terms cannot be totally relied on.
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3.1.5 Reliability of the information source

Next is the criterion of reliabilit y, which can be measured by the origin and date

of production of the information source. The origin of the source consists of authors,

institutes or organizations, who provide texts or information sources selected. They are

expected to be recognized by the expert of that subject field. The date of production

proves the validity of terms and also contributes to the diachronic study of Terminology.

As for the information sources selected in doing this research, the textbook, the

date of production should be less than 10 years. For the on-line sources, the information

must be kept updated. As for the legal provision such as the convention, the date of last

amendment must be provided.

3.1.6 Mode of communication

Due to the fact that the language register used in communication about law is

usually off icial, whether or not it is of spoken or written mode, the materials used as a

corpus must be in written form.

3.2 The list of information sources used as corpus

Based on these 5 criteria, including the topic, the coverage of the subject field’s

whole concepts, the term density and the reliabilit y, I have selected the following

information sources for constructing the corpus of Intellectual Property.

No. Information source Code Word count

1 World Trade Organization. Intellectual property rights and

the TRIPS Agreement. [on-line]. Available at:

www.wipo.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e.htm. [March

2002]

ipgen_1 17,860
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2 I. Bainbridge, David. 1994. Intellectual Property. Second

edition. London: PITMAN PUBLISHING (P. 2 – 10, P.25 –

51, P.56 – 62, P.65 – 72, P.76 – 83, P.85 – 86, P.196 – 206,

P. P.219 – 230, P. 231 – 243, P.247 – 257, P.259 – 262,

P.263 – 265,, P. 273 – 301, P. 345 – 353, P356 – 360, P. 373

– 383, P.95 – 402, P. 424 – 432, P.444 – 454)

ipgen_2 73,790

3 World Intellectual Property Organization. About Intellectual

Property. [On-line]. Available at:

www.wipo.org/about_ip/en/overview.htm (March 2002)

ipgen_3 5,920

4 The UK Patent Office. Copyright, Trademarks, Designs,

Patent [On-line]. Available at:

www.patent.gov.uk/index.htm (March 2002)

ipgen_4 5,907

5 The UK Patent Office. Intellectual Property. [On-line]

Available at: www.intellectual-

property.gov.uk/index.htm (March 2002)

6 World Intellectual Property Organization. Paris Convention

for the protection of industrial property. [On-line]. Available

at: www.wipo.int/clea/docs/en/wo/wo020en.htm (March

2002)

ipspe_1 13,318

7 World Intellectual Property Organization. Berne Convention

for the protection of literary and artistic works. [On-line].

Available at:

www.wipo.int/clea/docs/en/wo/wo001en.htm (March

2002)

8 U.S. Copyright Office. Copyright Basics. [On-line].

Available at: www.copyright.gov/circ/circ1.html#wci

(March 2002)

ipspe_2 7,916

9 United States Patent and Trademark Office. General

Information Concerning Patent. [On-line]. Available at:

www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html

ipspe_3 21,959
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10 Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School. Unfair

competition. [On-line]. Available at:

www.law.cornell.edu/topics /unfair_competition.html. (April

2002)

ipspe_4 845

11 Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School. Trademark

law: an overview. [On-line]. Available at:

www.law.cornell.edu/topics /trademark.html. (April 2002)

12 Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School. Patent Law

and Title 35 of the United States Code [On-line]. Available

at: www.law.cornell.edu/topics /patent.html. (April 2002)

ipspe_5 8,701

13 Intellectual Property and the National Information

Infrastructure. 1995. The Report of the Working Group on

Intellectual Property Rights. [On-line]. Available at:

www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/doc/ipnii/ipnii.text

ipspe_6 79,047

14 United States Patent and Trademark Office. General

Information About 35 U.S.C. 161 Plant Patent. [On-line].

Available at:

www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/plant/index.html

ipspe_7 6,493

15 United States Patent and Trademark Office. A Guide to

Filing a Design Patent Application. [On-line]. Available at:

www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/design/index.html

16 The European Commission. 1999 “Amended proposal for a

directive on the protection of inventions by utility models.

[On-line]. Available at”

htpp://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/indprop/model

/utility.htm

ipspe_8 4860

17 International Chamber of Commerce. Current and emerging

issues relating to specific intellectual property rights. [On-

line]. Available at:

www.iccwbo.org/home/intellectual_property/ip/%20roadmap

/contents.asp (May 2002)
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18 BIBIC Law Office. Patent. [On-line]. Available at:

www.yupatents.com/patent

19 Dej-Udom & Associates Attorney at Law. Thai Laws and

Compliance with TRIPS. [On-line]. Available at:

www.dejudomlaw.com/trips.htm

Total word count 246, 616

3.3 Generic and specific corpus

Based on the first criterion, all these sources are quali fied for being used as

corpus. However, in order to manage later the process of compili ng extraction records

eff iciently, the second criterion is used for classifying these sources into 2 groups: the

generic and specific corpus. The generic corpus provides us with data of the whole

concepts of the subject field; whereas, the specific ones with the data of each sub-field.

The first five sources are classified as the generic corpus and the rest of sources as the

specific ones.

It should be made clear that the generic corpus is not the complete corpus, from

which all terms in the field of Intellectual Property can be identified, because some of

them are limited by other factors, for example, the communicative setting and intention

of the sources etc. The corpus with the expert-expert communicative setting is li kely to

contain many terms but limited definitions; whereas, some other corpora intend to

provide the user with the overall concepts of the subject field, therefore, a limited

number of terms and their definitions, for example, the TRIPS Agreement and the IP

information derived from the UK Patent Off ice respectively. Moreover, some corpora

provide the user with the intensive information of one of the sub-fields, for example, the

Paris Convention and Berne Convention, which deal with the sub-field “patent” and

“copyright” , respectively. Since they provide the user with the information of a specific

sub-field, they are classified as specific corpus.

3.4 Reliability of the corpus
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As for the reliabilit y of the corpus, all of the sources, except for No. 18 and 19,

are reliable because they are related to the state agencies or recognized institutes

responsible for the intellectual property, for example, the corpus No. 5 is provided by

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Off ice, the corpora No. 10, 11 and 12 derived from the

Law Information Institute, Cornell University etc. As for the source No. 18 and 19,

because of the lack of information about the concept “petty patent” , which exist in some

developing countries’ IP system, these two corpus are derived from the private

organizations, which are to some extent reliable.

3.5 Conversion of the information into appropriate format

To make the term identification process possible, all i nformation derived from

the sources must be converted into an appropriate format – text-only format. In doing

this, the treatment of hard-copy and on-line sources are different.

For the hard-copy information source, the texts must firstly be scanned and then

converted into the text-only format. In doing this, not all parts of the textbook are

scanned but those dealing with the properties of the intellectual property. In other words,

the parts dealing with the application of the intellectual property are excluded.

Moreover, since the scanning process takes a long time, it is sometimes necessary to

process manually – typing. Then they are saved in the document format and converted

into the text format. However, the manual method should be adopted as least as possible

because it may affect the precision of data.

For the on-line source, it can be directly converted into the text format.

However, direct conversion from on-line to text-only format may bring about the

inaccuracy of word count because it is often that a web page contains other non-relevant

information, for example, commercial advertisement, links to other sources etc. A
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solution to this problem is conversion of on-line text into document format. Then the

relevant information is selected and converted into text-only ones.

3.6 The code assignment to the corpus

For the convenience of compiling extraction records and the precision of

reference, each information source should be assigned with a code (see page 21 - 23).

For the sources, which have less than 2,000 words each and come from the same source,

they are combined and assigned with one code.



Chapter IV : Compilation of extraction records

After constructing the corpus of Intellectual Property in the previous chapter,

this chapter discusses the procedure of compiling extraction records, which show the

existence of concepts and their linguistic manifestation in the subject field. Due to the

fact that the information obtained from the corpus may also deal with concepts in other

disciplines apart from those in the subject-field, the information, therefore, is sifted in

order to obtain the subject-field related information, which indicates the existence of the

concepts and is called “extraction record”.  Moreover, because of the abstract nature of

the concept, the access to it should be made through the concrete, that is, linguistic

form, which refers to that concept.

To ensure the relevancy of the extraction records to be compiled, a set of criteria

for selecting the linguistic form with reference to the concept and the qualification of

the extraction record attached to the linguistic form should be provided. In addition, the

tool for the compiling process, that is, a table of extraction records, should be made

available. Then the working method of compilation should also be set so that the

compiling process can be operated systematically.

4.1 Criteria for compilation of extraction records

As mentioned above, the access to the concepts in the subject field should be the

linguistic form referring to them because of the abstract nature of the concept.

Moreover, the linguistic forms existing in the corpus can be of different types and

grammatical categories, the qualification of the linguistic form, therefore, should be

defined so that they lead us to the concepts and their designations. Furthermore, the

information unit obtained through the linguistic form should also be assigned with

qualifications in order to ensure the existence of the concepts. With these reasons, a set

of criteria specifying the qualifications of linguistic forms and the information units to

be compiled is provided.
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The set of criteria for compilation of extraction records

1. Linguistic forms used in compiling the extraction records must be lexical items of

any word formation in any grammatical category, i.e., single or compound words,

phrases, syntactical units in the form of verb, adjective and noun etc. But

grammatical words, for example, determiners, conjunctions and prepositions etc. are

excluded.

This criteria is pivotal to Terminology because lexeme is the part of linguistic form,

which contains features conceptualized from the real world; whereas, grammatical

words function as linkage between lexical items with time and space. For example,

the conjunction “and” is used for linking more than one entities together and “in”

for showing the relation between entities and space or time.

2. Abbreviations, short forms, truncations are considered as lexical items.

The short forms mentioned above are considered lexical items because most of them

derive, in one way or another, from the full form of designations with reference to

concepts, for example, IP stands for Intellectual Property.

3. The generic reference of the lexical item in the subject field

The third criterion is provided because in the process of selection of lexical items we

encounter a lot of lexical items, some of which may refer to concepts out of the

subject field “Intellectual Property”, in spite of their existence in the context of

Intellectual Property. Some can be a name of individual object without a place in the

conceptual structure of the subject field. According to ISO 704 (Pearson 1998: 128-

129), terms should have generic reference in order to prove that the concept, which

they designate, have passed the conceptualization process and can then be located in

the space and time. To facilitate the following process of term selection, the lexical

items used as node in collecting extraction records should have generic reference,

which can be observed from the availability of indefinite article before the lexical

item. If it is preceded by an indefinite article or not preceded by any determiner,
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they will also be collected. If it is preceded by any determiner, such items are not

immediately ruled out because the determiner can function as anaphoric reference.

Moreover, in judging which lexical items can or cannot be terms needs other

qualification, for instance, its place in relation to other concepts in the subject field.

4. The lexical items to be selected should at least one time collocate with defining

linguistic signals.

In addition to the criteria about the linguistic form mentioned above, the fourth one

is set for ensuring the existence of concepts in the subject field. The linguistic

signals, for example, are  ‘is/are”, “be known as”, “be referred to”, be divided into”

and “be called” etc.  These linguistic signals usually occur in different definition

patterns called Defining Expositives, which can further be divided into Simple

Formal Defining Expositive, Complex Formal Defining Expositive, and Semi

Formal Defining Expositive (Pearson 1998: 136-157).  Each type of these defining

expositives can be presented in various formula, which consist of, at least, the

following elements: “term”  “class” “Characteristic”. The simple formal defining

expositive is represented in the formula “X” represent term, the sign “=” represents

connective verbs and “Y” Class.

1. X = Y + distinguishing characteristic, whereby X is subordinate to Y

Example: Copyright (X) is a property right (Y) which subsists (exists) in

various 'works', for example, literary works, artistic works, musical works,

sound recordings, films and broadcasting (distinguishing characteristics).

2. Y + distinguishing characteristic = X, whereby X is subordinate to Y

Example: Other works (Y), such as films, sound recordings, broadcasts, cable

programmes and typographical arrangements (distinguishing characteristics) can

be described as derivative or entrepreneurial works (X) and there is no

requirement for originality.
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Regarding the “connective verbs”, in other words, linguistic signals, Pearson

specifies that they must be in the present tense, indicative mood and not collocate

with any modal verbs except for the modal verb “can”. This is because the modality

can affect the general applicability of term. However, the collocation with the modal

verb is not excluded at this stage because, in confirming whether or not a lexical

item is term with reference to the concept, the extraction records from different

sources should be compared. It is possible that the IP information provided by an

author is country specific and different from the IP system of other countries.

As for the complex formal defining expositive (Pearson 1998: 152 - 157), the

defining patterns can extend to more than one sentences and the sequence of each

elements, i.e., “x”, “y” and “=” is different from that of the simple formal defining

expositive. Some examples are as follows:

1. “ defining statement. This is called…”,

2. “Heading. This is…” and

3. “X. This is a…” etc.

Example: A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaboration,

or other modifications which is (nmkus) a whole, represent an original work of

authorship (defining statement), is a 'derivative work.

The semi-formal defining expositive is a form of definition patterns, which is

shorter than those two mentioned above, in other words, the element “class” is not

provided. The formula can be represented as: “X = distinguishing characteristics”. It

can be translated into various patterns, for instance,

1. “X is/are used to + distinguishing characteristic”,

2. “X is/are used for + distinguishing characteristic” and

3. “X have/has + distinguishing characteristic”.

Example: The moral rights (X) include the author 's right to object to any
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distortion, mutilation or other modification of his work that might be prejudicial to

his honor or reputation (distinguishing characteristics).

All these 3 kinds of defining expositives are applied in extracting term candidates

and their context.

5. In case that the collocation of the linguistic items with the defining linguistic signals

can not be found, the extraction record must show the relevancy of such a lexical

item to other lexical items in the record.

It is possible that the lexical items used as node for searching the concepts in the

corpus do not collocate with the defining expositives, especially in the expert-expert

communication, in which both the sender and recipient are expert. In such a case,

the existence of concepts can be examined through the relation of the lexical item

with the others in that extraction records. Moreover, more than one records of this

kind of record should be compiled.

4.2 Preparation before compilation of extraction records

Before starting the compilation of extraction records, the tools for this process

should be prepared. These tools include the table of extraction records and the computer

programs for processing the corpus.

Table of extraction records

The table of records is provided for containing related information of terms, both

linguistic and non-linguistic ones, for example, grammatical categories, variants of

terms, related terms, subject field, related subject fields, term codes, corpus code and

remark etc. All kinds of this information are recorded in the field of table. The number

of fields cannot be fixed. It depends on the purpose and complexity of each

terminological works.
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For this research, I have set up a table of extraction records and the example is shown

below:

Extraction code: IP20 Lexical item : Intellectual Property Subject fields:

Intellectual Property

Corpus code:

WIPO

Extraction:

Intellectual property is divided into two

Categories: Industrial property, which includes inventions (patents),

trademarks, industrial designs, and geographic indications of

source; and Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works

such as novels, poems and plays, films, musical works, artistic

works such as drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, and

architectural designs.

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related lexical items:

Remarks:

Linguistic signal: “is divided into”

Intellectual Property is generic term (class term)

Computer programs for processing the corpus

As regards the computer programs, the programs “Win Concordance” 1 and

“Microsoft Excel” are used in processing the corpus and compiling the extraction

records respectively. The program “Win Concordance” is practical because it has the

functions necessary for selecting terms, for instances, “Build word frequency list”,

����������������������������������������������������������

�

�The program was developed by Zdenek Martinek from the University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, Czech   

Republic, in close collaboration with Les Siegrist, from the Technische University Darmstadt, Germany.
(http://www.linglit.tu-darmstadt.de/wconcord.htm)
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“Build collocate frequency list”, “Word search” and “Advanced word search” etc. In

compiling the extraction record, the table presented above is the hard-copy version and

it is transformed into the Microsoft Excel for the convenience of processing.

4.3 Working methods of compilation of extraction records

4.3.1  Top-down and Bottom-up approach

As mentioned in the chapter III (corpus construction), the corpus is classified

into 2 groups: the generic and specific ones. The process of compiling records is similar

to the corpus classification. In other words, it starts with the generic corpus and then the

specific ones. This working method relies on Sager’s approaches to subject

classification, which are used for structuring concepts to larger groups under a subject

field (Sager 1990: 37), i.e., Top – down and Bottom – up approaches. Another approach

used is the statistical ones.

By the Top-down approach, the process starts with the class concepts and proceeds

down to the individual concepts of the subject field. On the contrary, the Bottom-up one

starts with individual concepts up to the concepts of the highest levels. In doing

terminological works, both approaches should be used because each approach has its

own limitation. If the Top-down approach is used for the whole process, it is difficult to

know where and which concept is the individual concept. Complementary to the Top-

down approach, the bottom-up approach helps gather individual concepts without the

knowledge of hierarchical relation between them. It can be argued that the class concept

can be later found out to group up the individual ones but this process is time-

consuming.

Like the classification of corpus into generic and specific ones, the Top-down approach

is used for building up the whole structure of subject field and the Bottom-up for

identifying term candidates of each sub-field.

As regards the statistical approach, it deals with the frequency of words and

collocations. This approach is used, secondary to the content criteria, for finding terms
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candidates. In other words, in identifying term candidates, the lexical item, whose sense

relates to the intellectual property law of any form, will given the priority, albeit the low

frequency of occurrence.  This is because the high frequency of occurrence does not

guarantee the status of being terms. Moreover, if all lexical items with high frequency of

occurrence are collected, it is quite time-consuming, if not impossible, in searching for

and compiling their extraction records.

With the purpose of identifying as many terms as possible in the domain of

Intellectual Property, I start the process of compilation of extraction records with

circumscribing the scope of subject area by using the term “Intellectual Property” as

node. The data rendered by the Concordance shows that the subject field “Intellectual

Property” consists of 8 key sub-fields, including Copyright, Patent, Trademark,

Industrial Designs, Geographical Indications, Lay-out Designs, Protection of

Undisclosed Information and Control of Anti-competitive Practices. Then the process

continues from one after another sub-fields2.

4.3.2  Process of searching for extraction records

In searching extraction records, word frequency list of each corpus is first

created. Then the lexical items with the frequency of occurrence of more than 5 times in

the corpus will be collected. All these items will be used as node in searching for its

context of occurrence one by one.

The information units, which has any pattern of defining expositives mentioned

above, will be recorded in the table. Meanwhile, the collocation of the node with other

items will be separately noted, for example, the collocation of the node “copyright” with

the item “owner”. This collocation will later be checked for the potentiality of being

term by means of the function “Build collocate frequency list”. If the frequency of

����������������������������������������������������������

2 The British IP system differently classifies the forms of intellectual property, i.e., there is another two

forms of protection: design and passing off.
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collocation exceeds 5 times, each will be noted for further searching for the defining

expositives. In this stage, the function “Advanced word search” is used.

Another approach to the existence of concepts in the subject field, apart from the

lexical items derived from the word frequency list function, is the observation of the

other lexical items, which occur in the extraction records. These lexical items will also

be checked for the frequency of occurrence and collocation with linguistic signals and,

then, their extraction records will be compiled. Both approaches through the word

frequency list function and the observation from the extraction records prevent us from

overlooking the concepts in the subject field.

In conclusion, after having tools required for compiling extraction records at

disposal, the process of compilation starts with framing the scope of subject field. Then

the procedure follows from one after another sub-fields. In the process of  searching for

qualified records, the list of frequency of occurrence is built and lexical items with 5

times occurrence will be collected. Each of these lexical items is used as node in

searching for its context of use, called extraction record. During this process, other

lexical items occurring in the extraction records should be noted for searching for their

records. These working methods help compile as many extraction records as possible

for identifying the concepts in the subject field.

In addition to the eight areas of Intellectual Property, another 2 areas, which are specific

to British IP system, are added. These include the sub-field “Design” and “Passing off”.

From these ten areas, 462 extraction records are compiled.



Chapter V : Term selection from the extraction records

After gathering a sufficient amount of extraction records, the next stage is

selection of terms from those extraction records. The procedure of term selection

consists of 3 steps, including the provision of terminological record table, the analysis

of extraction records and consultation with special reference book and the subject-field

specialist.

5.1 The provision of terminological record table

Like the process of collecting extraction records, a table of terminological

records must be provided for recording the terms and their detailed information. The

pattern of this table, i.e., the fields in the table, cannot be fixed for all since it depends

on the requirements of each terminological work. The common function is that the table

should provide all of information about the term entry to be selected, which are

necessary for the next procedures, i.e., the construction of conceptual network and the

provision of corresponding terms and definitions in the target language. The table,

moreover, should be linked with the table of extraction records because some kinds of

information of the term entry are not shown, for example, related extraction records in

the terminological record table.

For this research, I have designed the table of terminological records as follows:

Sub-field:

Term variants:

No. Term entry:

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1:

Extraction record 2:

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics:
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Notes:

Thai Terms: Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Description of the fields in the terminological records

1. The field “No.” is provided for ordering the records.

2. The field “ term entry” contains the term selected from the extraction records.

3. The field “sub-field” is the sub-field, to which the term entry belongs.

4. The field “ term variants” is for containing synonyms of the term entry.

5. The field “ related terms/sub-fields is for containing the terms, which are closely

related to the term entry and the term entry in the other sub-fields.

6. The fields “extraction record 1 and 2” are provided for showing the occurrence

of term entry in the context.

7. The field “ related extraction records” is provided for referring to the other

relevant extraction records, which are not shown in the terminological record.

8. The field “definition in references” is for providing the definition of the term

entry in the reference sources, for example, the Black’s Law Dictionary.

9. The field “ intensional characteristics” is for containing the features of term

entry, which are analysed from the extraction records.

10. The field “notes” is for containing other information about the term entry both

English and Thai.

11. The fields “Thai term”, “Thai variants” , Thai extraction 1 and 2” and “Definition

in Thai references” are similar to their corresponding fields in English.

12. The field “Thai definition” is for containing the definition of term entry in Thai.
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5.2 The analysis of extraction records

In analysing the extraction records, the top-down and bottom-up approaches are

still being used, in other words, all extraction records compiled are classified into its

sub-fields, starting with the generic term “ intellectual property” and going down to each

sub-fields one after another. Then the extraction records of each sub-field are grouped

by means of the term candidates, put it differently, the extraction records, which have

the same term candidates, for example, ‘ literary work’ , ‘artistic work’ and ‘moral right’

are grouped up. Then they are analysed for the collocation with the defining expositive

patterns and the relation of the term candidates with other term candidates among the

extraction records. If the extraction records show the place of the concept designated by

the term candidates within the subject-field and, as well , the relation of the concept to

the other ones in the same or other sub-fields, the very term candidates become term.

For instances:

Extraction code: CP05 Lexical item: Copyright Sub-field :  copyright

Corpus code: ipspe_3 Extraction:

Copyright is a property right which subsists (exists) in various

' works' , for example, literary works, artistic works, musical works,

sound recordings, films and broadcasting.

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related terms: literary works , artistic works

Remarks:

Linguistic signal: “ is ”
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Extraction code: CP07 Term potential: Copyright Sub - field:  copyright

Corpus code: ipspe_3 Extraction:

Copyright does not protect ideas only the expression of an idea

(that is, its tangible form), and it is free to others to create similar,

or even identical works as long as they do so independently and by

their own efforts.

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related terms:

Remarks:

Protection to tangible form, not only idea

Extraction code: CP08 Term potential: Copyright Sub - field: Copyright

Corpus code: ipspe_3 Extraction:

Copyright gives rise to two forms of rights: proprietary or economic

rights in the work, for example the right to control copying, and,

secondly, moral rights which leave the author, who may no longer

be the owner of the copyright, with some control over how the w…

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related terms: economic right, moral right

Remarks:

Linguistic signal: “give rise to”

These three extraction records are grouped together according to the sub-field

Copyright. The record ‘CP05’ indicates that copyright is a property right subsisting in

various works, for example, literary works and artistic works etc. The record ‘CP07’

give more details about the copyright, which protects not only the idea but the tangible

form of the idea, and the record ‘CP08’ shows the relationship of the concept

‘copyright’ to the concepts ‘economic right’ and ‘moral right’ through the linguistic
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signal ‘gives rise to’ . By these characteristics can the term candidate “copyright” be

counted as term. This analysis continues with all the term candidates compiled one after

another.

Following the analysis, the terms are put in the table of terminological records

together with their relevant information, such as the samples of extraction records, other

relevant extraction records, related terms and variants of the term etc. Below is an

example.

Sub-field:  copyright

Term variants: -

 No.

2

Term entry:

Copyright

Related terms/sub-fields:  -

Extraction record 1:

CP05

copyright is a property right which subsists (exists) in various ' works' , for example, literary

works, artistic works, musical works, sound recordings, films and broadcasting.

Extraction record 2:

CP07

copyright does not protect ideas only the expression of an idea (that is, its tangible form), and

it is free to others to create similar, or even identical works as long as they do so

independently and by their own efforts.

Related extraction records:

CP16; CP43;CP52;

CP53;CP70

Definition in references: BL (Black’s Law Dictionary):

a property right in an original work of authorship (such as a

literary, musical, artistic, photographic or film work) fixed in

any tangible medium of expression, giving the holder the

exclusive right to reproduce, adapt,, distribute, perform and

display the work.
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Intensional characteristics:

- a property right

- protect only the expression of an idea (its tangible form)

- CP49 a personal property

 - secured automatically when work is created

Notes:

Thai Terms: Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

5.3 The consultation with special reference sources and the subject-field specialist

In order to ensure the existence of concepts identified from the extraction

records, special reference sources, which provide definition of the terms found should

be made available. For this research, the Black’s Law Dictionary, one of the most

recognized law dictionary, is used. Although it does not provide the definition of all

terms found, the key terms of the subject field Intellectual Property are provided, for

example, copyright, patent, patentee and trademark etc.

As well at this stage, all the terms found should be presented to the subject field

specialist for preliminary checking of the existence of the terms. The specialist’s advice

guides up to the right way in selecting terms, i.e., it, on one hand, leads to terms, which

have not been collected and, on the other hand, to the irrelevant terms collected, which

can be deleted from the table. However, the information gained from the specialist’s

advice is to be checked by the criteria for compili ng of extraction records.
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5.4 Result from the procedure of term selection

From ten areas of the subject field “ Intellectual Property” 53 terms are

identified, designating 40 concepts (see Appendix A and B). It is noted that from the

corpus no terms in the area “Control of Anti-competitive Practices” are identified. This

is probably because this form of intellectual property right has not yet fully developed.

In other words, the TRIPS Agreement has not yet provided any substantive law of this

form of right but a framework as the Agreement reads:

“Member countries may adopt, consistently with the other provisions of the

Agreement, appropriate measures to prevent or control practices in the licensing

of intellectual property rights which are abusive and anti-competitive

(paragraph2)” .  (TRIPS 2002: 7)

Therefore, the sub-field “Control of Anti-competitive Practices” is excluded and the

total sub-fields found in this research are 9 sub-fields, i.e., all those provided by the

TRIPS Agreement except the sub-field mentioned above and Design and Passing off. 

5.5 Observations in the process of term selection

In analysing the extraction records, it is found that some words existing in the

extraction records of the lexical item being considered is very likely to be a term proper.

To name but a few, in the extraction records of the lexical item “derivative work” , the

following related words are found: sound recordings, motion picture, audio-visual

works and broadcasts etc. These words also collocate with the defining linguistic signals

and their frequency of occurrence is high. One question arose whether or not they

should be considered as term.

Take a look at the following extraction records:
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Extraction code: CP79 Lexical item: audio-visual work Sub-field :  copyright

Corpus code: ipspe_6 Extraction:

103 Motion Pictures and other Audiovisual Works The Copyright

Act provides definitions of "audiovisual works" and the

subcategory "motion pictures": "Audiovisual works" are works that

consist of a series of related images which are intrinsically intended

to be shown by the use of machine…

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related terms: motion picture

Remarks:

Linguistic signal: “are”

Extraction code: CP80 Lexical item: motion picture Sub-field :  copyright

Corpus code: ipspe_6 Extraction:

104 "Motion pictures" are audiovisual works consisting of a series

 of related images which, when shown in succession, impart an

impression of motion, together with accompanying sounds, if any.

Grammatical category:

Noun Phrase (NP)

Related terms: audio-visual works

Remarks:

Linguistic signal: “are ”

To be considered as term, another criterion, in addition to the criteria for compilation of

extraction records, which are also used in term selection, is required: This criteria is the

adaptation of essential and non-essential characteristics.

According to ISO 704:2000(E), characteristics can be classified into essential

and non-essential characteristics. The former is indispensable for understanding a given
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concept in any given subject field; whereas the absence of the latter or non-essential

characteristic, does not affect such an understanding.

Due to the fact that many fields of knowledge in the world are related, the terminology

of a given subject field may contain terms in other related fields. However, the degree

of relatedness can be in different degrees, i.e., from essential to non-essential ones.

Therefore, terms in other related fields, which are to be included in the subject field,

should be taken into consideration whether or not they are essential to the subject field.

For the words “audio-visual work” and “motion picture”, they are not included in the

subject field “ Intellectual Property” because they can be considered non-essential. To be

more precise, they fall i nto a type of the concept ‘derivative work’ (CP29, CP31 and

CP91) in case that they are based on the original work. Moreover, the information from

the extraction records (CP79 and CP80) shows what these two words refer to but does

not show the essentiali ty to the subject field “ Intellectual Property” . On the contrary, the

word “ literary work” is considered as term because its characteristics provided by the

extraction records No. CP 41, CP78 and CP130 show the essentiali ty to the subject

field. In other words, the term “ literary work” refers to works expressed in words,

number and symbols etc. not limited to a work of literature.  Thus, this term is essential

and has specific meaning within the subject field.



Chapter VI : Conceptual structure of the terminology of Intellectual property

Terminology, as a field of linguistics and a cognitive science has its primary

object of study not in linguistic forms or “ terms” but in concepts, which are mental

constructs abstracted from features of objects of the same category. In the

terminological study, the existence of concepts must be established by assigning the

place to each concept. To achieve this task, the direct reference of a term proper to its

concept is not suff icient but the relationships to other neighbouring concepts of the

same subject field should be established. As a result, the whole conceptual network will

be rendered.

In this chapter, the working method of creating the conceptual network is presented. It

is divided into 2 parts: the analysis of the terminological records obtained from the

previous stage and the creation of conceptual relationship. The descriptions of the

conceptual structure of Intellectual Property are separately presented in the appendix B.

The last part of this chapter reports the number of concepts and the conceptual

relationships found in this research.

6.1 Working method for creation of conceptual structure

To create the conceptual structure and ensure the precision of the place of each

concept, a working method should be provided. It includes the analysis of

terminological records and the establishment of conceptual relationship among the

terms.

6.1.1 Analysis of the term records selected and their relevant extraction records

In analyzing the terminological records, the top-down and bottom-up approaches

are used again, thereby the process starts with the most generic term of the subject field

Intellectual Property. Then it goes down from one term after another following the 8

sub-fields of Intellectual Property. In doing this, the intensional features of each term

are extracted in order to shape up the concept. These intensional features are then put
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into the table of terminological records for the next processes of building the conceptual

relationship and providing the definition (see appendix B).

6.1.2 Conceptual relationship: Access to the conceptual structure

To ensure the existence and the places of the concepts shaped up in the

preceding process, the relationships among the concepts in the same and across the sub-

field must be figured out.

According to the traditional school of terminology (Sager 1990: 29), there are 2

basic relationships among concept, including the generic and partiti ve relationships.

In the generic relationship, it consists of “super-ordinate concept” and “subordinate

concept” , both of which create the hierarchical relationships between them. That is to

say, the super-ordinate concept is a broader concept, which groups up narrower

concepts having some intensional characteristics of the super-ordinate ones. For

example, the concepts ‘copyright’ , ‘patent’ and ‘ trademark’ are subordinate to the

concept ‘ intellectual property’ because they have the characteristic ‘creation of mind’ of

the concept ‘ intellectual property’

As for the partiti ve relationship, it consists of “comprehensive concept” and “partiti ve

concept” . In this relationship, the partiti ve concepts form part of the whole ones, for

example, the relationship between the constituent concept “hub” and the whole concept

“wheel” .

Apart from the generic and partiti ve relationships, there is another type of

relation, which exists among concepts at the same level. This is called “associative

relationship” , for example, the concepts ‘copyright’ and ‘patent’ holds the associative

relationship to each other because each is an intellectual property right. The former

concept is differentiated from the latter by the subject-matter being protected, i.e., the

copyright protects literary and artistic works; whereas, the patent protects inventions.

However, due to the complexity and a myriad of f ields of knowledge, these three

types of relationships cannot cover other intricate conceptual relationships. With this
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reason, other conceptual relationships, which does not fall i nto these 3 basic

relationships must be figured out by putting the concept being considered into various

conceptual references classes, such as, ‘objects’ , ‘methods’ , ‘property’ and ‘process’

etc. (Sager 1990: 35).  For instances, in the sub-field Patent, the concept ‘ inventive step’

refers to the characteristic of being more than an obvious application of technology

(PT30). From this characteristic, it can be inferred that ‘ inventive step’ is a required

property of the concept ‘ invention’ , and, thus, it holds object - property relationship to

the concept ‘ invention’ (see more in appendix B).

6.2 Result of the conceptual structure of Intellectual Property

From the analysis of the terminological records and their relevant extractions, 40

concepts are found in the subject field of Intellectual Property. These concepts are

designated by 53 terms and can be divided according to the sub-field as shown in the

table below. To distinguish concepts from terms, the single quotation mark is used with

the concept.

Subject field: Intellectual Property

No. Concept Term

1 ‘ intellectual property’ intellectual property

2 ‘ industrial property’ industrial property

Sub-field: Copyright

No. Concept Term

3 ‘copyright’ Copyright

4 ‘neigbouring right’ Neighbouring right

5 ‘ literary work’ Literary work

6 ‘artistic work’ Artistic work

7 ‘original work’ Original work
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8 ‘creator’ Author

9 ‘owner’ Copyright owner

10 ‘moral right’ Moral right

11 ‘paternity right’ Paternity right, authorship

12 ‘ integrity right’ Integrity right

13 ‘economic right’ Economic right

Sub-field: patent

No. Concept Term

14 ‘patent’ Patent

15 ‘ invention’ Invention

16 ‘novelty’ Novelty

17 ‘ inventive step’ Inventive step, nonobviousness

18 ‘ industrial application’ Industrial application, usefulness

‘creator’ Inventor

‘owner’ patent owner, patentee

19 ‘patent application’ patent application,

non-provisional application

20 ‘provisional application’ Provisional application

21 ‘applicant’ Applicant

22 ‘utili ty model’ utili ty model, petty patent

23 ‘utili ty patent’ Utili ty patent

24 ‘design patent’ Design patent

25 ‘plant patent’ Plant patent

Sub-field: industrial design

No. Concept Term
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26 ‘ industrial design’ Industrial design

27 ‘design’ Design

28 ‘design right’ Design right

29 ‘registered design’ Registered design

‘owner’ Owner, proprietor

‘creator’ Author∗, designer

30 ‘design document’ Design document

31 ‘ layout-design’ layout-design

32 ‘ integrated circuit’ Integrated circuit

Sub-field: trademark

No. Concept Term

33 ‘ trademark’ Trademark

34 ‘registered trademark’ Registered trademark

Sub-field: Passing off

No. Concept Term

35 ‘passing off’ Passing off

36 ‘get-up’ Get-up

37 ‘unregistered trademark’ Unregistered trademark

Sub-field: Geographical indication

No. Concept Term

38 ‘geographical indication’ Geographical indication

39 ‘appellation of origin’ Appellation of origin

����������������������������������������������������������

∗
�6LQFH�the term “author” is used in 2 sub-fields, i.e., Copyright and Design (U.K.), it is counted one time
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Sub-field: Trade secret

No. Concept Term

40 ‘ trade secret’ trade secret, law of breach of confidence

The unmatched number between the concepts and the terms shows us a fact that one

concept can be designated by more than one term in the same or different sub-fields. For

example, the concept ‘owner’ is designated by the term “copyright owner” in the sub-

field of Copyright and the terms “patent owner” and “patentee” in Patent.

In addition, it is found that in some sub-fields, there are some concepts, which

exist without a fixed term. These include the concept ‘owner’ and ‘ registration’ in the

sub-field of Trademark. The former is designated by “owner of trademark” (TM60),

“owner of the mark” and “ trademark owner” (TM56). The latter exists as observed from

the collocation with the term “ trademark” (“ registered trademark”). However, its place

in the conceptual structure of Intellectual Property is not manifested. Probably, it is

because the concept ‘ registration’ is not specific only to the field of Intellectual Property

but exists in the generic knowledge. This phenomenon also happens in the sub-fields of

Geographical Indication and Trade Secret.

6.3 The conceptual relationship

As regards the conceptual relationship, 10 types of conceptual relationship are

established from these 40 concepts as follows:

1. The generic-specific relationship (G)

In the generic – specific relationship, there are 2 types of concept: the super-

ordinate concept and the subordinate concept. The former, it can be said, is broader

than the latter in the sense that all subordinate concepts have some intensional

characteristics, and, thus, are types of the super-ordinate one. For example, the

super-ordinate ‘ intellectual property’ and the subordinate ‘copyright’ , ‘patent’ and

‘ trademark’ etc. The structure of this relationship is hierarchical.
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2. The object – property relationship (O-P)

The object – property relationship consists of 2 types of concepts, including the

object concept and the property concept. For instance, in the sub-field of Patent,

‘novelty’ , ‘ inventive step’ and ‘ industrial application’ are the required properties of

the object ‘ invention’ .

3. The owner – object relationship (O)

In this relationship, there are 2 types of concepts, one of which is the owner of

the other, for example, in the sub-field of Copyright, ‘copyright owner’ is the owner

of  ‘copyright’ and ‘economic right’ .

4. The origin – object relationship (O-O)

As regards the origin – object relationship, there exist 2 types of concepts,

including the origin concept and the object concept, which derives from the origin

one. Take the following example, in the sub-field Copyright, the concept ‘original

work’ is the source or origin, on which the concept ‘derivative work’ is based.

5. The protector – object relationship (P-T)

The protector – object relationship also consists of 2 types: the protector concept

and the object concept. In this relationship, the former gives protection to the latter,

for example, in the sub-field of Copyright, ‘copyright’ gives protection to ‘original

work’ .

6. The process – object relationship (P-O)

The process – object relationship is composed of 2 types of concepts: the

process and object concepts. In this relation, the process must be fulfill ed before the

object is granted, for instance, the sub-field of Patent, the patent application (process

concept) must be fulfill ed before the patent (object concept) is granted.
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7. The actor – process relationship (A-P)

In the actor – process relationship, there are the actor and process concepts. The

former completes the latter, for example, the concept ‘applicant’ , in the sub-field of

Patent, refers to a person, who complete the concept ‘patent application’ .

8. The creator – object relationship (C-R)

The creator – object relationship consists of 2 types of concepts: the creator and

object concepts. The former creates the latter, for instance, the concept ‘author’ , in

the sub-field of Copyright, refers to ones, who creates literary or artistic works.

9. The object – evidence relationship (O-E)

The object – evidence relationship is composed of 2 types of concepts: the

object concept and the evidence concept. The latter asserts the availabili ty of the

former, for example, in the sub-field of Design, design right (object concept), which

gives protection to a type of design, is valid after the design document (evidence

concept), which asserts such a protection, is issued.

10. The form – object relationship (F-O)

The last type of conceptual relationship established from the subject field

Intellectual Property is the form – object relationship, in which one is a form

concept and the other the object. The former is a form (derived from a process) of an

object, for example, in the sub-field of Layout-design of Integrated Circuits, the

concept ‘ layout-design’ is a form derived from the process of designing and holds

the form – object relationship to the concept ‘ integrated circuit’ .



Chapter VII : Thai designation and definition

In previous chapters, two key components of Terminology were discussed, i.e.,

the term entry and the concepts referred to by such terms. This chapter is dedicated to

another crucial component of Terminology, that is, terminological definition. In

comparison with the general dictionary definition or lexicographical definition, the

terminological definition is similar to it in terms of the purpose of providing the

meaning and usage of linguistic items. In terms of method, however, the terminological

definition is different from the lexicographical one, that is to say, the terminological

definition is reference by designation to the corresponding concepts of any given field

of knowledge; whereas, the lexicographical definition is not bound within any special

field of knowledge. Because of the specificity to a field of knowledge, the relation of

the term being defined to the other ones, both vertical and horizontal, of the same

subject field must be reflected. As a result, the whole relations among the concepts of

the subject field will be rendered by each definition of the term.

The provision of Thai definition for the concepts identified in the previous

chapter consists of 2 parts, i.e., Thai designations and Thai definition, each of which has

its own methods to achieve its own task.

Moreover, due to the fact that there have not been yet a specialized glossary of

Intellectual Property, some Thai designations provided in this research are limited to

some groups of subject specialists and some are use in general as provided in the

dictionary of law.

7.1 The provision of Thai designation

Due to the fact that the law of intellectual property is provided by most countries

in the world, in particular those country members of the TRIPS Agreement, on which

this research is based, target-language designations for the basic concepts are

anticipated. Thailand, as a member of the TRIPS Agreement, has also the law of
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intellectual property, from which some concepts common to other countries, and thus,

designations can be sought for. However, there can be specific concepts, which are

unique for each country’s IP law, the designations for such concepts are different.

With these reasons, 2 methods of providing Thai designations are set according to the

availabili ty of designations in Thai as follows:

1. Use of Thai equivalent designation (Th_E)

2. Coinage (Coin.)

Use of Thai equivalent designation

This method is used to identify equivalent Thai designations, which refer to the

same concepts in English. Like the process of corpus construction, information sources

with the possibility of term density are at the first place selected and then Thai

designations in the context of use are extracted. The characteristics of each Thai

designation are later drawn out and compared to those of corresponding English terms.

If they share the common characteristics, i.e., refers to the same conceptual field, such

Thai equivalents are used.

For this research, two Thai textbooks of Intellectual property1 are selected. The

textbook is given the priority because it provides us with the information about various

types of intellectual property and their essential characteristics; whereas, the laws of

intellectual property mainly with the application of each law. Moreover, in some places,

English terms are provided in the parenthesis for describing their corresponding Thai

terms. Therefore, it can be said that textbook is a reliable sources for identifying Thai

equivalents with reference to the same concepts in English.

����������������������������������������������������������

1 The textbooks selected include “¨´�¬�³�°���®¤µ¥�¦´¡¥r·��µ��{��µw written by Chaiyos Hemaratchata

(CH) and v��®¤µ¥�¦´¡¥r·��µ��{��µw by Visit Sriphibool (VS).
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Apart from the textbook, a Thai dictionary of law2 is also used for reference in

providing designations and definitions, from which, in effect, very few terms and

definition are at disposal.

For this type of designation, the abbreviation “Th_E” is provided after the designation.

Coinage

Due to the difference of intellectual property system from one country to

another, some concepts, as mentioned before, are unique to each country and the

designations with reference to such concepts in Thai are not given or not known in

public. For these concepts, the terms have to be coined, in consultation with the subject

specialist, for such concepts. For instances, the concept ‘get-up’ (see term record No.

17), which is still not known in public but known among some groups of subject

specialists, is designated by the term “�µ¦Á¨¸¥�¦¼�w�� This Thai term is considered

appropriate because, it refers to the concept of imitation of some appearances of a

product.

For this research, coinage is divided into 2 types: the coinage and the adaptation.

The former is used with the concepts, which do not exist in Thai intellectual property

system, for example, the concept ‘design document’ . This concept refers to an evidence

of the protection by the design right. The designation for this concept is completely

coined as �́��¹��µ¦°°�Â���(see term record No. 10). The abbreviation for this coinage is

“coin” .

The latter or “adaptation” is used with the concepts, which are similar to but slightly

different from those in Thai. For these concepts, it is found that the designations used

are also similar but slightly different. For instance, in Thai IP system, there is a

designation v·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â��� ·̈�£́��rw��whose concept is similar to the concept ‘design

patent’ of U.S.A. with a slight difference. In this case, the designation v·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�

����������������������������������������������������������

�

�¡��µ�»�¦¤�«´¡�r��®¤µ¥Å�¥���´�¦µ��´��·�¥�µ�
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Â��� ·̈�£́��rw� is adapted as v·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â��w� for designating the concept ‘design

patent’ . The adaptive coinage is coded as adp.

7.2 The provision of Thai definition

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of definition is

providing the usage of term of any given field of knowledge. More than this, the

terminological definition also has another special purpose of relating terms or lexical

items to their corresponding concepts in that field of knowledge. To achieve both of

these purposes, a working method should be set as guideline. For this research, the

working method consists of 3 stages as follows: analysis of the end user of the

terminology and the nature of the subject field, form and pattern of definition, and the

guideline for rendering the definition.

7.2.1 Analysis of the end user of the terminology and the nature of the subject field

As seen in the chapter IV, compilation of extraction records, the definition

pattern or defining expositives, which lead to the terms, can be varied from the simple

formal defining expositives, complex formal defining expositives to semi-formal

defining expositives according to the target readership of the sources (Pearson 1998:

137 – 158). Likewise, in providing a definition, which can eff iciently relate the term to

its concept, the end user of the terminology should be taken into consideration. It then

leads to the appropriate definition pattern.

The target user of the terminology of Intellectual Property are Thai translators,

whose interest lies in translation of a specialized text concerning with Intellectual

Property. On the other hand, translators are not the subject specialist, who knows the

concepts and use the terminology for reminding the terms or checking his understanding

of the concepts of the subject field (Sager 1990: 91). From this analysis, it can be

assumed that they need something more than a simple definition, which can be rendered

by the pattern semi-formal defining expositive, but not so a complex definition, which

are acquainted among the subject specialists.
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Apart from the end user analysis, the nature of subject field should also be taken

into account. As a linkage between designation and concept, a definition is required to

include all essential characteristics, which can assign that term into its place in the

conceptual structure. However, the essential characteristics are different from one

subject field to another. To be more precise, in some subject field, the essential

characteristics are the intensional characteristics, which are abstract and the definition

tends to be interpretive, for example, the field of innovative technologies. In this field,

the intensional characteristics are dynamic upon the technology development. Thus, the

definition of concepts in this field should be flexible and not rigorous (Sager 1990: 48).

On the contrary, in some other fields of knowledge, the essential characteristics are

mostly concrete or of the extensional characteristics, i.e., they refer to objects

conceptualized to a concept, for example, taxonomies. In this field, many concepts are

formed up by such extensional characteristics as plant variety, chemical substances etc.

As a law, which is provided for in order to be applied to various cases,

Intellectual Property, it can be said, has the dynamic and interpretive characteristics.

Thus the concepts, which aggregate to form up the subject field, are likewise dynamic

and interpretive. In rendering the definition, it, therefore, should be as flexible and

interpretive as the nature of the concepts.  

7.2.2 Forms and patterns of definition

In parallel to the characteristics of concept, definition is classified into 2 types:

intensional and extensional definitions (ISO704:2000(E)).

The intensional definition is rendered based on the relationships derived from

the process of constructing the conceptual structure. In producing this type of definition,

the super-ordinate concept of the concept being defined should be indicated because the

super-ordinate concept assigns that given concept the precise place in the conceptual

structure. Then follows the essentially intensional characteristics, which delineate that

given concept from the other concept (ISO704:2000(E): 16).
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The extensional definition is a li st of subordinate concepts of a given extension

in one dimension of the subject field, for example, the extension “ threatened species”

can be defined by listing a number of subordinate concepts, which correspond to objects

making up such an extension, including ‘criti cally endangered species’ , ‘endangered

species’ or ‘vulnerable species’ (ISO704:2000(E): 17).

After taking into account the end-user of the terminology and the nature of the

field Intellectual Property, the intensional definition is the suitable form of definition.

This is because the end-user or Thai translators should need some information about the

terms defined and the nature of Intellectual Property is dynamic and interpretive as

other laws.

The requirement of defining a concept based on the super-ordinate concept and

essential characteristics lead to the selection of appropriate defining pattern. Among

three defining expositives used in compili ng the extraction records, the simple formal

expositive and the complex formal expositive are suitable.

The simple formal expositive, which has the pattern ‘X = Y + distinguishing

characteristic, whereby X is subordinate to Y’ , meets the requirement of definition

mentioned before. In other words, the slot ‘Y’ , the super-ordinate concept, places the

concept being defined into its location and the slot ‘distinguishing characteristics’

delineates the concept being defined from its neighbouring ones. Both of them then

network the concept being defined to the other ones in the subject field. Moreover, the

slot ‘distinguishing characteristics’ also meets the need of the end-user for a certain

extent of information about the concept defined. Moreover, because of its simple

pattern, the end-user can understand the concept of terms quickly.

However, due to the interpretive characteristic of law, some concepts need more

explanation and the simple formal definition cannot meet this requirement. Thus, the

complex formal defining expositive pattern is brought in for rendering definition.

However, it should be aware of the complexity of this pattern, which can affect the

understanding of the end-user.
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As regards the semi-formal defining expositive, it lacks the slot ‘Y’ , which is

necessary for linking a given concept to its neighbours in the subject field. This pattern

provides only characteristics of a concept in a simple style and, thus, is more suitable

for non-specialized users, i.e., general people.

7.2.3 Guidelines in rendering definition

Based on one of the objectives of the traditional school of Terminology, which

aims at facilit ating the communication of a special field of knowledge, the definition,

therefore, should be clear and able to put concepts into their places in the knowledge

field. ISO 704:2000(E) provides a set of principles of definition writing, some of which

are used in this research. However, due to the fact that fields of knowledge are different

from one another in terms of its nature, these guidelines should be flexibly applied upon

the appropriateness. This is why they are called “guideline” instead of  “principle”.

From the principles of definition writing provided by the ISO704:2000(E), 3 guidelines

are used: conciseness, non-circular definition and non-negative definition.

Conciseness

The definition should be rendered as brief as possible and as complex as

necessary. The complex definition, which contains a lot of dependent clauses, may

make the end-user confused.

Non-circular definition

ISO704:2000(E) provides “ If one concept is defined using a second concept, and

that second concept is defined using the term or elements of the term designating the

first concept, the resulting definitions are said to be circular” .

Circular definition can occur at 2 levels: within a single definition and within a system

of definitions.

The circular definition within a single definition occurs when the designation (term) is

repeated to introduce the definition or an element of the designation is used as a

characteristic. For example:
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- tree height 

tree height measured from the ground surface to the top of a tree.(ISO704:2000(E):

20)

Circular definition within a system of definitions occurs when two or more concepts are

defined by means of each other. For example:

- virgin forest

forest constituted of a natural tree stand

- Natural tree stand

stand of trees grown in a virgin forest

(ISO704:2000(E): 20)

Both of these circular definitions should be avoided as much as possible.

Non-negative definition

To put a concept into its place in the conceptual network of a field of

knowledge, the definition shall describe what the concept is, not what it is not.

(ISO704:2000(E): 20) For example:

- Deciduous tree

tree other than an evergreen tree

7.3 Definition rendering

Having the form, pattern and guidelines of definition at disposal, we proceed to

the definition rendering. This process consists of 2 steps as follows: Identification of

Thai term and Fitting terms and its characteristics into the pattern.
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7.3.1 Identification of Thai Term

As mentioned before, some concepts of Intellectual Property are international

and their designations in different languages, including Thai, are expected to be

available, in particular in such well -known sub-fields as Copyright, Patent and

Trademark. In identifying Thai designation for each concept, the extraction, at least one,

of the designation should be collected in order to observe word choices and linguistic

styles in the target language for rendering the definition. However, extractions cannot be

found for every English designation because of the different IP system. In this case, we

turn to the coinage, either adaptive or complete one.

7.3.2 Putting Thai designation and characteristics into the defining pattern

To begin with, we turn to the conceptual relationships between the concept

being defined and its higher and associated concepts, for example, super-ordinate-

subordinate and creator-product relationships respectively. Moreover, the definition

rendering should be provided based on the dimension of each concept and, as a result,

any given concept can have more than one conceptual relationships and definitions. In

case a given concept has more than one definition, they will be listed in the same

terminological record of that term entry. Therefore, this research is the term-based

terminology. In other words, a terminological record can have a list of definitions based

on the dimension of that given concept.

Secondly, the characteristics of that given concept are to be arranged upon

appropriateness.

Last but not least, the Thai term is put into the slot “X” and followed by the predicate

(®¤µ¥�¹����º°), the higher or associated concept and the characteristics. For the last two

components “higher or associated concept” and “characteristics” , they can be

interchanged (see term record No.1 and No.16).

As for the complex formal expositive, the complexity of related sentences

should be more paid attention. The less relevant information can be separately provided

in the field “note” after the definition in order to avoid the over-complex definition.
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7.4 Result of Thai designation and definition

From the subject field Intellectual Property, 53 terms are identified (see the

appendix A). Among them, there are 33 equivalent Thai terms, 10 coined terms and 10

adapted terms. In the category of equivalent Thai terms, some English terms have 2

equivalents, including “moral right” and “novelty” (see term record No.30 and No.34).

The equivalents of the former term are �¦¦¤·��·�and ·��·�µ�«¸¨�¦¦¤��the latter’s

equivalents are �ªµ¤Ä®¤n�and �µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹Ê�Ä®¤n. Moreover, for the concept ‘patent

owner’ , which is designated by 2 English terms “patent owner” and “patentee” , is

designated by only one Thai term “�¼o�¦�·��·�´�¦”

Conclusion

In this chapter, the production of definition in Thai is discussed, which consists

of 2 parts: the designation and the definition statement. Each has its own working

method. The provision of designation can be classified into 3 types, including Thai

equivalent terms, coinage and adaptation.

As for the definition rendering, the process starts from the analysis of the end-

user of the terminology and the nature of subject field. This analysis leads to the

selection of appropriate type and pattern of definition, which enable the concept being

defined to link to other neighbouring concepts and the end-user to access to the needed

information about terms. Then a set of guidelines, consisting of conciseness, non-

circular definition and non-negative definition, are used in rendering the definition.

Then follows the definition rendering, which starts from the extraction of essential

characteristics of each term. These characteristics are put into the definition pattern

selected in the field provided in the table of terminological records.
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The total amount of terms identified are 53 terms and the definition type

“ intensional definition” with the patterns “simple formal defining expositive” and

“complex formal defining expositive” are selected.



Chapter VIII : Conclusion of the research

The research “Basic Terminology of Intellectual Property” has its purposes on

studying the terminological methodology and providing a basic glossary of Intellectual

Property. The research consists of 4 major parts, including the theoretical basis

(literature review) of the research, the terminological working method, the conclusion of

the research and the appendices. This research, moreover, mainly relies on the

pragmatic approach to Terminology led by Sager and Pearson, who bring in the social

factor, i.e., target user, in producing a terminology. Based on this theoretical basis, the

research proceeds from corpus construction, compilation of extraction records, term

selection, construction of conceptual structure and definition rendering.

The corpus construction

In selecting information sources to be constructed as corpus, both the internal

and external criteria are adopted. The content and the communicative setting of sources,

are given priority. In other words, the sources selected squarely deals with Intellectual

Property.

What’s more, this research proposes a new method for constructing the corpus, i.e., the

generic and specific corpus. It is a fact that, one information source cannot cover all

topics of a subject field, terminologists, before they starts a terminological work, are

expected to have the overall picture of the given subject field. Thus a source, which

covers all topics but not in details, should be used as generic corpus in order to draft up

the structure of the subject field. The other sources can cover some topics of the subject

field, which are called “specific corpus”. Two types of corpus being combined, a

complete corpus is rendered.

From 19 information sources gathered, 9 sub-fields of Intellectual Property are

established, 7 according to the TRIPS Agreement (the sub-field Control of Anti-

competitive Practices excluded) and the other two sub-fields of British IP system.
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Compilation of extraction records and term selection

From both the generic and specific corpus are contexts, in which concepts occur,

to be extracted. In doing this, the statistical method, i.e., the frequency of occurrence,

and the collocation with linguistic signals are used.  To be more precise, the lexical

items with at least 5 times of the frequency of occurrence are considered as term

candidates. They are then used in extracting the contexts in which they occur. In

compiling the contexts of term candidates, the collocation with linguistic signals, which

show the existence of concepts, for example, “is/are called/defined as”, are given

priority. These contexts are called “extraction record”.

The extraction records of each term candidates are then grouped up and, again,

inspected for the collocation with the linguistic signals in various types of defining

expositive patterns. The linguistic signals, as mentioned above, lead to the concepts,

which are designated by such term candidates, the relationship to the neighbouring

concepts and the place of the concepts in the subject field. Any term candidates are

found its place in relation to its neighbouring concepts, they are classified as term.

In the subject field of Intellectual Property, 40 concepts, which are designated by 53

terms, are established. This result shows that some concepts are designated by more

than one terms, for example, the concept ‘patent owner’ in the sub-field of Patent is

designated by the term “patent owner” and “patentee”.

The conceptual network

From 40 concepts of the subject field of Intellectual Property, 10 conceptual

relationships are established, including: generic – specific, object – property, owner –

object, origin – object, protector – object, process – object, actor – process, creator –

object, object – evidence and form – object relationships.
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The definition rendering

This procedure is divided into 2 stages: the provision of Thai designation and the

definition rendering. In providing Thai designation, 3 methods are adopted, that is, use

of Thai equivalents available, adaptive coinage and complete coinage.

As regards the definition rendering, the defining expositive patterns used in the

procedure of term selection, are adopted again based on the target users. For this

research, the simple and complex formal expositive patterns are selected, depending on

the complexity of the concept.

Research obstacles

For this terminological research, 2 obstacles are identified, i.e., the corpus

construction and defining of conceptual field, which derives from the difference of IP

systems among countries and the abstract nature of law respectively.

Since this research aims at providing a terminology of Intellectual Property,

which covers as many international and basic concepts as possible, information sources

for being used as corpus, thus, should provide the concepts expected. In effect, the

information sources acquired are not able to meet the expectation. The TRIPS

agreement under the World Trade Organization provides only broad information about

Intellectual Property and, thus, limited number of concepts, which can be used as frame

of reference. With this reason, sources with the possibility of term density have to be

acquired. However, these sources may be country-specific such as the textbook

“intellectual Property” written by Bainbridge, who to much extent refers to British IP

system. To balance the national predominance, US sources of Intellectual Property are

also brought in. As a result, some country-specific concepts are included in this

research.
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As regards the abstract nature of law, it causes difficulty in delineating the

conceptual field of concepts. This is because law is in one way or another dependent on

the enforcement and, thus, many concepts in the field of law are provided in the broad

and abstract manner. To name but a few, according to Bainbridge, the concepts

‘novelty’, ‘inventive step’ and ‘industrial application’ may lack the definition because

these concepts are in effect dependent on the court interpretation (see PT56).

The contribution of the research

As mentioned in the objective of research, the Basic Terminology of Intellectual

Property Terms has its purpose on providing IP terms internationally used for

specialised users, such as translators and people dealing with the international trade.

With the coverage of terms outside the Thailand’s IP system, this terminology can,

more or less, serve the purpose mentioned above.

In addition, this terminology forms a foundation of IP terminology, that is to

say, this research limits its scope of study only to the subject-matter of the major IP

laws (sub-fields). To serve the social need in the future, this terminology can be used as

a basis for terminological research of any specific sub-field, for instances, Copyright,

Patent and Trademark etc.
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The table of terminological records
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Abbreviations

♦ Adp. = adaptive coinage

♦ Coin. = complete coinage

♦ CH = �́¥¥«�Á®¤³¦́��³��΅�¬�³�°���®¤µ¥�¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¡·¤¡r�¦́Ê��̧É�����¦»�Á�¡²��Î�µ�́�
¡·¤¡r�·�·�¦¦¤������

♦ RILAW � ¡��µ�»�¦¤��®¤µ¥Å�¥���́�¦µ��́��·�¥�µ�

♦ Th_E = Thai equivalent

♦ VS = ª·«·¬�r�«¦̧¡·�¼¨¥r����®¤µ¥�¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ��¡·¤¡r�¦́Ê��̧É�����¦»�Á�¡²��Î�µ�́�¡·¤¡r�·�·�¦¦¤�
����
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Term list
A

♦ appellation of origin Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â®¨n��Î�µÁ�·�

♦ applicant �¼o�°¦́�·��·�´�¦

♦ artistic work �µ�«·¨��¦¦¤

♦ author �¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r

♦ authorship ·��·Â®n��µ¦Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�

C

♦ copyright ¨·�·��·Í

♦ copyright owner Á�oµ�°�¨·�·��·Í

D

♦ derivative work �µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�

♦ design �µ¦°°�Â��

♦ design document �´��¹��µ¦°°�Â��

♦ design patent ·��·�´�¦�µ¦°°�Â��

♦ design right ·��·�µ¦°°�Â��

♦ designer �¼o°°�Â��

E

♦ economic right ·��·�µ�Á«¦¬��·�

G

♦ geographical indication ·É��n��̧Ê�µ�£¼¤·«µ�¦r

♦ get-up �µ¦Á¨¸¥�¦¼�

I

♦ industrial application �µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

♦ industrial design �µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

♦ industrial property �¦́¡¥r·��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤
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♦ integrated circuit ª��¦¦ª¤

♦ integrity right ·��·Ä��ºÉ°Á¸¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r

♦ intellectual property �¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ

♦ invention �µ¦�¦³�·¬�r

♦ inventive step �´Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê�

♦ inventor �¼o�¦³�·¬�r

L

♦ law of breach of confidence ��®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·��o°¤¼¨�¸ÉÅ¤nÁ�d�Á�¥

♦ layout-design (of integrated circuit) Â���´�£¼¤·���°�ª��¦¦ª¤�

♦ literary work �µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤

M

♦ moral right �¦¦¤·��·��·��·�µ�«¸¨�¦¦¤

N

♦ neighbouring right ·��·�oµ�Á�¸¥�

♦ nonobviousness �µ¦Å¤n�¦³�́�¬rÃ�¥�nµ¥

♦ non-provisional application �µ¦�°¦́�·��·�´�¦���·

♦ novelty �ªµ¤Ä®¤n

O

♦ original work �µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦�

♦ owner Á�oµ�°�

P

♦ passing off �µ¦¨ª��µ¥

♦ patent ·��·�´�¦

♦ patent application �µ¦�°¦́�·��·�´�¦

♦ patent owner �¼o�¦�·��·�´�¦
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♦ patentee �¼o�¦�·��·�´�¦

♦ paternity right ·��·Ä��µ¦¤̧�ºÉ°Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�

♦ petty patent °�»·��·�´�¦

♦ plant patent ·��·�´�¦¡´��»r¡º�

♦ proprietor Á�oµ�°��µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�¸¥�

♦ provisional application �µ¦�°·��·�´�¦¨nª�®�oµ

R

♦ registered design �µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�¸¥�

♦ registered trademark Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ���³Á�¸¥�

T

♦ trade secret �ªµ¤¨´��µ��µ¦�oµ

♦ trademark Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ

U

♦ unregistered trademark Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�¸¥�

♦ usefulness �µ¦Ä�o�µ¦Å�o�µ¤ª´��»�¦³��r

♦ utility model Â���¨·�£́��r°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r

♦ utility patent ·��·�´�¦·É�°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r
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Sub-field:  geographical indications

Term variants:

No.

1

Term entry:

appellation of origin

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: TM30

An appellation of origin is a special kind of geographical indication, used on products that have a

specific quality that is exclusively or essentially due to the geographical environment in which the

products are produced.

Extraction record 2:

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: a kind of geographical indication used on products having a specific

quality, which is exclusively due to the geographical environment, in which the product are produced

Notes:

Thai Terms:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·���7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·���DSSHOODWLRQ�RI�RULJLQ��Á�}�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�̧ÉÁ�·��µ��µ¦¦³�»�ºÉ°�¦³Á�«��o°��·É��®¦º°�µ��̧É

Á�¡µ³�Á¡ºÉ°®�oµ�̧ÉÄ��µ¦�Î�µ®��ªnµ� ·̈�£́��r�́Ê�Å�o¤̧�Î�µÁ�·��µ��µ��̧É�́�� n̈µª�Â¨³¤̧�»�£µ¡�µ¤΅�¬�³¡·Á«¬

Á�¡µ³�́ª�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·�®¤µ¥�¹��·É��n��̧Ê�µ�£¼¤·«µ�¦r��*HRJUDSKLFDO�,QGLFDWLRQ���¦³Á£�®�¹É���̧ÉÄ�o�́�·��oµ°́�¤̧

�»�¤�́�·Á�¡µ³�¹É�Á�·��µ�£¼¤·�¦³Á�«Âª� ö°¤�̧É� ·̈�·��oµ�́Ê�Ç �
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Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

2

Term entry:

applicant (for a patent)

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT72

Under such regional systems, an applicant requests protection  for the invention in one or more

countries, and each country decides as to whether to offer patent protection within its borders.

Extraction record 2: PT63

Members shall require that an applicant for a patent shall disclose the invention in a manner

sufficiently clear and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person skilled in the art and

may require the applicant to indicate the best mode for carrying out the invention known to the

inventor at the filing date or, where priority is claimed, at the priority date of the application �

Related extraction records:

PT111;PT112

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - applicant requests protection,  - inventor and applicant can be different

person (112)

Notes: ‘applicant’, ‘application’ in patent should be count as term since the requirement for

application is a distinguishing character from copyright.

Thai Terms: �¼o�°¦́�·��·�́�¦

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:¡¦³¦µ��́��́�··��·�́�¦�Å�o�Î�µ®���»��¨�̧É¤̧·��·�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�rÅªoÄ���

�́��́�·®¤ª��Ó�nª��̧É�Ò�¤µ�¦µ�ÒÕ�&+��S�����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�®¤µ¥�¹���¼o�°¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��Ã�¥°µ�Á�}��¼o�¦³�·¬�rÁ°�®¦º°Å¤n�ÈÅ�o
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Sub-field:  copyright

Term variants:

No.

3

Term entry:

artistic work

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP65

(1)The expression; literary and artistic works; shall include every production in the literary, scientific

and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression, such as books, pamphlets

and other writings; lectures, addresses, sermons and other works.

Extraction record 2: CP106

categories: Industrial property, which includes inventions (patents) , trademarks, industrial designs,

and geographical indications of source; and Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works such

as novels, poems and plays, films, musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings,

photographs and sculptures, and architectural designs.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: working relating drawing, painting, photographing, sculpturing and

architecturally designing

Notes: in the corpus, it is found that literary and artistic works are not separated.

Thai Terms: �µ�«·¨��¦¦¤��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�µ�«·̈ ��¦¦¤�®¤µ¥�ªµ¤ªnµ��µ�°́�¤̧΅�¬�³°¥nµ�®�¹É�°¥nµ�Ä�®¦º°®¨µ¥°¥nµ��́��n°Å��̧Ê��µ��·�¦�¦¦¤��µ�

�¦³�·¤µ�¦¦¤��µ�£µ¡¡·¤¡r��µ��µ�{�¥�¦¦¤��µ�£µ¡�nµ¥��µ�£µ¡�¦³�°���µ�«·¨��¦³¥»��r�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ¥�Áªo�Â�nÄ��Î�µ�·¥µ¤�°��µ�«·¨��¦¦¤��¹É��́��́�·ÅªoÄ�ª¦¦��oµ¥�°��Î�µ�Î�µ�́��ªµ¤�°�

v«·̈ ��¦¦¤��µ¤¤µ�¦µ�Õ�¡�¦���� ·̈� ·̈��·Í�¡�«��ÓÖÔØ�ªnµ��́Ê��̧ÊÅ¤nªnµ�µ��µ¤��Ò���¹���Ø���³¤̧�»��nµ�µ�«·¨�®¦º°Å¤nh

�µ��·�¦�¦¦¤�°��d�́Ã�Á�¦̧¥�Á�̧¥��́��µ�£µ¡ªµ��°��́�Á¦̧¥��¦³�¤��¹É��nµ��ÈÁ�}��µ�«·¨��¦¦¤

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ�«·̈ ��¦¦¤®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É���̧ÉÅ�́¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥ ·̈�·��·Í�Â¨³�µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�́Ê�Á�}��µ¦

ªµ�£µ¡��nµ¥£µ¡��µ¦¡·¤¡r£µ¡��µ¦�nµ¥£µ¡�Â¨³�µ¦°°�Â���µ��µ�{�¥�¦¦¤�Â¨³°ºÉ�Ç��̧É¤̧΅�¬�³� öµ¥� ¹̈��́�

�̧É� n̈µª¤µ ��
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Sub-field: copyright � registered design

Term variants:

No.

4

Term entry:

author

Related terms/sub-fields: registered design (see DSG33)

Extraction record 1: CP03

Sometimes the author of a work will also be the ownership of the copyright in the work, but this is not

always so and many works have separate authors and owners as far as copyright is concerned.

Extraction record 2: CP06

The author of a work is the person who creates it and he (or his employer) is normally the first owner

of the copyright which will last until 50 years after the author's death or 50 years after it was created

depending on the type of work.

Related extraction records:

CP23;CP52; DSG33

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - the person who creates work

Notes: UK specific – For registered design, author is used for referring to the creator of the registered

design

Thai Terms: �¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: �»��¨�¼o�n°Ä®oÁ�·��µ�°́�Á�}��̧É¤µÂ®n� ·̈�·��·ÍÁ¦̧¥��́�ªnµ���¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r���&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: �µ¦�Î�µ�́�¦³¥³Áª¨µÄ��µ¦�»o¤�¦°� ·̈�·��·Í�°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �»��¨�̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�°́�Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥ ·̈�·��·Í

�� �»��¨�̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥�
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Sub-field: copyright

Term variants:

No.

5

Term entry:

Authorship

Related terms/sub-fields: - moral right/integrity right

Extraction record 1: CP01

Authorship and ownership are, in relation to copyright, two distinct concepts, each of which attract

their own peculiar rights; the author having moral right and the owner of the copyright possessing

economic rights.

Extraction record 2: CP79

Means of redress (1) Independently of the author, economic rights, and even after the transfer of the

said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any

distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work,

which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - a kind of right to object to any distortion, mutilation, other modification,

derogatory action

Notes:

Thai Terms: ·��·Â®n��µ¦Á�}��¼o

¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ���&RLQ�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·Â®n��µ¦Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤�¦³Á£�®�¹É���̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÄ��µ¦®oµ¤

¤·Ä®o¤̧�µ¦�́�Â�¨��µ��®¦º°�¦³�Î�µ�µ¦Ä�Ç�°́��³�Î�µÄ®oÁ�·��ªµ¤ÁºÉ°¤Á̧¥�ºÉ°Á̧¥�Â�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r
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Sub-field:  copyright

Term variants:

No.

6

Term entry:

Copyright

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP05

Copyright: Copyright is a property right which subsists (exists) in various 'works', for example,

literary works, artistic works, musical works, sound recordings, films and broadcasting.

Extraction record 2: CP07

Copyright does not protect ideas only the expression of an idea, that is, its tangible form, and it is free

to others to create similar, or even identical works as long as they do so independently and by their

own efforts.

Related extraction records:

CP16; CP43;CP52;CP53;CP70

Definition in references:

a property right in an original work of authorship (such as a

literary, musical, artistic, photographic or film work) fixed in any

tangible medium of expression, giving the holder the exclusive

right to reproduce, adapt,, distribute, perform and display the work.

Intensional characteristics: - a property right, - protect only the expression of an idea (its tangible

form), - CP49 a personal property,  - secured automatically when work is created

Notes: RILAW = ¡��µ�»�¦¤��®¤µ¥Å�¥���́�¦µ��́��·�¥�µ�

Thai Terms: ·̈�·��·Í

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: ¡�¦���� ·̈�·��·Í ¡�«�������¤µ�¦µ���Å�oÄ®o�·¥µ¤�°��v ·̈�·��·Íw�®¤µ¥�ªµ¤ªnµ�v·��·Â�n�¼o
Á�̧¥ª�̧É�³�¦³�Î�µ�µ¦Ä�Ç��µ¤¡¦³¦µ��́��́�·�̧ÊÁ�̧É¥ª�́��µ��̧É�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÅ�o�Î�µ�¹Ê�w�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ·̈�·��·Í��Á�}�·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�Â¨³Á�}�·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·�
�¦³Á£�®�¹É���́�Á�n�·��·°ºÉ�Ç�Ä��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¹É�¤»n��»o¤�¦°��¨�¦³Ã¥��r�µ�Á«¦¬��·��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��µ¤
���́��́�·Â®n��¡�¦���� ·̈�·��·Í��&+��S����
Definition in Thai references:
���·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ª�̧É��®¤µ¥¦́�¦°�Ä®o�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³�Î�µ�µ¦Ä�Ç�Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ��̧É��Å�o�Î�µ�¹Ê��°́�Å�oÂ�n�·��·�̧É�³�Î�µ�ÎÊ�µ
�́�Â�¨��®¦º°�Î�µ°°�Ã�¬�µ�Å¤nªnµÄ�¦¼�΅�¬�³°¥nµ�Ä�®¦º°ª·�̧Ä��¦ª¤�́Ê�°�»�µ�Ä®o�¼o°ºÉ��Î�µ�µ��́Ê�Å��Î�µÁ�n�ªnµ�́Ê�
�oª¥�5,/$:
Thai definition:

·̈�·��·Í®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��µ�¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��oµ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤�«·̈ ��¦¦¤�Â¨³°ºÉ�Ç

�̧É�¦µ��Á�}�¦¼�¦iµ��Ã�¥�̧É�µ��́�� n̈µª�³�o°�Á�}��µ��̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹Ê�Á�}��¦́Ê�Â¦��Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥

Ã�¥Å¤n�Î�µÁ�}��o°����³Á�̧¥�
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Sub-field: copyright

Term variants: : owner of copyright (CP64)

No.

7

Term entry:

Copyright owner

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP109

The term " copyright owner" with respect to any one of the exclusive rights contained in a copyright

refers to the owner of that particular right.

Extraction record 2: CP110

Unpublished Works: The author or copyright owner may wish to place a copyright notice on any

unpublished copies or phonorecords that leave his or her control.

Related extraction records:

CP64

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - the owner of the copyright

Notes found a good deal in ipspe_6: this term is not firm but should included because of the

availability of 'author'

RZQHUVKLS��nµ�³Ä�o£µ¬µÅ�¥ªnµ��µ¦Á�}�Á�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·Í

Thai Terms: Á�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·Í

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: � Ã�¥Á�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·Í°µ�¤·Ä�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��ÈÅ�o�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ®µ��»��¨Ä�Å�o�¦³�Î�µ�µ¦�µ¤·��·�µ�Á«¦¬��·�Ã�¥¤·Å�o¦́�°�»�µ��µ�Á�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·Í

&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·Í�®¤µ¥�¹���¼o�̧É¤̧·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ªÄ�·��·�µ�Á«¦¬��·��°��µ�°́�Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥ ·̈�·��·Í��¹É�°µ�

Å¤nÄ�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��ÈÅ�o

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�¼�7HUP�5HFRUG�1R����(author) DQG�1R����(copyright) Â¨³�1R������economic right) �¦³�°�
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Sub-field: copyright

Term variants:

No.

8

Term entry:

derivative work

Related terms/sub-fields: original work

Extraction record 1: CP86

A derivative work is a work "based upon" one or more preexisting works.

Extraction record 2: CP87

112 A derivative work is created when one or more preexisting works is "recast, transformed, or

adapted" into a new work, such as when a novel is used as the basis of a movie or when a drawing is

transformed into a sculpture.

Related extraction records:

CP29;CP31; CP88

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - based on preexisting work,  - preexist work is recast, transformed

adapted into a new work

Notes:

Thai Terms: �µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: °�»́��µÃ¦¤h��¹É�Á�}�°�»́��µ°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ¦�»o¤�¦°�·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥��́� ·̈�·��·Í

�QHLJKERXULQJ�ULJKW��°́�Å�oÂ�n�·��·°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ�·É��́��¹�Á̧¥���µ�Ã��́«�ª́�»��µ�Â¡¦nÁ̧¥�Â¡¦n£µ¡�Ã�¥�µ�

Á® n̈µ�̧Ê�º°ªnµÁ�}��µ�º�Á�ºÉ°��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

�µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦���RULJLQDO�ZRUN��°́�Á�}��µ�¡ºÊ��µ���¹É��n°Ä®oÁ�·�¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�Ä�¦¼�Â��Ä®¤nÇ��µ¤�¨�°��µ¦¡́��µ�µ¦

�µ�ª·�¥µ«µ�¦rÁ��Ã�Ã¨¥̧�°́�Å�oÂ�n��µ�Ã��́«�ª́�»�£µ¡¥��¦r�·É��́��¹�Á̧¥��Ã�¥�µ�� »̈n¤�̧ÊÁ�}��µ�°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́�

·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥���QHLJKERXULQJ�ULJKWV��®¦º°�µ��nµ�Á¦̧¥��µ�Ä�� »̈n¤�̧Êªnµ�v�µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�w�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É�°́�¤̧�̧É¤µ�µ��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦��Á�n��£µ¡¥��¦r�·É��́��¹�Á̧¥���µ�Â¡¦n

Á̧¥�Â¡¦n£µ¡�Á�}��o��Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°� ·̈�·��·Í�nµ�·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥�
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Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

9

Term entry:

design

Related terms/sub-fields: industrial design

Extraction record 1: DSG28

` Design ' means the `design of any aspect of the shape or configuration (whether external or internal)

of the whole or part of an article'.

Extraction record 2: DSG29

A design means features of: shape configuration, pattern or ornament which are applied to an article

by any industrial process, being features which in the finished article appeal to and are judged by the

eye.

Related extraction records:

DSG30; DSG31

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - new, distinctive,  - individual character, - feature of shape, configuration,

- applied to an article by any industrial process, - features in the finished article appeal to and judged

by the eye.

Notes: UK specific

Thai Terms: �µ¦°°�Â����DGS�� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦°°�Â��®¤µ¥�¹�

�µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É�¤̧΅�¬�³Á�}�¦¼��¦���µ¦�¦³�°��́�Á�}�¦¼��¦��Â��Â����µ¦��Â�n��Â¨³¤̧�ªµ¤³�»��µ

°́�µ¤µ¦��Î�µÅ�Ä�oÅ�o�́�ª́��»®¦º°Ä��¦³�ª��µ¦�µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤Ä�Ç

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦Á�nµ�́Ê�



��

Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

10

Term entry:

design document

Related terms/sub-fields: industrial design

Extraction record 1: DSG18

Tangible form requirement The design right springs into force when the design is recorded in a design

document or, alternatively, when an article has been made to the design whichever happens first.

Extraction record 2: DSG19

Design document' is defined by section 263, which contains minor definitions, as `any record of a

design, whether in the form of a drawing, a written description, a photograph, data stored in a

computer or otherwise'.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - Tangible form requirement,  - for recording design

Notes: U.K. specific, - closely related to registered design

Thai Terms: �́��¹��µ¦°°�Â��

�FRLQ�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�́��¹��µ¦°°�Â��®¤µ¥�¹���o°�Î�µ®��°¥nµ�®�¹É�°́�Á�}�¨µ¥΅�¬�r°́�¬¦�̧ÉÁ�oµ�°�·��·�µ¦°°�Â����RZQHU�RI

GHVLJQ�ULJKW���o°��Î�µÁ�·��µ¦Á¡ºÉ°Ä®oÅ�o¤µ�¹É�·��·�µ¦°°�Â��

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦Á�nµ�́Ê�

� �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������GHVLJQ�ULJKW���¦³�°�



��

Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

11

Term entry:

design patent

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT92

A design patent protects only the appearance of the article and not structural or utilitarian features.

Extraction record 2: PT94

Since a design is manifested in appearance, the subject matter of a design patent application may relate

to the configuration or shape of an article, to the surface ornamentation applied to an article, or to the

combination of configuration and surface ornamentation.

Related extraction records:

PT82

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - protection to the appearance of an article; not structure and utilitarian

features

Notes: design patent is US specific/ UK may be design right  - UK equivalent = design right

- also related to some part of UK's registered design - ornament; surface

- Design patent of Thailand is similar to U.S.A

Thai Terms:

·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â����DGS��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: h¤µ�¦µÖÔ�Ä�®¤ª�Ó�ªnµ�oª¥·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¤µÄ�o�́��́�Ä�®¤ª�Ô�ªnµ�oª¥·��·

�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â��� ·̈�£́��rÃ�¥��°�»Ã¨¤��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: �µ¦Â�oÅ�¦³¥³Áª¨µÂ®n��µ¦Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â��� ·̈�£́��r�µ�Á�·¤

�Î�µ®��ÅªoÁ�È��eÁ�}�¦³¥³Áª¨µ·��e�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�́�¦�µ¦°°�Â��®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�́�¦�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n¦¼�΅�¬�r£µ¥�°��°�ª́��»��¹É�°µ�¤̧

�ªµ¤Á�̧É¥ªÁ�ºÉ°��́��µ¦�¦³�°��́�Â¨³¦¼��¦��°�ª́��»�́Ê��Â¨³�µ¦�¦³�́���Â�n���ª́��»�́Ê�Ç

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µÁ�nµ�́Ê�



��

Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

12

Term entry:

design right

Related terms/sub-fields: registered design

Extraction record 1: DSG46

The Patent Office describes the design right as: a new intellectual property right, which applies to

original, non-commonplace designs of the shape or configuration of articles.

Extraction record 2: DSG51

All other features of the shape or configuration of both the television
 set and the stand are in principle - and subject to the other requirements such as originality - capable

of design right protection.

Related extraction records:

DSG40;DSG01;

DSG10;DSG34;DSG39;

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - original,   - applied only to shape or configuration,  - UK specific

Notes: UK specific

Thai Terms: ·��·�µ¦°°�Â��

�&RLQ�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�µ¦°°�Â��®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��µ¦°°�Â���̧É�Î�µ�́�Á�¡µ³Á¡̧¥�¦¼��¦��®¦º°

�µ¦�¦³�°��́�Á�}�¦¼��¦�Á�nµ�́Ê��Â¨³�µ¦°°�Â���́Ê��o°�¤̧΅�¬�³Á�}��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ¤

��®¤µ¥

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦Á�nµ�́Ê�



��

Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

13

Term entry:

designer

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG07

Confusingly, the creator of a registered design is known as its author whereas the creator of a design in

which the design right subsists is known as the designer.

Extraction record 2: DSG62

Design right: The designer is the first owner, subject to exceptions relating to employees and

commissioned designs.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - creator of a design in  which the design right subsists

Notes:

Thai Terms: �¼o°°�Â��

�FRLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o°°�Â��®¤µ¥�¹���¼o�̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ¦°°�Â���¦³Á£��̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥·��·�µ¦°°�Â����GHVLJQ�ULJKW�

Â¨³Å¤n�Î�µÁ�}��o°�Á�}�Á�oµ�°��µ¦°°�Â��

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦



��

Sub-field: copyright

Term variants:

No.

14

Term entry:

Economic right

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP11

Copyright gives rise to two forms of rights: proprietary or economic rights in the work, for example

the right to control copying, and, secondly, moral rights which leave the author, who may no longer be

the owner of the copyright, with some control over how the work…

Extraction record 2: CP71

The economic rights are the rights of reproduction, broadcasting, public performance, adaptation,

translation, public recitation, public display, distribution, and so on.

Related extraction records:

CP126;CP127

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - right of reproduction, broadcasting … distribution

Notes:

Thai Terms: ·��·�µ�Á«¦¬��·�

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

·��·�µ�Á«¦¬��·��Ä��µ��̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹É��n°Ä®oÁ�·��¨�¦³Ã¥��rÂ�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÄ�¦¼��°��́ªÁ�·�®¦º°·��·Ä��µ¦®µ

�¦³Ã¥��r�µ�¡µ�·�¥rÂ�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�&+��3���

Thai extraction record 2:

�¦¦¤·��·h��¹�Â���nµ��µ�·��·Ä��µ�Á«¦¬��·��¹É�¤̧ª́��»�¦³��rÄ��µ¦�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ä��¨�¦³Ã¥��r�µ��¦́¡¥r·��°�

�»��¨Ä��È�µ¤�̧ÉÁ�}�Á�oµ�°��µ�¦oµ�¦¦�r°́�¤̧ ·̈�·��·Í�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·Á«¦¬��·�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°� ·̈�·��·Í�̧ÉÄ®o·��·Â�nÁ�oµ�°� ·̈�·��·ÍÄ��µ¦®µ�¦³Ã¥��r�µ�¡µ�·�¥r �Á�n�

�µ¦�Î�µ�ÎÊ�µ��µ¦Â¡¦nÁ̧¥����µ¦�Î�µÅ�Â���n°µ�µ¦�³�Á�}��o�



��

Sub-field: geographical indication

Term variants:

No.

15

Term entry:

geographical indication

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: TM28

A geographical indication is a sign used on goods that have a specific geographical origin and possess

qualities or a reputation that are due to that place of origin.

Extraction record 2: TM02

Geographical indications: Back to top: Geographical indications are defined,  for the purposes of the

Agreement, as indications which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a

region or locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - a sign used on goods that have a specific geographical origin

 - possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that place of origin.

Notes:

Thai Terms: ·É��n��̧Ê�µ�£¼¤·«µ�¦r

��7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

·É��n��̧Ê�µ�£¼¤·«µ�¦r��JHRJUDSKLFDO�LQGLFDWLRQV��Á�}��¦�̧�̧ÉÁ�̧É¥ª�́�·É��Î�µ®���µ��µ¦�oµ°́�Á�}�¦¼�Â��¦nª¤�́��°�

·É��n��̧ÊÂ® n̈��̧É¤µ��LQGLFDWLRQ�RI�VRXUFH��Â¨³Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·���DSSHOODWLRQV�RI�RULJLQ��&+��3�����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·É��n��̧Ê�µ�£¼¤·«µ�¦r®¤µ¥�¹�

1. ́�΅�¬�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É��̧ÉÄ�o�́�·��oµ°́�¤̧Â® n̈��̧É¤µÁ�¡µ³��o°��·É��®¦º°�°µ�µ�¦·Áª�Ä�Ç��¹É�Â® n̈��̧É¤µ�́Ê��Î�µÄ®o

·��oµ¤̧�»�¤�́�·Á�¡µ³®¦º°�ºÉ°Á̧¥�

2. ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä�́�΅�¬�r�¹É�Ä�o�́�·��oµ°́�¤̧Â® n̈��̧É¤µÁ�¡µ³��o°��·É��®¦º°�°µ�µ

�¦·Áª�Ä�Ç��¹É�Â® n̈��̧É¤µ�́Ê��Î�µÄ®o·��oµ¤̧�»�¤�́�·Á�¡µ³®¦º°�ºÉ°Á̧¥��Â¨³Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·��oª¥�Ã�¥Å�o

¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥



��

Sub-field: Trademark

Term variants:

No.

16

Term entry:

get-up

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: P26

The defendant sold lemon juice in a similar but not identical container (it was bigger, having a green

cap and a flat side) and was restrained from passing off its lemon juice as that of the plaintiffs by use

of a deceptively similar ` get -up'.

Extraction record 2: PO29

As the word `gourmet' was descriptive, small differences in get -up would be sufficient to avoid

confusion.

Related extraction records:

PO22;PO23;PO24

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - dealing with similarity of appearance of goods,  - closely related to

reputation around its get-up', i.e., if that just started used, the Passing off action cannot be run

Notes: found only in the U.K. corpus and is likely to be term under the protection of passing off

because the content deals with the appearance of trademark.

Thai Terms: �µ¦Á¨̧¥�¦¼���&RLQ� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦Á¨̧¥�¦¼�®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦�́�Â�¨�¦¼�΅�¬�r�°�·��oµ®�¹É�®¦º°°ºÉ�Ç�Ä®o¤̧΅�¬�³� öµ¥� ¹̈��́�°̧�·��oµ®�¹É��Á�oµ�°�

·��oµ�̧É�¼��́�Â�¨�¦¼�΅�¬�r�́Ê�µ¤µ¦��°¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µÅ�o�£µ¥Ä�o��®¤µ¥�µ¦¨ª�

�µ¥



��

Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

17

Term entry:

Industrial application

Related terms/sub-fields: usefulness

Extraction record 1: PT27

By section 4(1) an invention is capable of industrial application if it can be made or used in any kind

of industry including agriculture.

Extraction record 2: PT33

If Industrial application can be equated with technical effects, and if there is some technical effect, that

is if the use or working of the invention produces some tangible and physical consequences or if the

invention is itself a physical entity (as opposed to information), then the requirement should be met.

Related extraction records:

PT26

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - capable of using in industry, agriculture,  - technical effect, - tangible and

physical consequences,  - a character of invention

Notes:

Found only in Bainbridge - a characteristic of invention

Thai Terms:

�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: ΅�¬�³�°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É�°¦́�·��·�́�¦Å�o��o°�Á�}��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧Éµ¤µ¦��¦³¥»��rÅ�o

Ä��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: h��®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦�°��¦³Á�«Å�¥Å�o°�·�µ¥΅�¬�³�°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧Éµ¤µ¦�

�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤Åªo°¥nµ��́�Á���&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�º°��»�¤�́�·�¦³�µ¦®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�®¤µ¥�¹��ªµ¤µ¤µ¦�Ä��µ¦�Î�µÅ�Ä�oÅ�oÄ�

�µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤¦ª¤�¹��µ¦Á�¬�¦�¦¦¤�oª¥

®¤µ¥Á®�»

- �»�¤�́�·��µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�¤̧�ªµ¤� öµ¥� ¹̈��́��»�¤�́�·��µ¦Ä�o�µ¦Å�o�µ¤ª́��»�¦³��r

�XVHIXOQHVV���°�Ä�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ�¹É�Á�}��»�¤�́�·®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�rÁ�n��́�

- �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQYHQWLYH�VWHS��Â¨³�1R������QRYHOW\� �



��

Sub-field: Industrial design

Term variants:

No.

18

Term entry:

Industrial design

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG14

Industrial designs are what make an article attractive and appealing; hence, they add to the commercial

value of a product and increase its marketability.

Extraction record 2: DSG16

In most countries, an industrial design must be registered in order to be protected under industrial

design law.

Related extraction records:

DSG17

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - what make an article attractive and appealing,  - commercial value added

 - must be registered

Notes:

Thai Terms:

�µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤��LQGXVWULDO�GHVLJQ���¹É��́�°¥¼nÄ��¦³Á£��¦́¡¥r·��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤��LQGXVWULDO�SURSHUW\�

°̧�°¥nµ�®�¹É�Á�n�Á�̧¥ª�́��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

��®¤µ¥°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ¦�»o¤�¦°��µ¦°°�Â���°��nµ��¦³Á�«nª�Ä®�nÄ�o�Î�µªnµ���µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

�LQGXVWULDO�GHVLJQ��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:



��

Thai definition:

�µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �µ¦�Î�µÄ®oª́��»®�¹É�ª¥Â¨³³�»��µÂ¨³¤̧�»��nµÁ�·�¡µ�·�¥r�Â¨³¤̧ª́��»�¦³��rÁ¡ºÉ°Ä®oÁ�·��µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ¦°°�

Â��Á¡ºÉ°�¦³Ã¥��r�µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤Â¨³�µ¦¡µ�·�¥r�Â¨³�¨�̧ÉÁ�·��¹Ê��µ��¦³�ª��µ¦�́�� n̈µª�³�o°����³Á�̧¥�

�� ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��¨�°��µ¦�Î�µÄ®oª́��»®�¹É�ª¥�³�»��µ�¤̧�»��nµÁ�·�¡µ�·�¥r�Â¨³�o°�

���³Á�̧¥�Á¡ºÉ°Ä®oÅ�o¤µ�¹É��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤¤̧Á�ºÊ°®µ� öµ¥� ¹̈��́��UHJLVWHUHG�GHVLJQ��°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦�Â¨³�GHVLJQ�SDWHQW��°�

®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ

Sub-field: Intellectual property

Term variants:

No.

19

Term entry:

Industrial property

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: IP21

Industrial property, which includes inventions  (patents), trademarks, industrial designs, and

geographic indications of source; and Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works such as

novels, poems and plays, films, musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings,

photographs and sculptures, and architectural designs

Extraction record 2: IP23

(3) Industrial property shall be understood in the broadest sense and shall apply not only to industry

and commerce proper, but likewise to agricultural and extractive industries and to all manufactured or

natural products, for example, wines…

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - class term including IP21

Notes:

‘industrial property’ refers to things which are protected by intellectual property laws apart from the

copyright.

Thai Terms:

�¦́¡¥r·��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤��7KB(�

Thai variants:



��

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¦́¡¥r·��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�®¤µ¥�¹���¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É��̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹Ê�Á¡ºÉ°�¦³Ã¥��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

Â¨³¡µ�·�¥rÁ�}�Î�µ�́��°µ�·��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�Á�}��o��Â¨³Â���nµ��µ�

·̈�·��·Í��¹É�¤̧ª́��»�¦³��rÄ��µ¦Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Á¡ºÉ°�°�Â���µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÁ�}�®΅�

Sub-field: Lay-out design of integrated circuit

Term variants:

No.

20

Term entry:

Integrated circuit

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG06

integrated circuit means a product, in its final form or an intermediate form, in which the elements, at

least one of which is an active element, and some or all of the interconnections are integrally formed

in and/or on a piece of material and which is intended to perform an electronic function.

Extraction record 2: DSG64

Members shall consider unlawful the following acts if performed without the authorization of the right

holder: (9) importing, selling, or otherwise distributing for commercial purposes a protected layout-

design, an integrated circuit in which a protected layout-design is incorporated, or an article

incorporating such an integrated circuit only in so far as it continues to contain an unlawfully

reproduced layout-design.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - final or immediate form containing an active element

 - some/all interconnections are integrally formed in/or on a piece of material

 - intended to perform an electronic function

Notes:

Thai Terms: ª��¦¦ª¤��7KB(� Thai variants:



��

Thai extraction record 1: ª��¦¦ª¤�®¦º°�Â��Á�¤·�°��́�Á�°¦r�Ä®o®¤µ¥�ªµ¤ªnµ�� ·̈�£́��rÎ�µÁ¦È�¦¼�®¦º°�¹É�Î�µÁ¦È�

¦¼��̧É�Î�µ®�oµ�̧É�µ�°·Á È̈��¦°�·�rÃ�¥ Î̈�µ¡́�®¦º°Ã�¥¦nª¤�́�� ·̈�£́��r°ºÉ��°́��¦³�°��oª¥�·Ê�nª��̧Éµ¤µ¦��¦³�»o�Ä®o

Á�·��µ¦��·�́�·�µ¦�µ�°·Á È̈��¦°�·�r¦ª¤°¥¼n�oª¥�Â¨³nª�Á�ºÉ°¤�n°�̧ÉÁ�ºÉ°¤�·Ê�nª�Á® n̈µ�́Ê��́Ê�®¤�®¦º°�µ�nª�Á�oµ�oª¥

�́���¹É�Å�o�́�ªµ�Á�}��́Ê�Ä�΅�¬�³�̧É�µ�¦ª¤�́�°¥¼n��ª́��»�¹É��́ª��·Ê�Á�̧¥ª�́��&+��S�����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

ª��¦¦ª¤�®¤µ¥�¹��� ·̈�£́��rÎ�µÁ¦È�¦¼�®¦º°�¹É�Î�µÁ¦È�¦¼��̧É�Î�µ®�oµ�̧É�µ�°·Á È̈��¦°�·�rÃ�¥ Î̈�µ¡́�®¦º°Ã�¥¦nª¤�́�� ·̈�

£́��r°ºÉ��°́��¦³�°��oª¥�·Ê�nª��̧Éµ¤µ¦��¦³�»o�Ä®oÁ�·��µ¦��·�́�·�µ¦�µ�°·Á È̈��¦°�·�r¦ª¤°¥¼n�oª¥�Â¨³nª�Á�ºÉ°¤

�n°�̧ÉÁ�ºÉ°¤�·Ê�nª�Á® n̈µ�́Ê��́Ê�®¤�®¦º°�µ�nª�Á�oµ�oª¥�́���¹É�Å�o�́�ªµ�Á�}��́Ê�Ä�΅�¬�³�̧É�µ�¦ª¤�́�°¥¼n��ª́��»�¹É�

�́ª�Î�µ�·Ê�Á�̧¥ª�́�

Sub-field: copyright

Term variants: right of integrity, authorship

No.

21

Term entry:

integrity right

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP136

The integrity right is described by section 80 (1) as the right belonging to the author or director not to

have work subjected to derogatory treatment.

Extraction record 2: CP139

Moral Rights The author's moral rights are provided for under Article  6bis of the Berne Convention

which requires recognition of the right of an author to be named as the author of a work (the right of

paternity) and the right for an author to object to uses of a work which would bring dishonor or

discredit on his or her reputation (the right of integrity).

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics:

Notes: found in ipgen 2 and ipspe 6



��

Thai Terms:

·��·Ä��ºÉ°Á̧¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r

�FRLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

·��·�̧É�³®oµ¤�»��¨°ºÉ��́�Â�¨�Â�oÅ��µ��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÄ®o�·�¦¼�Â��Å�� �ULJKW�RI�LQWHJULW\��96��S���

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·Ä��ºÉ°Á̧¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤Ä��µ¦®oµ¤Å¤nÄ®o�¼oÄ��¦³�Î�µ�µ¦Ä�Ç��n°

�µ��¹É��³�Î�µÄ®o�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÁºÉ°¤Á̧¥�ºÉ°Á̧¥���nµ��µ��·��·�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ���3DWHUQLW\�ULJKW���̧É¤»n�Á�o��µ¦®oµ¤���d�

�ºÉ°�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�

Sub-field: intellectual property

Term variants:

No.

22

Term entry:

intellectual property

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: IP19

Intellectual property refers to creations of the mind: inventions, literary and artistic works, and

symbols, names, images, and designs used in commerce.

Extraction record 2: IP20

Intellectual property is divided into two categories: Industrial property, which includes inventions

(patents), trademarks, industrial designs, and geographical indications of source; and Copyright, which

includes literary and artistic works such as novels, poems and plays, films, musical works, artistic

works such as drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, and architectural designs.

Related extraction records:

IP05;IP06;IP10;IP14

Definition in references: BL: 1)a category of intangible rights

protecting commercially valuable products of the human intellect

2) a commercially valuable product of the human intellect

Intensional characteristics: - creation of mind, - property - can be owned/dealt with

 - divided into 2 cat.: Industrial property – invention, trademark, industrial design, geographical

indication/ - copyright  - literary work , novels, poem and play etc; artistic work drawings, painting,

photograph, sculpture, architectural design



��

Notes: from IP06, it can be inferred  that IP is a kind of right

Thai Terms: �¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�®¤µ¥�¹�·��·�µ¤��®¤µ¥�¹É�Å�o¤̧�µ¦�Î�µ®���¹Ê�°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́��¨� ·̈��µ��{��µ�°�¤�»¬¥r�&+�

S��

Thai extraction record 2:

·��·�nµ�Ç��µ¤��®¤µ¥�Ä�·É��̧ÉÁ�·��µ��ªµ¤°»�µ®�¹É��Î�µÄ®o¤̧�µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�rÂ¨³�µ¦�o��·�Ä�Ç�µ�£¼¤·�{��µ�°��¼o

¦oµ�¦¦�r�®¦º°·��·�nµ�Ç��µ¤��®¤µ¥Ä��ºÉ°Á̧¥���UHSXWDWLRQ��®¦º°��¼p�ª·¨ r̈��*RRGZLOO���µ��µ¦�oµ�&+��S���

Definition in Thai references:  -

Thai definition:

�¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�£¼¤·�{��µ�°�¤�»¬¥r��¹É�°µ�Á�}���µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤��µ�«·¨��¦¦¤�·É��¦³�·¬�r�́�΅�¬�r��ºÉ°

£µ¡�Â¨³��µ¦°°�Â���nµ�Ç

�� ·��·Ä��¨�µ��µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�£¼¤·�{��µ�°�¤�»¬¥r�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥��®¤µ¥�¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ

Sub-field:  patent

Term variants:

No.

23

Term entry:

invention

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT43

In the first case, obtaining a patent is the most effective way of protecting the invention and the

investment incurred in developing it.

Extraction record 2: PT66

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3, patents shall be

 available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that

they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.

Related extraction records:

PT35;PT19;PT20;PT21;PT18;P

T75

Definition in references: BL: a patentable device or process created

through independent effort and characterized by an extraordinary

degree of skill or ingenuity; a newly discovered art or operation



��

Intensional characteristics: - invention protected by patent,  - invention can be product and process

invention must have  - novelty  - inventive step  - industrial application

Notes:

Thai Terms: �µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: Î�µ®¦́��ªµ¤®¤µ¥�°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��́Ê����®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦�°�Â�n¨³�¦³Á�«�nµ��Î�µ®��

ÅªoÄ��Î�µ�°�Á�̧¥ª�́��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ¤µ�¦µÔ��́��́�·Åªoªnµ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�®¤µ¥�ªµ¤ªnµ��µ¦�·��o�®¦º°�·��Î�µ�¹Ê��°́�Á�}��¨Ä®o

Å�o¤µ�¹É�� ·̈�£́��r�®¦º°�¦¦¤ª·�̧Ä��¹Ê�Ä®¤n�&+��3�����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦�·��o�¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ��¹É�°µ��³Á�}�� ·̈�£́��r®¦º°�¦¦¤ª·�̧

Â¨³¤̧�»�¤�́�·����¦³�µ¦�Å�oÂ�n��ªµ¤Ä®¤n��QRYHOW\���́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê���LQYHQWLYH�VWHS��Â¨³�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ�°»�

µ®�¦¦¤��LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ��Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥·��·�́�¦

Sub-field: patent

Term variants: nonobviousness (US)

No.

24

Term entry:

inventive step

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT18

Because of the strength of this form of property right, high standards are required, the invention must

be new and it must involve an inventive step, that is it must be more than merely an obvious

application of technology.

Extraction record 2: PT31

For example, if it concerned a new type of gearing arrangement for a bicycle, anyone purchasing a

bicycle with the new system fitted would be able to discover the inventive step by an examination of

the gears, perhaps after dis fate's consideration mantling them.

Related extraction records:

PT113;PT114

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - more than application of technology

Notes: US - criteria for invention are novelty and non-obviousness. the latter is equated with inventive

step



��

Thai Terms:

�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê���7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

®΅�Á���r�¦³�µ¦�̧É°�h���³�o°�Á�}��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

�́��̧É��®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦�°�®¨µ¥�¦³Á�«°�·�µ¥Åªoªnµ�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê���LQYHQWLYH�VWHS���o°�Á�}�

�¨�µ��ªµ¤Â���nµ�¦³®ªnµ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�́��µ��̧É�¦µ��°¥¼nÂ öª°́�Å¤n�¦³�́�¬r��QRQREYLRXV���́É��º°

Å¤nÁ�}�·É�µ¤µ¦��µ��·�Å�oÃ�¥�́��̧�̧ÉÁ®È��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê�®¤µ¥�¹���»�¤�́�·�¦³�µ¦®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��̧É¤̧΅�¬�³Á®�º°�ªnµ�µ¦Ä�oÁ��Ã�Ã¨¥̧°́�Á�}��̧É

Á�oµÄ�Ã�¥�nµ¥

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�»�¤�́�·��́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê��¤̧�ªµ¤� öµ¥� ¹̈��́��»�¤�́�·��µ¦Å¤n�¦³�́�¬rÃ�¥�nµ¥���QRQREYLRXVQHVV���°�®¦́�

°Á¤¦·�µ�¹É�Á�}��»�¤�́�·®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�rÁ�n��́���¼�7HUP�5HFRUG�1R������QRQ�REYLRXVQHVV���¦³�°�

Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

25

Term entry:

inventor

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT28

The inventor of an invention is, by section 7(3), the actual devisor of the invention.

Extraction record 2: PT61

If the inventor is not the proprietor of the patent, he has a right  to be mentioned as being the inventor

in any patent granted and in any published application

Related extraction records:

PT06

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - actual devisor

Notes:

Thai Terms: �¼o�¦³�·¬�r��7KB(� Thai variants:



��

Thai extraction record 1: ��®¤µ¥£µ¥Ä��°��¦³Á�«�nµ�Ç�Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�Ã�¥�µ¦°°�·��·�́�¦

h�Ä®oÂ�n�¼o�¦³�·¬�r�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ¤µ�¦µÒÑ�ª¦¦�Â¦��́��́�·�Ä®o�¼o�¦³�·¬�rÁ�}��¼o¤̧·��·�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�&+�

S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o�¦³�·¬�r®¤µ¥�¹���¼o�̧É�·��o��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹Ê���¹É�°µ�Á�}���Á�̧¥ª�́��»��¨�̧É�°¦́�·��·�́�¦®¦º°Å¤n�ÈÅ�o

Sub-field: Trade secret

Term variants: the law of confidence

No.

26

Term entry:

law of breach

of confidence Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: TS05

Whereas other rights such as copyright and patents are particularly useful when the subject matter is

made public by exploitation by the right owner, the law of breach of confidence gives protection to

things not released to the public or even part of the public.

Extraction record 2: TS01

The law of confidence protects ideas and is a useful ally to other intellectual property rights, often

being the only form of protection when the subject matter is still in its embryonic state.

Related extraction records:

TS19, TS20

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - protection to thing not released to the public

Notes: Consult: ��®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·��ªµ¤Åªoªµ�Ä��Å¤nºÉ°�ªµ¤®¤µ¥��ª¦Ä�oªnµ���®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·��o°

¤¼̈ �̧ÉÅ¤nÁ�d�Á�¥

Thai Terms: ��®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦

¨³Á¤·��o°¤¼¨�̧ÉÅ¤nÁ�d�Á�¥��DGS��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Ã�¥®΅���®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦�»o¤�¦°��ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµÁ�·��¹Ê��µ��Î�µ¡·¡µ�¬µ�°�«µ¨°́��§¬�Ä���̧�̧É¤̧�o°Á�È��¦·�

Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ¦¨³Á¤·�·��·�°�Á�oµ�°��o°¤¼¨�́Ê�°́�¤̧�̧É¤µ�µ�®΅���®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·��ªµ¤Åªoªµ�Ä�� �WKH�ODZ�RI

EUHDFK�RI�FRQILGHQFH��&+��S����



��

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

��®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·��ªµ¤Åªoªµ�Ä�®¤µ¥�¹����®¤µ¥�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�

·��·Ä��o°¤¼¨°́�Å¤nÁ�}��̧ÉÁ�d�Á�¥Â�n���́ÉªÅ�Â¨³�ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµ

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦

- �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������WUDGH�VHFUHW���¦³�°�

Sub-field: Lay-out design of integrated circuit

Term variants:

No.

27

Term entry:

layout-design

(of integrated circuit) Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG04

A "layout-design (topography)" is defined as the three-dimensional disposition, however expressed, of

the elements, at least one of which is an active element, and of some or all of the interconnections of

an integrated circuit, or such a three-dimensional disposition prepared for an integrated circuit

intended for manufacture.

Extraction record 2: DSG65

The obligation to protect layout-designs applies to such layout -designs that are original in the sense

that they are the result of their creators' own intellectual effort and are not commonplace among

creators of layout-designs and manufacturers of integrated circuits at the time of their creation.

Related extraction records:

DSG66;DSG67

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: -  as in the records:  DSG04, DSG65

Notes:

Thai Terms: Â���́�£¼¤·���°�ª��¦

¦ª¤����7KB(�

Thai variants:
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Thai extraction record 1: Â���Â���́��®¦º°£µ¡�̧É�Î�µ�¹Ê��Å¤nªnµ�³�¦µ��Ä�¦¼�Â��Ä��Á¡ºÉ°Ä®oÁ®È��¹��µ¦�́�ªµ�Á�}�

ª��¦¦ª¤Ä�΅�¬�³µ¤¤·�·�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Â���́�£¼¤·®¤µ¥�¹�

1. �µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r®¦º°�¨�°��µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ¦�́�ªµ��·Ê�nª��°�ª��¦¦ª¤�Ä�΅�¬�³µ¤¤·�·�̧Éµ¤µ¦��¦³�»o�Ä®o

Á�·��µ¦��·�́�·�µ¦�µ�°·Á È̈��¦°�·�rÂ¨³nª�Á�ºÉ°¤�n°�·Ê�nª�Á® n̈µ�́Ê��®¦º°�µ¦Á�¦̧¥¤�µ¦�́�ªµ��́�� n̈µªÁ¡ºÉ°�Î�µÅ�

� ·̈�

2. ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä�Â���́�£¼¤·�°�ª��¦¦ª¤�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥

Sub-field: copyright

Term variants:

No.

28

Term entry:

literary work

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP41

It should already be clear that a literary work does not have to be a work of literature and this is

implied by the inclusion of tables, compilations, computer programs and preparatory design material

for computer programs in the category of literary work.

Extraction record 2: CP78

Literary works are works, other than audiovisual works, expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal

or numerical symbols or indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as books,

periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, films, tapes, disks, or cards, in which they are embodied

Related extraction records:

CP128;CP130

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - not only literature,  - expressed in words, number, other verbal and

numerical symbols,  - regardless of the nature of the material objects,  - text is literary work

Notes:
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Thai Terms: �µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: ¤����¡�¦���� ·̈�·��·Í�������µ��·¡��r�̧É�Î�µ�¹Ê��»���·��Á�n��®�́�º°��»¨µ¦�·É�Á�̧¥��·É�

¡·¤¡r��µ����µ�Á�«�µ��Î�µ�¦µ«¦́¥�»��¦¡��r�Â¨³Ä®o®¤µ¥�ªµ¤¦ª¤�¹�Ã�¦Â�¦¤�°¤¡·ªÁ�°¦r�oª¥�&+��S���

Thai extraction record 2:

�µ��·¡��r�nµ�Ç��̧ÉÅ�o¦́��µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹Ê�¤µÂ öªµ¤µ¦�Á�}��µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤°́�¤̧ ·̈�·��·ÍÅ�o�Å¤nªnµ�³�Î�µÄ®o�¦µ��Ã�¥

�µ¦Â��°°�¤µ�oª¥ª·�̧®¦º°΅�¬�³Ä��&+��S���

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�¦³Á£�®�¹É��̧ÉÂ��°°�Á�}��Î�µ��o°�ªµ¤��́ªÁ¨��́�΅�¬�r�µ�£µ¬µ®¦º°�́ª

Á¨��Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥ ·̈�·��·Í

Sub-field:  copyright

Term variants: paternity right, authorship

No.

29

Term entry:

moral right

Related terms/sub-fields: economic right

Extraction record 1: There are four rights within the ' moral right' designation, being:

(a) the right to be identified as the author of a work or director of a film, the 'paternity right'; (b) the

right of an author of a work or director of a film to object to derogatory treatment of that work or film,

the 'integrity right'; (c) a general right that every person has not to have a work falsely attributed to

him; (d) the commissioner's right of privacy in respect of a photograph or film made for private and

domestic purposes Notice that the Act refers to the director of a film.

Extraction record 2: CP69

The moral rights include the author 's right to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification

of his work that might be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.

Related extraction records:

CP9;CP18;CP98

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - right to be identified as author,  - right to object derogatory treatment

 - right to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of his work that might be

prejudicial to his honor or reputation.



���

Notes:

Thai Terms: �¦¦¤·��·�

·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤��7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: �¦¦¤·��·�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�rÄ��µ¦�̧É�³���j°��ºÉ°Á̧¥�Á�̧¥¦�·�»�°́�Á�ºÉ°�¤µ

�µ��µ��̧É��Å�o¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹Ê��Ã�¥�µ¦���j°��ºÉ°Á̧¥�®¦º°Á�̧¥¦�·�»��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�&+��S���

Thai extraction record 2:

�µ¤΅�¬�³�́ÉªÅ��°��¦¦¤·��·�̧Ê�Á�}�·��·�µ��µ¤�¦¦¤Â¨³Å¤n°µ��¼��Î�µ®�nµ¥�nµ¥Ã°�Ã�¥�¨�°��µ¦��¨��µ�

¡µ�·�¥r�&+��S���

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤®¦º°�¦¦¤·��·�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°� ·̈�·��·Í�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�Ä��µ¦

Â����ªnµÁ�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��Â¨³�µ¦®oµ¤Å¤nÄ®o¤̧�µ¦�¦³�Î�µ�µ¦Ä�Ç��n°�µ�°́��³�Î�µÄ®o�ºÉ°Á̧¥�Á�̧¥¦�·�»��°��¼o

¦oµ�¦¦�rÁºÉ°¤Á̧¥Å�o�·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤�¦³�°��oª¥�·��··��·Ä��ºÉ°Á̧¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r��LQWHJULW\�ULJKW��Â¨³�·��·Ä�

�µ¦¤̧�ºÉ°Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ���SDWHUQLW\�ULJKW�

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�¼�7HUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQWHJULW\�ULJKW��Â¨³�1R������SDWHUQLW\�ULJKW���¦³�°�

Sub-field: Copyright

Term variants:

No.

30

Term entry:

neighbouring right

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP113

Whereas the rights provided by copyright apply to authors, "related rights", also known as

"neighboring rights" concern other categories of owners of rights, namely, performers, the producers

of phonograms and broadcasting organizations.

Extraction record 2: CP118

 Neighboring rights are similar to the rights protected by copyright or authors' rights and are applied to

protect the rights of producers of phonograms, performers and broadcasters.
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Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: right protection to derivative work

Notes:

Thai Terms: ·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥���7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Ä���³�̧É�µ��nµ�Ç�°́�Á�̧É¥ª�oª¥·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥���QHLJKERXULQJ�ULJKW��Á�n���µ��́��¹�Á̧¥���µ�Ã��́«�ª́�»��µ�£µ¡

¥��¦r��µ�Â¡¦nÁ̧¥�Â¡¦n£µ¡�Á�}��o���¹É�Á�}��µ�°́��¦³�°�®¦º°¤̧�̧É¤µ�µ��µ�¦oµ�¦¦�r¡ºÊ��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦��́Ê��Å�o

�Î�µ®��Ä®o�µ�Á® n̈µ�́Ê�Å¤n°µ�¤̧ ·̈�·��·ÍÅ�oÄ��¦�̧�̧É¤̧�µ¦¨°�Á¨̧¥�Â���µ��µ��o���́��&+��S���

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°� ·̈�·��·Í�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�µ�º�Á�ºÉ°���nµ��µ�� ·̈�·��·Í���·�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤

�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�µ�¦oµ�¦¦�r�̧ÉÁ�}��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦�

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

31

Term entry:

nonobviousness

Related terms/sub-fields: inventive step

Extraction record 1: PT113

464 An invention satisfies the nonobviousness requirement if a person of ordinary skill in the art"

would not have viewed the invention as having been obvious in view of the prior art at the time the

invention was made.

Extraction record 2: PT114

This evaluation is performed to determine if the invention is "novel" and "non-obvious”.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: not obvious to a person with ordinary skill in the art

Notes: similar to the concept ‘inventive step’

Thai Terms:

�µ¦Å¤n�¦³�́�¬rÃ�¥�nµ¥��DGS��

Thai variants:
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Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦Å¤n�¦³�́�¬rÃ�¥�nµ¥®¤µ¥�¹���»�¤�́�·�¦³�µ¦®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��̧É�»��¨�́ÉªÅ�Å¤nµ¤µ¦��µ��·�®¦º°¦¼oÅ�o�́��̧

�̧ÉÁ®È�

®¤µ¥Á®�»

tQRQREYLRXVQHVVu�Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ�Â¨³¤̧�ªµ¤� öµ¥� ¹̈��́�¤Ã��́«�r�tLQYHQWLYH�VWHSu

�¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQYHQWLYH�VWHS���¦³�°�

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants: patent application

No.

32

Term entry:

non-provisional

application Related terms/sub-fields: provisional application

Extraction record 1: PT100

General Information Services Division (GISD) provides the primary point of contact to the

independent inventor community and the general public for general information about filing a

disclosure document, a provisional patent application, or a regular, non- provisional patent application.

Extraction record 2: PT101

For Patent Non- Provisional Application for a Patent A non-provisional application for a patent is

made to the Commissioner for Patents and includes: (1) A written document which comprises a

specification (description and claims), and an oath or declaration; (2) A drawing in

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - a regular patent application

Notes: USA specific

Á�°���µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦���·�Á¡ºÉ°Â¥��ªµ¤Â���nµ��µ��µ¦�°��·��·�́�¦�́Éª�¦µª�Ä��¦�̧�̧ÉÁ�}�·��·�́�¦�°�®¦́�

°Á¤¦·�µ�FRQFHSW��¦��́���µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦��́ÉªÅ�

Thai Terms:

�µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦���·��FRLQ��

Thai variants:
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Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦���·�®¤µ¥�¹���o°�Î�µ®��Ä��µ¦�Î�µÁ�·��µ¦Ä®oÅ�o¤µ�¹É��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥·��·�́�¦®΅��µ��̧ÉÅ�o¤̧�µ¦

�°·��·�́�¦ n̈ª�®�oµ�¤̧�ªµ¤®¤µ¥Á�̧¥ª�́�«́¡�r��µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦��SDWHQW�DSSOLFDWLRQ�

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µÂ¨³¤̧�ªµ¤®¤µ¥Á�̧¥ª�́��Î�µªnµ�SDWHQW�DSSOLFDWLRQ

� �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������µ¦�°·��·�́�¦ n̈ª�®�oµ��SURYLVLRQDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ���¦³�°�

Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

33

Term entry:

novelty

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT51

Therefore, novelty is really a question of whether the invention has been `anticipated', for example by

a previous patent or by publication or use.

Extraction record 2: PT117

It must be of practical use; it must show an element of novelty , that is, some new characteristic which

is not known in the body of existing knowledge in its technical field.

Related extraction records:

PT52; PT117;DSG42

Definition in references: BL: 1. The fact that an invention is new in

form and in function or performance 2. The requirement that this

fact must be demonstrated for an invention to be patentable - if the

invention has been previously patented, described in a publication,

or known or used by others, it is not novel.

Intensional characteristics: - not anticipated by a previous patent, by publication or use  - new: not

form part of the state of art

Notes: related to design right of UK  (dsg42)

Distinction from nonobviousness is not clear for the US Patent system

For the Thai equivalents, another term, �ªµ¤Ä®¤n, is coined for avoiding the circular definition.
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Thai Terms: �ªµ¤Ä®¤n��FRLQ��

��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹Ê�Ä®¤n��7KB(��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

h�� n̈µª�º°��o°�Å¤n¤̧�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r°¥nµ��̧É�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�́�� n̈µªÁ�¥Â¡¦n�n°µ�µ¦����n°�ª́��°¦́�·��·�́�¦�&+�

S����

Thai extraction record 2:

¡�¦����·��·�́�¦�¤µ�¦µ×��́��́�·Åªoªnµ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹Ê�Ä®¤n�Å�oÂ�n��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧ÉÅ¤nÁ�}��µ��̧É�¦µ��°¥¼nÂ öª�&+�

S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�ªµ¤Ä®¤n®¤µ¥�¹���»�¤�́�·�¦³�µ¦®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹É�Å¤nÁ�¥¤̧¤µ�n°�Ä�µ�µ�°�·É��¦³�·¬�r�́Ê���nµ��µ���́Ê�

�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê���LQYHQWLYH�VWHS���̧ÉÁ�}��»�¤�́�·�µ�¦³�́�Á��Ã�Ã¨¥̧�Â¨³��µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

�LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ���̧É®¤µ¥�¹��µ¦�Î�µÅ�Ä�oÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤Â¨³Á�¬�¦�¦¦¤

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�¼��WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ��Â¨³�����LQYHQWLYH�VWHS���¦³�°�

Sub-field:  copyright

Term variants:

No.

34

Term entry:

original work

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: CP72

Copyright is the legal protection extended to the owner of the rights  in an original work that he has

created.

Extraction record 2: CP105

Rather, originality is usually taken to require that the work in question originated from the author, its

creator, and that it was not copied from another work.

Related extraction records:

CP73

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - work originated from  the author, not copied from another work
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Notes: though no defi record provided; original work should be included because there is concept

'derivative work'

&+��3�����¤̧�Î�µªnµ�RULJLQDOLW\�Â�¨ªnµ��ªµ¤�·�¦·Á¦·É¤�RULJLQDO�ZRUN�¤̧Ä�o����Î�µ��º°��µ�¡ºÊ��µ��Â¨³�µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦��Á�°ªnµ

�ª¦Ä�o�Î�µªnµ��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦���̧�ªnµ�Á¡ºÉ°Ä®o�¦��oµ¤�́���µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�

Thai Terms: �µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦���7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Ã�¥Á�¡µ³°¥nµ�¥·É�Ä���µ��¹É��º°ªnµÁ�}��µ�¡ºÊ��µ���RULJLQDO�ZRUN��°́�Å�oÂ�n�µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤��µ��¦¦¤����¦̧�¦¦¤

Â¨³«·¨��¦¦¤�&+��S���

Thai extraction record 2:

�µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦���RULJLQDO�ZRUN��°́�Á�}��µ�¡ºÊ��µ���¹É��n°Ä®oÁ�·��µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�Ä�¦¼�Â��Ä®¤nÇ��µ¤�¨�°�¡́��µ�µ¦

�µ�ª·�¥µ«µ�¦rÁ��Ã�Ã¨¥̧�°́�Å�oÂ�n��µ�Ã��́«�ª́�»�£µ¡¥��¦r�·É��́��¹�Á̧¥��Ã�¥�µ�� »̈n¤�̧ÊÁ�}��µ�°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́�

·��·�oµ�Á�̧¥���QHLJKERXULQJ�ULJKWV��®¦º°�µ��nµ�Á¦̧¥��µ�Ä�� »̈n¤�̧Êªnµ�v�µ�º�Á�ºÉ°�w�&+��S���

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦��®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ��¹Ê�Á�}��¦́Ê�Â¦�Ã�¥�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r��¹É��µ��́�� n̈µª°µ�Á�}��µ�ª¦¦��¦¦¤�®¦º°

�µ�«·̈ ��¦¦¤�ÈÅ�o�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ� ·̈�·��·Í��nµ��µ��µ�º�Á�ºÉ°��̧É¦oµ�¦¦�r�¹Ê��µ��µ�Á¦·É¤Â¦�

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R�����GHULYDWLYH�ZRUN���¦³�°�

Sub-field: design / industrial design / trademark

Term variants: patent owner (see No.21)

No.

35

Term entry:

owner

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG21

A copyright and a design right is owned by its `owner' but for a registered design he is known as the

p̀roprietor'..

Extraction record 2: DSG53

requires Members to grant the owner of a protected industrial design the right to prevent third parties

not having the owner 's consent from making, selling or importing articles bearing or embodying a

design which is a copy, or substantially a copy, of the protected design, when such acts are undertaken

for commercial purposes.
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Related extraction records:

TM61

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: a person who owns intellectual property

Notes:

Thai Terms:

Á�oµ�°���7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Â¤oÁ�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÄ�¥́�Å¤nÅ�o¦́��µ¦���³Á�̧¥�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�µ¤��®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�È�µ¤�Â�n

Á�oµ�°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�́Ê�µ¤µ¦�Å�o¤µ�¹É�·��·Ä�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÃ�¥�µ¦Ä�o�́��̧É� n̈µª¤µÂ öª�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

�¼oÁ�}�Á�oµ�°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ¥n°¤¤̧·��·Ä�oÁ�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�́�·��oµ�°���Å�oÁ¤°�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�oµ�°�®¤µ¥�¹���¼o¤̧·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ªÄ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£��nµ�Ç�Á�n���µ¦°°�Â����µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®

�¦¦¤�Â¨³Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ

Sub-field: Trademark

Term variants:

No.

36

Term entry:

passing off

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PO05

As with trade mark law, passing off is concerned with the protection of business goodwill and

reputation and this has the secondary effect of protecting the buying public from trade deception.

Extraction record 2: PO06

This is the tort of passing off where one trader is attempting to take unfair advantage of another

trader's goodwill.

Related extraction records: Definition in references: BL: the act or an instance

of falsely representing one's own product as that of an other in an

attempt to deceive potential buyers.

 - passing off is actionable in tort under the law of unfair

competition - also termed palming off
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Intensional characteristics: - a form of protection to business goodwill and reputation

 - unfair advantage of another trader's goodwill by one trader

Notes:

Thai Terms: �µ¦¨ª��µ¥��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: �µ¦¨ª��µ¥�µ¤¤µ�¦µÕ×�ª¦¦�°��̧Ê��¹�Á�}��µ¦®¨°�¨ª��Á¡ºÉ°Ä®o�¦³�µ��®¨�Á�ºÉ°Ä�

Â® n̈��Î�µÁ�·�Â®n�·��oµ�́Ê�°́�Á�}�Á�È��&+��S�����y����

Thai extraction record 2: �µ¦¨ª��µ¥�º°��µ¦�̧É�»��¨®�¹É�Á°µ·��oµ�°���Å��µ¥Ã�¥�¦³�Î�µ�oª¥�¦³�µ¦Ä�Ç�Á¡ºÉ°

¨ª��¼o�ºÊ°ªnµÁ�}�·��oµ�°��»��¨°ºÉ��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦¨ª��µ¥®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �µ¦�Î�µÁ°µ·��oµ®¦º°Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥��°��¼o°ºÉ�Å�°jµ�®¦º°Á¨̧¥�Â��Á¡ºÉ°®µ�¦³Ã¥��rÄ�Á�·�

¡µ�·�¥r��Î�µÄ®oÁ�oµ�°�·��oµ�¦·��Á�·��ªµ¤Á̧¥®µ¥�µ��oµ��µ¦�oµ�Â¨³�ºÉ°Á̧¥��µ��»¦�·�

2. ��®¤µ¥�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ��̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥��Â¨³�µ¦

Á¨̧¥�¦¼��Ä��¦�̧�̧É�¼o®�¹É��Î�µÁ�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥�®¦º°·��oµ�°��¼o°ºÉ�Å�°jµ��Á¨̧¥�Â���®¦º°Ä�o

�¦³Ã¥��rÄ�Á�·�¡µ�·�¥rÃ�¥Å¤nÅ�o¦́�°�»�µ��µ�Á�oµ�°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ®¦º°Á�oµ�°�·��oµ�́Ê�Ç��Î�µÄ®oÁ�oµ�°�

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�̧ÉÅ¤nÅ�o���³Á�̧¥�®¦º°·��oµ�Á�·��ªµ¤Á̧¥®µ¥�µ��µ¦�oµÂ¨³�ºÉ°Á̧¥��µ��»¦�·�

®¤µ¥Á®�»

�¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������JHW�XS��Â¨³�1R������XQUHJLVWHUHG�WUDGHPDUN���¦³�°�
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Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

37

Term entry:

patent

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT02/1

In common with other intellectual property rights, a patent is a form of personal property that may be

assigned, licensed or charged by way of a mortgage.

Extraction record 2: PT66

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3, patents shall be available for any inventions, whether

products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step

and are capable of industrial application.

Related extraction records:

PT02;PT15;PT22;PT39;PT34;P

T44;PT91

Definition in references: BL: the exclusive right to make, use or

sell an invention for a specified period granted by the federal

government to the inventor if the device or process is novel, useful

and nonobvious

Intensional characteristics: - a type of property right,  - available for invention

Notes:

Thai Terms: ·��·�́�¦��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

®΅��µ¦�̧É�ªµ¤��¨��75,36�Å�o�́��́�·ÅªoÄ��o°�ÓØ��Ò���¹É��Î�µ®��Ä®o¤̧·��·�́�¦Î�µ®¦́�·É��¦³�·¬�rÄ�Ç�Å¤nªnµ�³Á�}�

� ·̈�£́��r®¦º°�¦¦¤ª·�̧Ä��»�µ�µÁ��Ã�Ã¨¥̧�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹É�Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ¤·��·�́�¦�́Ê��¤̧΅�¬�³Â¨³�̧É¤µÂ®n��µ¦Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â���nµ�Å��µ��¦́¡¥r

·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£� ·̈�·��·ÍÂ¨³·��·�°��́�Â��Á�}�°¥nµ�¤µ��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�́�¦®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��¹É�Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥
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Sub-field: patent

Term variants:

No.

38

Term entry:

patent application

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT73

The first step in securing a patent is the filing of a patent application.

Extraction record 2: PT74

The patent application generally contains the title of the invention, as well as an indication of its

technical field; it must include the background and a description of the invention, in clear language

and enough detail that an individual with an average ..

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - formality to secure patent

Notes: distinguishing character from  copyright, which need no formality

Thai Terms:

�µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦��7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦Á�}�·É��Î�µÁ�}�Î�µ®¦́��µ¦Å�o¤µ�¹É�·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦®¤µ¥�¹���o°�Î�µ®���¦³�µ¦®�¹É�Ä��µ¦�Î�µÁ�·��µ¦�µ¤�̧É��®¤µ¥�Î�µ®��ÅªoÁ¡ºÉ°Ä®oÅ�o¤µ�¹É��ªµ¤�»o¤

�¦°��µ�·��·�́�¦�Ã�¥�¼o�°¦́�·��·�́�¦°µ�Á�}��¼o�¦³�·¬�r®¦º°Å¤n�ÈÅ�o
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Sub-field: Patent

Term variants: patentee

No.

39

Term entry:

patent owner

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT03

 Patent owners shall also have the right to assign, or transfer by  succession, the patent and to conclude

licensing contracts.

Extraction record 2: PT77

A patent owner has the right to decide who may - or may not  - use the patented invention for the

period in which the invention is protected.

Related extraction records:

PT37

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - one who has right to assign, use or transfer the patent

Notes: syn. = patentee

Thai Terms: �¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: h�Ã�¥�¼o�̧ÉÅ�o¦́�·��·�́�¦¥n°¤¤̧�µ�³Á�}�Á�oµ�°�·��·�́�¦�µ¤��®¤µ¥��¹É�Á¦̧¥�ªnµ��¼o�¦�

·��·�́�¦�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: ·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ª�°��¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦¥́���¤̧�o°¥�Áªo�Ä��µ��¦�̧�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦®¤µ¥�¹���¼o¤̧·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ªÄ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Ã�¥·��·�́�¦�Â¨³°µ�Á�}��¼o�¦³�·¬�r®¦º°

Å¤n�ÈÅ�o

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants: patent owner

No.

40

Term entry:

patentee

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT40

Once a patent is issued, the patentee must enforce the patent without aid of the USPTO (United State

Patent Office).
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Extraction record 2: PT54

It is not possible to lay down a strict percentage to be applied universally because of variations in

development and promotional costs and there is a danger that the patentee will be robbed of his

reward if the rate is set too low.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

BL  one who has been granted a patent

Intensional characteristics: a person who is granted a patent

Notes:

Thai Terms:

�¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦��7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Á¤ºÉ°Å�o¤̧�µ¦°°�·��·�́�¦Ä®oÂ�n�¼o�°¦́�·��·�́�¦Â öª��¼o�°¦́�·��·�́�¦¥n°¤¤̧�µ�³�µ¤��®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦Á�}��v�¼o�¦�

·��·�́�¦w��SDWHQWHH���¹É�µ¤µ¦�¤̧·��·�nµ�Ç��µ¤�̧É��®¤µ¥�Î�µ®��Åªo�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦®¤µ¥�¹���¼o¤̧·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ªÄ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ�·��·�́�¦�Ã�¥°µ�Á�}��¼o�¦³�·¬�r

®¦º°Å¤n�ÈÅ�o

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� Ä�£µ¬µ°́��§¬�¤̧«́¡�r����Î�µÂ��¤Ã��́«�r��¼o�¦�·��·�́�¦�º°�SDWHQW�RZQHU�Â¨³�SDWHQWHH

- �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������SDWHQW�RZQHU���¦³�°�
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Sub-field: copyright

Term variants: right of paternity

No.

41

Term entry:

paternity right

Related terms/sub-fields: moral right, authorship

Extraction record 1: CP134

There are four rights within the 'moral right' designation, being:  (a) the right to be identified as the

author of a work or director of a film, the ' paternity right'; (b) the right of an author of a work or

director of a film to object to derogatory treatment of that work or film, the 'integrity right'; (c) a

general right that every person has not to have a work falsely attributed to him; (d) the commissioner's

right of privacy in respect of a photograph or film made for private and domestic purposes Notice that

the Act refers to the director of a film.

Extraction record 2: CP139

Moral Rights: The author's moral rights are provided for under Article 6bis of the Berne Convention

which requires recognition of the right of an author to be named as the author of a work (the right of

paternity ) and the right for an author to object to uses of a work which would bring dishonor or

discredit on his or her reputation (the right of integrity).

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics:

Notes: found in ipgen 2 and ipspe 6

Thai Terms:  

·��·Ä��µ¦¤̧�ºÉ°Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�

�FRLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤�¦³�°��oª¥�Ó��·��·�̧É�³®ª��́�®¦º°®oµ¤�»��¨°ºÉ�Â�oÅ�®¦º°Á�¨̧É¥�Â�¨��ºÉ°�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�®¦º°�¦³�Î�µ

�µ¦Ä�Ç��̧ÉÁ�}��µ¦���d��ºÉ°�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r��̧É°µ��n°Ä®o�»��¨°ºÉ�Á�·��µ¦®¨��·�Ä��ºÉ°�°��»��¨¦oµ�¦¦�r�¨�µ�°¥nµ�Å¤n

Á�}��¦¦¤��ULJKW�RI�SDWHUQLW\��96��S��

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:



���

Thai definition:

·��·Ä��µ¦¤̧�ºÉ°Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ�®¤µ¥�¹��·��·�¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�µ�«̧¨�¦¦¤��PRUDO�ULJKW��Ä��µ¦®oµ¤¤·Ä®o

�»��¨°ºÉ����d�®¦º°Á�¨̧É¥�Â�¨��ºÉ°�¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r�µ���nµ��µ��·��·Ä��ºÉ°Á̧¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r��LQWHJULW\�ULJKW���̧É®oµ¤¤·

Ä®o¤̧�µ¦�́�Â�¨��µ��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r°́��³�Î�µÄ®oÁ�·��ªµ¤Á̧¥®µ¥�n°�ºÉ°Á̧¥��°��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r

®¤µ¥Á®�»

���¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQWHJULW\�ULJKW��Â¨³�1R������PRUDO�ULJKW���¦³�°�

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

42

Term entry:

petty patent

Related terms/sub-fields: utility model

Extraction record 1: PT122

(8) Petty Patent -- A petty patent will be issued for an invention which is new and is capable of

industrial application but without the need for inventive steps.

Extraction record 2: PT124

Petty patent is a right which can be obtained only for product inventions (excluding substances,

compositions and biological material) having inventive step which does not suffice for patent.

Related extraction records:

PT123;PT125

DSG54;DSG61

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - new (novelty), - industrial application,  - no need for inventive steps or

insufficient inventive steps for patent

Notes:

Thai Terms: °�»·��·�́�¦��7KB(� Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�µ¦Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹É�¥́�Å¤n�¹��́Ê�¤µ�¦�µ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�́Ê�¼��Á¡̧¥�¡°�̧É�³�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r

�µ¤��®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦Å�o�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

°�»·��·�́�¦�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r��¹�®¤µ¥�ªµ¤�¹��®�́�º°Î�µ�́��̧É°°�Ä®oÁ¡ºÉ°�»o¤�¦°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧ÉÅ¤n�¹���µ��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r

�́Ê�¼�Á¡̧¥�¡°�̧É�³�°¦́�·��·�́�¦Å�o�Â�n¥́�¤̧΅�¬�³Á�}��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�¹Ê�Ä®¤nÂ¨³µ¤µ¦��¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

Å�o�&+��S����



���

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

°�»·��·�́�¦®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�́�¦�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�ÎÉ�µ�ªnµ�̧É�Î�µ®��

ÅªoÎ�µ®¦́��µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦Å�o�Â�n¤̧�»�¤�́�·�ªµ¤Ä®¤nÂ¨³�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� ¤Ã��́«�r�SHWW\�SDWHQW�¤̧�ªµ¤Ä� öÁ�̧¥��́�¤Ã��́«�r�XWLOLW\�PRGHO�Ä�Á�·��µ¦Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n·É��¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧

�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�ÎÉ�µ�ªnµ�̧É�Î�µ®��ÅªoÎ�µ®¦́��µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦��ªnµ�XWLOLW\�PRGHO�¤̧¦µ¥¨³Á°̧¥�Á¡·É¤Á�·¤ªnµÅ¤n�Î�µ

Á�}��o°��nµ��µ¦�¦ª�°��»�¤�́�·�v�ªµ¤Ä®¤nw�v�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r¼��¹Ê�w�Â¨³�v�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤w

- �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������XWLOLW\�PRGHO���¦³�°�

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

43

Term entry:

plant patent

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: PT87

A plant patent is granted by the Government to an inventor (or  the inventor's hiers or assigns) who has

invented or discovered and asexually reproduced a distinct and new variety of plant, other than a tuber

propagated plant or a plant found in an uncultivated …

Extraction record 2: PT88

This protection is limited to a plant in its ordinary meaning: * A living plant organism which expresses

a set of characteristics determined by its single, genetic makeup or genotype, which can be duplicated

through asexual reproduction, but which can not otherwise be "made" or "manufacture

Related extraction records:

PT89

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - grant to a person, who invents, discovers or asexually produced a distinct

and new variety of plant

Notes: USA specific

Thai Terms: ·��·�́�¦¡́��»r¡º�

�DGS��

Thai variants:



���

Thai extraction record 1:

Î�µ®¦́��¦³Á�«®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ�́Ê��Å�o�Î�µ®��Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ¦�·��o�¡́��»r¡º�Ä®¤nÅªo£µ¥Ä�o��®¤µ¥·��·�́�¦Â�n�µ¦

�¥µ¥¡́��»r¡º�Ã�¥Ä�oª·�̧Á¡µ³�Î�µ�Â�n�µ¦�¥µ¥¡́��»r¡º��oª¥ª·�̧�¤Á�¬¦�́Ê�Ä®o°¥¼n£µ¥Ä�o®΅�Á���r�°��µ¦�»o¤�¦°��°�

7KH�3ODQW�9DULHW\�$FW�RI������&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�́�¦¡́��»r¡º�®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�́�¦�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n�µ¦�·��o�¡º���·�Ä®¤n�oª¥�µ¦Á¡µ³�Î�µ

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ

Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

44

Term entry:

proprietor

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: A copyright and a design right is owned by its `owner' but for a

registered design he is known as the `proprietor'.

Extraction record 2:

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - owner of registered design

Notes: special for registered design and UK specific (registered design and design right)

Thai Terms:

Á�oµ�°��µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥�

�&RLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:
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Thai definition:

Á�oµ�°��µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥�®¤µ¥�¹���¼o�̧É¤̧·��·Â�n�¼oÁ�̧¥ªÄ��µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥��Ã�¥°µ�Á�}��¼o¦oµ�¦¦�r®¦º°

Å¤n�ÈÅ�o

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

45

Term entry:

Provisional application

Related terms/sub-fields: patent application

Extraction record 1: PT98

Provisional application provides the means to establish an early effective filing date in a patent

application and permits the term "Patent Pending" to be applied in connection with the invention.

Extraction record 2:

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - means to establish, an early effective filing,  - permits the term 'patent

pending',  - lasts for 12 months

Notes: USA specific

Thai Terms:

�µ¦�°·��·�́�¦ n̈ª�®�oµ��FRLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:



���

Thai definition:

�µ¦�°·��·�́�¦ n̈ª�®�oµ®¤µ¥�¹���µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦�¦³Á£�®�¹É��¹É�¤̧¦³¥³Áª¨µ�µ¦�»o¤�¦°�����Á�º°��Â¨³®΅��µ��́Ê�

�³�o°��Î�µÁ�·��µ¦�°¦́�·��·�́�¦���·��QRQ�SURYLVLRQDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ� ���

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� ¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ

- �¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������QRQ�SURYLVLRQDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ�

Sub-field: Design

Term variants:

No.

46

Term entry:

registered design

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: DSG25
For a registered design, the requirement for eye-appeal means that the features must be external unless

the outside surface of the article is transparent.

Extraction record 2: DSG09

Both forms of design right relate to the design aspects of the shape or configuration of an article and,

for registered designs only, also to pattern and ornament.

Related extraction records:

DSG02;DSG35:DSG37;DSG61

;DSG62

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - eye appeal,  - registered required,  - longer term protection than design

right,  - can be applied to 2 dimensional article

Notes: DSG37 - shows the later assignment of design right, which may have higher status more

qualified extracts to be found

Thai Terms:

�µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥���&RLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: �°��µ��̧ÊÅ�o¤̧�µ¦°°���®¤µ¥Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ¦°°�Â���̧Éµ¤µ¦��°¦́��µ¦���³Á�̧¥�Ã�¥

Á�¡µ³�º°�WKH�5HJLVWHUHG�'HVLJQV�$FW������&+��S�����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:
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Thai definition:

�µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥�®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �¦³Á£�®�¹É��°��µ¦°°�Â����́Ê��̧ÉÁ�}�¦¼��¦���µ¦�¦³�°��́�Á�oµÁ�}�ª́��»�®¦º°�ª́��»°�¤·�·��̧É¤̧�ªµ¤³�»��µ

�¹É��o°����³Á�̧¥�Á¡ºÉ°Ä®oÅ�o¤µ�¹É��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��́�� n̈µª��nµ��µ��·��·�µ¦°°�Â����GHVLJQ�ULJKW���¹É�Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤

�¦°�Â�nÁ¡̧¥�¦¼��¦�£µ¥�°�Á�nµ�́Ê�

2. ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥��¹É�Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥�Â¨³¤̧

¦³¥³Áª¨µÄ��µ¦�»o¤�¦°��µ��ªnµ·��·�µ¦°°�Â����GHVLJQ�ULJKW� �

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� �µ¦°°�Â�����³Á�̧¥�¤̧Á�ºÊ°®µ� öµ¥� ¹̈��́��µ¦°°�Â���µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤��LQGXVWULDO�GHVLJQ��Ä�Á�·��̧Éªnµ�µ¦

°°�Â���́Ê��o°�¤̧΅�¬�³Á�n��³�»��µ

- Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦µ�°µ�µ�́�¦Á�nµ�́Ê�

Sub-field: Trademark

Term variants:

No.

47

Term entry:

registered trademark

Related terms/sub-fields: unregistered trademark

Extraction record 1: TM43

TRADE MARKS AS PROPERTY The Trade Marks Bill firmly states that a registered trade mark is

an item of personal property (or, in Scotland, incorporeal moveable property) and, under the

provisions of the Bill, trade marks are easily alienable.

Extraction record 2: TM18

Furthermore, the protection of registered well-known marks must extend to goods or services which

are not similar to those in respect of which the trademark has been registered, provided that its use

would indicate a connection between those goods or services and the owner of the registered

trademark, and the interests of the owner are likely to be damaged by such use (Articles 16.

Related extraction records:

TM53

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - a personal property,  - a property right,  - can be registered

 - its use indicating connection between goods and owner of registered trademark

Notes:
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Thai Terms:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ���³Á�̧¥�

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

���́��́�·Â®n���®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�°��¦³Á�«�nµ�Ç��Î�µ®��Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ä�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦

�oµ°́�Å�o¦́��µ¦���³Á�̧¥��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

°¥nµ�Å¦�È�µ¤Â���»��¦³Á�«Ä�Ã¨�Å�o�Î�µ®��Ä®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ä�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ°́�Å�o���³Á�̧¥�ÅªoÁ�}�®΅�

�µ��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ���³Á�̧¥�®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥��®¤µ¥

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ��nµ��µ��Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥���̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥��®¤µ¥�µ¦¨ª��µ¥

Sub-field: Protection of Undisclosed Information

Term variants:

No.

48

Term entry:

trade secret

Related terms/sub-fields: law of breach of confidence

Extraction record 1: TS02

Trade secret The term ` trade secret' is often used in relation to confidential information associated

with industrial and commercial activity

Extraction record 2: TS16

501 "A trade secret is commonly defined as any formula, pattern, device or compilation of information

which is used in one's business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over

competitors who do not know or use it.

Related extraction records:

TS14;TS13

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - secret info,  - commercial value,  - reasonable steps to keep it secret

Notes: UK specific the law of breach of confidence

Thai Terms: �ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµ

�7KB(�

Thai variants:
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Thai extraction record 1:

¼�¦�Â��Â����¦¦¤ª·�̧�®¦º°�o°¤¼¨Ä�Ç��¹É�µ¤µ¦��Î�µ¤µÄ�oÄ��»¦�·��°��»��¨®�¹É�Â¨³�Î�µÄ®o�»��¨�́Ê�Å�oÁ�¦̧¥��µ��µ¦

�oµÁ®�º°�¼nÂ�n��́���¼oÅ¤n°µ��¦µ�®¦º°Ä�o·É�Á® n̈µ�́Ê��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

¦nµ�¡¦³¦µ��́��́�·�ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµ�°��¦³Á�«Å�¥�́Ê��Å�o�Î�µ®���Î�µ�Î�µ�́��ªµ¤�°���ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµ�ÅªoÄ®o

®¤µ¥�ªµ¤ªnµ��o°¤¼¨�µ¦�oµ�̧ÉÁ�}��ªµ¤΅�Á�ºÉ°��µ�¥́�Å¤nÁ�}��̧É¦¼o�́��́��́ÉªÅ��®¦º°Á�oµ�¹�Å�oÄ�� »̈n¤�»��¨��¹É�Ã�¥���·

�o°�Á�̧É¥ª�o°��́��o°¤¼¨�µ¦�oµ�́�� n̈µª�Ã�¥�o°¤¼¨�µ¦�oµ�́Ê�µ¤µ¦��Î�µÅ�Ä�o®µ�¦³Ã¥��rÄ�Á�·�¡µ�·�¥rÅ�o�Á�ºÉ°��µ�Á�}�

�ªµ¤΅��Â¨³Ä��µ¦Á�}��ªµ¤΅��°��o°¤¼¨�́�� n̈µª��¼o�ª��»¤�ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµÅ�o�Î�µÁ�·��µ¦�µ¤�́Ê��°��̧É¤�ª¦

Ä�°́��̧É�³¦́�¬µ�o°¤¼¨�́�� n̈µªÅªoÁ�}��ªµ¤΅��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�ªµ¤΅��µ��µ¦�oµ®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �o°¤¼̈ �¼�¦�Â��Â���®¦º°Á�¦ºÉ°�¤º°Ä�Ç�°́�Å¤nÁ�}��̧ÉÁ�d�Á�¥�Â¨³�Î�µÄ®oÁ�oµ�°��»¦�·��̧ÉÁ�}�Á�oµ�°��o°¤¼¨�¼�¦��́�

� n̈µªÅ�oÁ�¦̧¥��µ��µ¦�oµÁ®�º°�¼nÂ�n��́��¹É�Á�}��¼o�̧ÉÅ¤n°µ��¦µ�®¦º°Ä�o·É��̧É� n̈µª¤µ

2. ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µ�¦³Á£�®�¹É�Ä��o°¤¼¨�¼�¦�Â��Â���®¦º°Á�¦ºÉ°�¤º°°́�Å¤nÁ�d�Á�¥Â¨³�Î�µÄ®oÁ�oµ�°�Å�o

Á�¦̧¥��µ��µ¦�oµÁ®�º°�¼nÂ�n��́��¹É�Á�}��¼o�̧ÉÅ¤n°µ��¦µ�®¦º°Ä�o·É��̧É� n̈µª¤µ�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥

Sub-field: Trademark

Term variants:

No.

49

Term entry:

trademark

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: TM06

Trademarks Back to top The basic rule contained in Article 15 is that any sign, or any combination of

signs, capable of distinguishing the goods and services of one undertaking from those of other

undertakings, must be eligible for registration as a |trademark| , provided that it is visually perceptible.

Extraction record 2: TM38

A trademark is any word, name, symbol or device, or any combination thereof, that serves to identify

and distinguish the source of one party's goods or services from those of another party.

Related extraction records:

TM05;TM33;TM52

Definition in references:
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Intensional characteristics: - sign, or any combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the goods and

services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, - word, name, symbol or device or

combination thereof

Notes:

Thai Terms: Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�Á�}�́�΅�¬�r°́�¤̧ª́��»�¦³��rÁ¡ºÉ°�Î�µÂ��� ·̈�£́��r�°��¼o�¦³�°�

�·��µ¦�oµ°̧�¦µ¥®�¹É��&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2: hÁ�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�́�� n̈µª�Ã�¥Á�¡µ³�Î�µ��¹É�¦ª¤�¹��ºÉ°�»��¨��́ª°́�¬¦��́ªÁ¨��nª��°�£µ¡

Â¨³�µ¦¦ª¤�́ª�°�̧�nµ�Ç�h��³¡¹�¤̧·��·���³Á�̧¥�Á�}�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ�o�&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ®¤µ¥�¹�

�� ·É��̧É¤̧΅�¬�³Á�}��Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�́�΅�¬�r��Î�µ�®¦º°�µ¦�¦³�°��́��°�́�΅�¬�r�̧Éµ¤µ¦�Â¥�Â¥³·��oµ®¦º°

�¦·�µ¦�°��¼o�¦³�°��µ¦¦µ¥®�¹É�°°��µ�°̧�¦µ¥®�¹É�

2. ·��·�µ��¦́¡¥r·��µ��{��µÄ�·É��̧É¤̧΅�¬�³Á�}��Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�́�΅�¬�r��Î�µ�®¦º°�µ¦�¦³�°��́��°�́�΅�¬�r

�¹É�Å�o���³Á�̧¥�Â¨³Å�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°��µ���®¤µ¥

Sub-field: Trademark

Term variants:

No.

50

Term entry:

unregistered trademark

Related terms/sub-fields:

Extraction record 1: TM49

Quite often, passing-off actions will be brought in respect of an unregistered trade mark, a mark that

has not been registered through deliberate inertia on the part of the owner of the mark, as a result of

ignorance or because the mark fails to satisfy the requirements for registration.

Extraction record 2: PO08

THE SCOPE OF PASSING OFF: Compared to trade mark law, the scope of passing off is quite wide

and it can protect unregistrable business names, unregistered trade marks, advertising and general `get-

up', in fact anything that is distinctive of the plaintiff's goods, services or business.
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Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - a mark not registered through inertia, ignorance or fail to satisfy the

requireents for registration  - protected by passing off

Notes:

Thai Terms:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥�

�$GS��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1: Ä���³�̧ÉÁ�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�¹É�Å¤nÅ�o���³Á�̧¥�Å¤nÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�hÂ�nµ¤µ¦�Å�o¦́�

�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·�µ¤®΅���®¤µ¥ªnµ�oª¥�µ¦¨³Á¤·�Ä�nª�°́�Á�̧É¥ª�́��µ¦¨ª��µ¥�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Ä��µ��¦³Á�«Ã�¥Á�¡µ³�̧ÉÄ�o��®¤µ¥�°¤¤°�¨°ªr��́�Á�n��¦³Á�«°́��§¬Â¨³®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ��nµ�¤̧®΅���®¤µ¥°́�

Ä®o·��·Ä�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�̧É¤·Å�o���³Á�̧¥�Â�nÁ�oµ�°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�°����£µ¥Ä�oÁ�ºÉ°�Å�ªnµ�o°�¤̧�µ¦Ä�o

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�́Ê�°¥nµ�Â�o�¦·��&+��S����

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµÅ¤n���³Á�̧¥�®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ�̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥��®¤µ¥

�µ¦¨ª��µ¥��nµ��µ�Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ���³Á�̧¥��̧ÉÅ�o¦́��ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�·��·Ã�¥��®¤µ¥Á�¦ºÉ°�®¤µ¥�µ¦�oµ

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

51

Term entry:

usefulness

Related terms/sub-fields: industrial application

Extraction record 1: PT134

To be patentable, an invention must be new,456 useful457 and nonobvious.

Extraction record 2: PT135

The term useful" in this connection refers to the condition that the subject matter has a useful purpose

and also includes operativeness, that is, a machine which will not operate to perform the intended

purpose would not be called useful, and therefore would not be granted a patent.
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Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics:  can be operated as intended

Notes:

Thai Terms:

�µ¦Ä�o�µ¦Å�o�µ¤ª́��»�¦³��r

�FRLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

�µ¦Ä�o�µ¦Å�o�µ¤ª́��»�¦³��r®¤µ¥�¹���»�¤�́�·�¦³�µ¦®�¹É��°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É�Î�µÄ®o�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�́Ê�Ç�µ¤µ¦�Ä�o

�¦³Ã¥��rÅ�o�µ¤�̧ÉÅ�o�Î�µ®��Á�jµ®¤µ¥Åªo

®¤µ¥Á®�»

� ¤Ã��́«�r�XVHIXOQHVV�¤̧Á�ºÊ°®µ� öµ¥� ¹̈��́�¤Ã��́«�r�LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ���µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤�

�oª¥�»�¤�́�·�v�µ¦Ä�o�µ�w���¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ���¦³�°�

- Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ

Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

52

Term entry:

utility model

Related terms/sub-fields: petty patent

Extraction record 1: PT126

Moreover, an application for a utility model would not require a formal verification, and the utility

model would be granted without prior examination of the basic conditions relating to novelty and

inventive activity, so that it could be provided rapidly and at lower cost.

Extraction record 2: PT128

As in the case of patents, inventions which could be protected by utility model would have to be new,

involve an inventive activity and be capable of industrial application.
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Related extraction records:

PT127

Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - granted without prior examination about novelty and inventive activity

 - involving inventive activity and industrial application

Notes:

Thai Terms:

Â��� ·̈�£́��r°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r

�7KB(�

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�ªµ¤�oµª®�oµ�µ�Á��Ã�Ã¨¥̧�ÎÉ�µ�ªnµ¤µ�¦�µ��̧É�³Á�oµ®΅�Á���r�°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r

¼��¹Ê���¹É�Á¦̧¥��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�́�� n̈µªªnµ�XWLOLW\�PRGHOV�®¦º°�̧É�µ��nµ�Á¦̧¥�ªnµ�Â��� ·̈�£́��r°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r�&+��S����

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

Â��� ·̈�£́��r°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r®¤µ¥�¹�

�� �µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�»�¤�́�·�ÎÉ�µ�ªnµ�»�¤�́�·�°��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧Éµ¤µ¦��°¦́�·��·�́�¦Å�o�Ã�¥Å¤n¤̧�µ¦�¦ª�°��»�

¤�́�·�v�ªµ¤Ä®¤nw�v�́Ê��µ¦�¦³�·¬�rw�Â¨³�v�µ¦�¦³¥»��rÄ��µ�°»�µ®�¦¦¤w

2. �¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�́�¦�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤Â�n�¦³�·¬�r�̧É¤̧�»�¤�́�·�ÎÉ�µ�ªnµ�µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�̧Éµ¤µ¦��°¦́�·��·�́�¦Å�o

®¤µ¥Á®�»

��¼�WHUP�UHFRUG�1R������SHWW\�SDWHQW���¦³�°�
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Sub-field: Patent

Term variants:

No.

53

Term entry:

utility patent

Related terms/sub-fields: patent

Extraction record 1: PT81

There are three types of patents: Utility patents may be granted to anyone who invents or discovers

any new and useful process, machine, article of manufacture, or compositions of matters, or any new

useful improvement thereof; Design patents may be granted to anyone who invents a new, original,

and ornamental design for an article of manufacture; and Plant patents may be granted to anyone who

invents or discovers and asexually reproduces any distinct and new variety of plants.

Extraction record 2: PT93

Back to the Top The Difference Between Design and Utility Patents In general terms, a utility patent

protects the way an article is used and works (35 U.

Related extraction records: Definition in references:

Intensional characteristics: - applied to process, machine, article of manufacture, compositions of

matters or useful improvement,  - protects way an article used

Notes: PT81 can be used as  context for design patent and plant patent

Thai Terms:

·��·�́�¦·É�°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r

�&RLQ��

Thai variants:

Thai extraction record 1:

Thai extraction record 2:

Definition in Thai references:

Thai definition:

·��·�́�¦·É�°¦¦��¦³Ã¥��r®¤µ¥�¹���¦³Á£�®�¹É��°�·��·�́�¦�̧ÉÄ®o�ªµ¤�»o¤�¦°�Â�n��µ¦�¦³�·¬�r�·��o���¦³�ª��µ¦

Á�¦ºÉ°��́�¦�ª́��»Ä�Ç�Ä��µ¦� ·̈��®¦º°�µ¦�¦́��¦»�·É��̧É� n̈µª¤µÄ®o�̧�¹Ê��Ã�¥�µ¦�·��o�Â¨³�µ¦�¦́��¦»��́�� n̈µª�o°�¤̧

�ªµ¤Ä®¤n�Ä�o�µ�Å�o�Â¨³�µ¦Å¤n�¦³�́�¬rÃ�¥�nµ¥

®¤µ¥Á®�»

Á�}�¦¼�Â��Á�¡µ³�°�®¦́�°Á¤¦·�µ



Appendix B

Conceptual structure of  Intellectual Property
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Abbreviation

♦ G = generic – specific relationship

♦ O-P = object – property relationship

♦ O = owner – object relationship

♦ O-O = origin – object relationship

♦ P-T = protector – object relationship

♦ P-O = process – object relationship

♦ A-P = actor – process relationship

♦ C-R = creator – object relationship

♦ O-E = object – evidence relationship

♦ F-O = form – object relationship
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The whole conceptual structure of the subject field Intellectual Property
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Description of the conceptual structure of the subject field Intellectual property

In the subject field of Intellectual Property, the most super-ordinate concept is

‘intellectual property’. This concept can be viewed from 2 different dimensions: the

form of right and the subject matter to be protected1. As form of right, ‘intellectual

property’ is the right to various subject matters, which are protected by the

corresponding forms of rights of the concept ‘intellectual property’. These forms of

rights include ‘copyright’, ‘patent’, ‘industrial design’, ‘design’, ‘layout-design of

integrated circuit’, trade secret’, ‘trademark’, passing off’ and ‘geographical indication’.

Therefore, these 9 forms of rights are specific concepts to the generic concept

‘intellectual property’. For example, ‘copyright’, as a kind of intellectual property, is the

right to literary and artistic works. (see IP11, IP15 and IP16). As the form of right,

‘intellectual property’ is sometimes designated by the term “intellectual property right”.

From the dimension of subject matters to be protected, the subject matters can be

classified into 2 groups: one includes literary and artistic works, which are protected by

the copyright. The other includes invention (protected by patent), trademark, industrial

design, design, layout-design of the integrated circuit, trade secret and geographical

indication. The latter group of subject matters to be protected are, furthermore, grouped

under the concept ‘industrial property’, which is formed up in order to classify the

intellectual properties (subject matter to be protected) according to the purposes of

protection.

To explain precisely, the protection of the intellectual properties under the concept

‘industrial property’ squarely aims at the deterrence from the unfair competition and to

stimulate the innovation and the creation of technology; whereas, the protection of

literary and artistic works through the copyright aims at rewarding creators for the

creative effort. (TRIPS: 2002)

Thus, the concept ‘industrial property’ holds the generic-specific relationship to all of

the eight subject matters to be protected by the intellectual property right.

����������������������������������������������������������

1 The term “subject matter to be protected” is sometimes substituted by the terms “property” and “object”
in the other sub-fields in order to distinguish it from the concept of form of right.
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of copyright
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of copyright

In the sub-field of copyright, we start with the concept ‘copyright’, which is a

specific concept of the generic concept ‘intellectual property’. It refers to a property

right subsisting in original works of literary and artistic works, which are expressed in

tangible forms (CP05 and CP07). The copyright protection arises automatically after

original works are created (CP53), i.e., to secure the protection given by copyright,

registration is not required. The non-registration parameter, moreover, differentiates

‘copyright’ from the other form of rights in the subject field, which are required before

the protection become effective. To name but a few: patent, trademark and industrial

design.

The concept ‘copyright’ holds various relationships to the other concepts in the

sub-field of copyright. For a start, the concept ‘copyright’ holds the protector - object

relation (PT) to the concept ‘original work’, which refers to work originated from the

author, not copied from another work (CP105).

The concept ‘original work’, in turn, holds the generic-specific (G) relationship

to the concepts ‘literary work’ and ‘artistic work’. These 2 concepts, to be clear, should

be conceived in a very broad sense, because each of them includes a vast area of works,

as specified by the Berne Convention:

“literary and artistic works shall include every production in the literary,

scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its

expression, such as books, pamphlets and other writings; lectures, addresses,

sermons and other works of the same nature; dramatic or dramatico-musical

works; choreographic works...”

(CP122)

However, the distinction between these two concepts can roughly be made as follows:

the former refers to works, which are in general expressed in words, numbers, or other
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verbal or numerical symbols or indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects,

such as, books, periodicals, manuscripts etc (CP05 and CP07). The latter refers to

works, such as drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, and architectural

designs (CP106).

‘original work’, furthermore, has the origin – object (O-O) relationship to the concept

‘derivative work’, which refers to works based upon one or more preexisting works

(CP86), for example, film, sound recording, broadcasts and cable programmes etc.

(CP29). Another example is when a novel is used as the basis of a movie or when a

drawing is transformed into a sculpture, the movie and the sculpture in question are

considered the derivative work, respectively (CP87).

Back to the generic concept ‘copyright’ again, it has, moreover, the generic (G)

relationship to the concept ‘neighbouring right’, which refers to the protection given to

the producer of any derivative works, for example, performers, the producers of

phonograms and broadcasting organizations (CP 113).

Back to the concept ‘copyright’, it incorporates 2 kinds of right and, thus, holds

the generic-specific (G) relationship to them. They are the concepts ‘moral right’ and

‘economic right’.

FRS\ULJKW

QHLJKERXULQJ�ULJKW

*

GHULYDWLYH�ZRUNRULJLQDO�ZRUN

37

2�2
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‘moral right’ refers to the right firstly to be identified as author of the work and,

secondly, to object any distortion, mutilation or other modification of the author’s work,

which can affect his reputation (CP26 and CP69). The concept ‘moral right’, in turn,

incorporates 2 types of right, each of which covers one of two main features of the

moral right. These are ‘paternity right’ and  ‘integrity right’. The former refers to the

right to be identified as author (CP134 and CP139) and the latter to the right to object

any distortion or modification of the author’s work (CP136 and CP139).

Of the concept ‘integrity right’, based on the extraction record No. CP99, it can

be inferred that the concept ‘integrity right’ is designated by another term, that is,

“authorship”. In comparison of the extraction record No. 136 with No. 99, it shows that

the designations “integrity right” and “authorship” refers to the same concept of

deterrence of other people from derogatory actions to the copyright work. As for the

relationship of the concept ‘moral right’ to the concepts ‘paternity right’ and ‘integrity

right’ is the generic – specific (G) relationship.

Moreover, the concept ‘moral right’ holds the owner – object (O) relationship to

the concept ‘author’, put it clearly, the author is the person who have the moral right.

FRS\ULJKW

PRUDO�ULJKW HFRQRPLF�ULJKW

LQWHJULW\�ULJKW�DXWKRUVKLSSDWHUQLW\�ULJKW

*

*

DXWKRU
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As regards the concept ‘economic right’, it is the rights of reproduction,

broadcasting, public performance, adaptation, translation, public recitation, public

display, distribution, and so on (CP71).

Regarding the concept ‘copyright owner’, before presenting the relationship of

this concept to others, a distinction between this concept and ‘author’ should be made.

As creator of a original work, the author naturally is the owner of the work. Thus he has

both the moral right and economic right. Due to the fact that the ownership of a

copyright work can be transferred, the concept ‘author’ and ‘copy right owner’ should

be viewed as distinguished concept. The author has the moral right and the copyright

owner has the economic right. Thus the concept ‘copyright owner’ holds the owner –

object (O) relationship to the concepts ‘copyright’ and ‘economic right’; whereas, the

concept ‘author’ holds the same relationship to the concept ‘moral right’ and the creator

– object relationship to the concept ‘original work’.

FRS\ULJKW
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FRS\ULJKW�RZQHU
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of patent
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of patent

The concept ‘patent’ is a form of personal property and, on the other hand, a

property right, which can be dealt with (see PT02/1, PT39). ‘Patent’, moreover, holds

various relationships to the other concepts under the sub-field of Patent.

For a start, it holds the protector – object (PT) relation to the subordinate

concept ‘invention’. The concept ‘invention’ refers to the creation of a thing inclusive of

suggesting the way of doing it (PT22) and the outcome of the creation, i.e., ‘invention’

can be a product or a process (PT66).

To be protected by the patent, the invention must have the following properties:

‘novelty’, ‘inventive step’ and ‘industrial application’. Since these 3 properties are the

key properties of the invention to be protected, they are of importance and, thus, each

given the place in the conceptual structure of patent and hold the object – property

(O-P) relationship to the concept ‘invention’.

The concept ‘novelty’ refers to the property of not being anticipated by a

previous patent or publication or use (PT51). The extraction record No. PT117 indicates

“…it must show an element of novelty, that is, some new characteristic which is not

known in the body of existing knowledge in its technical field”.

As regards the concept ‘inventive step’, it refers to, in a broad sense, the

property of being more than merely an obvious application of technology (PT30). This

concept is not found in the U.S. corpus but, instead, the term “non-obviousness”, which

refers to the qualification of not being ordinary for a person of ordinary skill in view of

the prior art at the time the invention was made (PT 113). If we compare the record No.

PT113 with No. 30, it can be inferred that the concepts designated by the terms

“inventive step” and “nonobviousness” are to a certain extent similar. Therefore, the

term “non-obviousness” is the U.S. variant.
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The concept ‘industrial application’ refers to the capability of being used in

industry and agriculture or to the technical effect. Like the similarity of the concept

‘nonobviousness’ to the concept ‘inventive step’, the term “usefulness” in the U.S.

patent system is used for designating the concept of operativeness as intended. It,

therefore, can be equated with the concept of the capability of being used in industry

(PT 134 and PT135).

In addition, the concept ‘invention’ holds another relationship to the concept

‘inventor’, which refers to the person creating the invention. Therefore, the relationship

between these concepts is the creator - object (CR) relationship.

Back to the super-ordinate concept ‘patent’ and viewing from the dimension of

subject matter to be protected, ‘patent’ holds the generic relationship to the concepts

‘utility model’ and ‘petty patent’, both of which are similar. The former is mostly used

among the European countries and the latter in the developing countries such as

Thailand.

The concept referred to by the terms “utility model” and “petty patent” is the protection

to inventions, which have limited degree of inventiveness and without the prior

examination on the conditions of novelty and inventive activity (PT 126, PT128, PT122

and PT124). However, the difference in detail may exist in the concept designated from

one country to another.

SDWHQW
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In addition, there is a classification of patents into different types as found in the

U.S. patent system. These include the concepts ‘utility patent’, ‘design patent’ and

‘plant patent’. The first type gives protection to the general invention; the second one

refers to the protection to design of the appearance of an article (PT92 and PT94) and

the third one refers to the protection to new plant varieties (PT87 and PT88). These two

latter concepts are specific to U.S. because other countries may provide other forms of

protection to the design and plant varieties, for instance, the Design law of England and

the Act of Plant Variety of Thailand. All of three concepts ‘utility patent’, ‘design

patent’ and ‘plant patent’ are the specific concept to the generic concept ‘patent’.

In securing the patent protection, the application for the protection is required

and this requirement distinguishes the obtainment of patent protection from that of

copyright protection, which arises automatically after the work being created.

Therefore, ‘patent application’ is considered as a concept  (CP47 and PT73). Since the

nature of the concept ‘application’ is a requirement, it can be inferred that the concept

‘patent application’ holds the process – object (P-O) relationship to the concept ‘patent’.

What’s more, particular for the U.S. patent system, the concept ‘patent

application’ is divided into 2 concepts: ‘non-provisional application’ and ‘provisional

application’. The former is similar to the regular patent application (PT130). The latter

refers to the application, which does not require the examination of the invention merits

(PT103) but it lasts only 12 months after the filing date (PT104). It can be said that

SDWHQW
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XWLOLW\�SDWHQW GHVLJQ�SDWHQW SODQW�SDWHQW

*
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‘provisional application’ also holds the p rocess – object (P-O) relationship to the

concept ‘patent’

Another concept existing in the area of patent application, is the ‘applicant’ for

the patent. It is considered as a concept because the applicant for a patent can be a

different person from the inventor, therefore, the separate concept (PT112). Since the

‘applicant’ is a person, who applies for the patent protection, the relationship between

‘applicant’ and ‘patent application’ should be the actor – process (A-P) relationship.

Another concept subordinate to the concept ‘patent’ is the concept of ownership,

which is designated by 2 term variants: “patent owner” and “patentee”. Although the

evident defining expositives (collocation with the linguistic signals) of this concept

cannot be found in the corpus, the collocation with the other concepts shows that ‘patent

owner’ has its place in the sub-field Patent as receiver of the protection, starting from

the date of grant of patent (PT37) and also has the right to assign or transfer by

succession the patent and to conclude licensing contracts (PT03). Based on the data

derived from various extraction records, it can be said that the conceptual relationship

between the concept ‘patent’ and ‘patent owner/patentee’ is the owner – object (O)

relation.
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-fields of Industrial design, Design and Layout-design of integrated circuit.
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-fields of Industrial design,

Design and Layout-design of integrated circuit.

The concept ‘industrial design’ is a specific concept to the generic concept

‘industrial property’. From the dimension of property, ‘industrial design’ refers to what

makes an article attractive and appealing and, thus, it adds commercial value to article,

in which it embedded (DSG14). From the dimension of right, it is a form of right, which

“prevents the third party without the owner's consent, from making, selling or importing

articles bearing or embodying a design which is a copy, or substantially a copy, of the

protected design, when such acts are undertaken for commercial purposes” (DSG11).

Next to the sub-field of Industrial design is the sub-field “layout-design of integrated

circuit”. This sub-field consists of 2 concepts: ‘layout-design’ and ‘integrated circuit’.

The former refers to “the three-dimensional disposition, however expressed, of the

elements, at least one of which is an active element, and of some or all of the

interconnections of an integrated circuit, or such a three-dimensional disposition

prepared for an integrated circuit intended for manufacture” (DSG04).

The latter refers to “a product, in its final form or an intermediate form, in which the

elements, at least one of which is an active element, and some or all of the

interconnections are integrally formed in and/or on a piece of material and which is

intended to perform an electronic function” (DSG06).

According to the record No. DSG04, from the intensional characteristic ‘disposition’, as

the outcome of the process ‘laying out’, ‘layout-design’ can be conceived of as a form,

and, thus, it holds form-object (F-O) relationship to the concept ‘integrated circuit’. In

addition, the concept ‘layout-design (of integrated circuit)’ holds generic – specific (G)

relationship to the concept ‘industrial property’ (DSG04, DSG65 and DSG 67).

Of the sub-field of design, the United Kingdom provides a distinctive system, which

should be presented here.
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The design law of United Kingdom provides that the term “design” refers to features of:

shape, configuration, pattern or ornament, which are applied to an article by any

industrial process. The design law consists of 2 forms of rights: design right and

registered design. As forms of right, Both refer to the rights to the design but the scope

of the former are limited to the shape or configuration of an article (DSG46); whereas,

the scope of the latter is wider, i.e., it covers the two-dimension design on article

(DSG35). As subject matters to be protected, the property “eye appeal” (DSG25) of the

registered design distinguishes ‘registered design’ from the subject matter protected by

‘design right’. With the distinction mention above, it can be said that each of them

refers to the different concept in the sub-field of design.

As for the conceptual relationship, the concept ‘design’ holds the generic-specific

relationship to ‘design right’ and ‘registered design’.

In addition, the concepts ‘creation’ and ‘ownership’ of designs protected by different

forms of rights are designated by different terms. That is to say, the concept ‘creator’ of

the registered design is designated by the term “author”; whereas, that of the design

right by the term “designer”.

As regards the concept ‘owner’ of the registered design is designated by the term

“proprietor”, whereas, that of the design right by the term “owner”.

In securing the protection from the registered design and design right, registration and

recording must be fulfilled respectively. In particular for the design right, the design

document will be issued as an evidence of the recording. Thus, the term “design

document” should be considered as concept with reference to the record of a design,

whether in the form of drawing, written description or otherwise (DSG19) and it holds

the object-evidence (O-E) relationship with the concept ‘design right. For the registered

design, it is provided that the registered design requires the application to the patent

office (DSG02) but no particular term is provided for the concept of application for

registered design.
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of Trademark
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Description of the conceptual structure in the sub-field of Trademark

Like the other forms of intellectual property right, the concept ‘trademark’ can

be viewed from 2 dimensions, i.e., property (object) and form of right. To begin with

the dimension of property, ‘trademark’ refers to:

“sign, or any combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the goods and

services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, must be eligible

for registration as a trademark, provided that it is visually perceptible.” (TM06)

As a form of right, ‘trademark’ gives the protection to the owner of the

trademark by ensuring the exclusive right in dealing with the trademark (TM34).

The extraction shown above confirms the place of  ‘trademark’ as a concept in the

subject field “Intellectual Property”.

In securing such a protection, the trademark is required to be registered, thereby another

concept arises, i.e., ‘registered trademark’, which refers to a property (TM43). In case it

fails the registration, such trademark becomes ‘unregistered trademark’, which is

protected by the law of Passing off.

Being a property, which can be protected by the law of Passing off,

‘unregistered trademark’ should be considered as a concept, which is distinguished from

the concept ‘registered trademark’.

As regards the concept ‘passing off’, it originally refers to a tort where one

trader is attempting to take unfair advantage of another trader's goodwill (PO05). It,

moreover, refers to a protection to ‘unregistered trademark’ (PO08). Therefore, it holds

the protector – object (P-O) relationship to the concept ‘unregistered trademark’.

In addition, this conceptual relationship applies to the other object concept: ‘get

up’.  The concept ‘get up’, although its defining expositives are not found, it can be

inferred from the extraction records that this concept refers to adaptations made to any

sign as the trademark, which is distinctive to a product but similar to another one (PO26
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and PO29). A number of trade disputes caused by this similarity brings about the

application of the law of Passing off to the get-up. As a result, the concept ‘get-up’ is

formed up as object, which is protected by the law of Passing off (PO22, PO26 and

PO27).

The next concept to be explained is ‘geographical indication’, which refers to a

sign used on goods that have a specific geographical origin and possess qualities or a

reputation that are due to that place of origin (TM28). By the nature of a sign and the

essence in reputation just as with the sub-fields “Trademark” and “Passing off”,

geographical indication can be viewed both as an property (object) and form of right. As

a form of right, ‘geographical indication’ provides the protection to objects, which have

the qualifications mentioned above.

‘geographical indication’ consists of another type of geographical indication,

i.e., “appellation of origin”. It refers to a special kind of geographical indication, used

on products that have a specific quality that is exclusively or essentially due to the

geographical environment in which the products are produced (TM30).

Based on the extraction records No.28 and 30, it can be inferred that the concept

referred to by the term “appellation of origin” limits its scope precisely to the

“geographical environment” in which the product is produced; whereas, the scope of the

concept ‘geographical indication’ is wider in respect of the area.
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The description of the conceptual structure of sub-field of Trade secret

In the area of the protection of undisclosed information, the concept ‘ trade secret’

refers to confidential information, which is secret in the sense that it is accessible by an

individual or a group of people, who normally deal with it. Because of the secretive nature,

such trade secret also has commercial value.

According to the TRIPS Agreement, which reads:

“Other types of industrial property are protected primarily to stimulate innovation,

design and the creation of technology. In this category fall i nventions (protected by

patents), industrial design and trade secrets.” (TRIPS:2002)

‘ trade secret’ is a concept, which holds generic-specific relationship to the concept ‘ industrial

property’ . Furthermore, since the protection of trade secret is provided by many countries in

the form of an exclusive law, the concept ‘ trade secret’ can be understood as a form of right to

the protection of the confidential information. For the United Kingdom, the term “ law of

breach of confidence” refers to such a right.
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TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Sub-field: Copyright

Extract. CodeTerm Potential Context Extraction S-Field Corp. Code Gram Cate Related term Note

CP01 authorship

Authorship and ownership are, in relation to |copyright| , two distinct 
concepts, each of which attract their own peculiar rights; the author 
having moral right and the owner of the copyright possessing economic 
rights.

ipgen_2 N

authorship;
ownership;
moral right;

economic right
CP02 ownership CP01 ipgen_2 N

CP03 author
Sometimes the author of a work will also be the ownership of the 
|copyright| in the work, but this is not always so and many works have 
separate authors and owners as far as copyright is concerned.

ipgen_2 N 
variant = author of a work
owner is distinctive from author

CP04 ownership

Ownership flows from authorship; the person who makes 
the work is normally the first owner of the |copyright| in the work, 
providing that he has not created the work in the course of employment 
in which case his employer will be the first owner of the copyright.

ipgen_2 N

CP05 copyright
|Copyright| Copyright is a property right which subsists (exists) in various 
'works', for example, literary works, artistic works, musical works, sound 
recordings, films and broadcasting.

ipgen_2 N ling signal: is 

CP06 author

The author of a work is the person who creates it and he (or his 
employer)  is normally the first owner of the |copyright| which will last 
until 50 years after the author's death or 50 years after it was created 
depending on the type of work.

ipgen_2 N 
ling signal: is
related term: owner

CP07 copyright

 |Copyright| does not protect ideas only the expression of an idea 
,that is, its tangible form), and it is free to others to create similar, or even 
identical works as long as they do so independently and by their own 
efforts.

ipgen_2 N
copyright protects the expression
of idea

CP08 copyright

 |Copyright| gives rise to two forms of rights: proprietary or economic 
rights in the work, for example the right to control copying, and, secondly, 
moral rights which leave the author, who may no longer be the owner of 
the copyright, with some control over how the w

ipgen_2 N
economic right;

moral right 
ling signal: give rise to 

CP09 moral right
The moral rights are independent of the economic rights and hence
 the importance of the distinction between the author of a work and the 
owner of the |copyright| subsisting in it.

ipgen_2 NP

CP10 copyright

When other rights such as |copyright| are added to industrial 
property the phrase used to describes the entirety of rights is intellectual 
property and this has become the phrase normally used to describe 
these individual, and sometimes disparate, rights collectively.

ipgen_2 NP

CP11 copyright work

For the right to apply, the work must be a 'copyright work',
 that is a work in which |copyright| subsists; furthermore, the right is 
subject to exceptions and only applies as regards certain acts carried out 
in relation to the work.

ipgen_2 NP dealing with application



CP12 copyright owner
A |copyright| owner who is also the author can thus provide for the
 continuing integrity of the work by contractual means.

ipgen_2 NP

CP13 copyright owner
However, only the copyright owner could bring a legal action and an 
author who did not own the |copyright| in his work had to stand by 
helplessly unless the treatment of the work was defamatory.

ipgen_2 NP

CP14 paternity right 

Right to be identified as the author or director of a work 
(the paternity right) The right to be identified as the author of a literary, 
dramatic, musical or artistic work or as the director of a film is a new 
departure for United Kingdom |copyright| law.

ipgen_2 NP syn: authorship

CP15 copyright
|Copyright| law is, because of the nature of the drafting of the 
current Act and previous Acts, directed to the expression of ideas rather 
than the ideas themselves.

ipgen_2 NP

CP16 copyright

a well-defined legal principle that copyright protects expression
 but not ideas; indeed the Copyright Act of 1976 specifically states that 
ideas, procedures, processes, systems, methods of operation, concepts 
principles and discoveries are excluded from |copyright| protection.

ipgen_2 NP

CP17 moral right
This Act takes due account of 'moral rights', 
inalienable rights which belong to the author irrespective of the 
ownership of |copyright| .

ipgen_2 NP author and owner are separate

CP18 moral right

These moral rights, such as the right to be recognized as the author
 of a work and the right to object to a derogatory treatment of the work, 
remain with the author irrespective of subsequent ownership and 
dealings with the ownership of the |copyright| .

ipgen_2 NP comples defining expositives

CP19 ownership
Ownership of the |copyright| in a work will often
 remain with the author of the work.

ipgen_2 N
author/

authorship

CP20 copyright
For example, |copyright| in a literary work endures until 
the end of the period of fifty years from the end of the calendar year in 
which the author dies.

ipgen_2 NP
duration of protection excluded 
because in application 

CP21 derivative work

 For derivative works of |copyright| there will 
usually be several rights associated with the work and the exploitation of 
works in which numerous rights exist can be fairly complex although 
collecting societies such as the Performing Right Society do lead to 
some simplification.

ipgen_2 NP

CP22 author

In terms of some types of works this will be self-evident; 
for example, the |author| of a work of literature is the person who writes it, 
the author of a piece of music is its composer, the author of a 
photograph is the photographers and so on.

ipgen_2 N lin sig = is 

CP23 author
, the |author| being the person who created it or made the 
arrangements necessary for its creation, depending on the nature of the 
work.

ipgen_2 N ling sig = being 



CP24 author

In principle, there is nothing to prevent as a corporate body being 
the author of a work as section 154 (1) (c) recognizes that a work may 
qualify for copyright protection if the |author| is a body incorporated under 
the law of the United Kingdom.

ipgen_2 N author can be person; organization

CP25 author
59) The identification of the |author| is important for determining 
the first ownership of copyright and also for measuring the duration of 
the copyright.

ipgen_2 N 

CP26 moral right

There are four rights within the ' |moral| right' designation, being: 
(a) the right to be identified as the author of a work or director of a film, 
the 'paternity right'; (b) the right of an author of a work or director of a film 
to object to derogatory treatment of that work or film, the'integrity right'; 
(c) a general right that every person has not to have a work falsely 
attributed to him; (d) the commissioner's right of privacy in respect of a 
photograph or filmmade for private and domestic purposes Notice that 
the Act refers to the |director| of a film.

ipgen_2 NP To be searched for the full record

CP27 moral right
Often there will be a conflict between a |moral| right and 
an economic right, an example being in the case of employee - authors.

ipgen_2 NP

CP28 derivative work

65) For |derivative| works of copyright there will usually be several
 rights associated with the work and the exploitation of works in which 
numerous rights exist can be fairly complex although collecting societies 
such as the Performing Right Society do lead to some simplif

ipgen_2 NP rights not clear

CP29 derivative work

Other works, such as films, sound recordings, broadcasts, 
cable programmes and typographical arrangements can be described as 
|derivative| or entrepreneurial works and there is no requirement for 
originality.

ipgen_2 NP

CP30 derivative work
These works could be described as |derivative| as they were usually
 based on a Part I work.

ipgen_2 NP relevant extract

CP31 derivative work
Sound Recordings, Films, Broadcasts or Cable Programmes 
These are the |derivative| works.

ipgen_2 NP example of derivative w

CP32 derivative work
Sometimes, however, a |derivative| work is not based on one of 
the 'original' works.

ipgen_2 NP

CP33 originality

34) Originality One can be excused for believing that this means 
that work must be new or innovative in some sense but, in copyright law, 
the word 'original' does not have its ordinary dictionary meaning and the 
courts have interpreted |originality| very loosely.

ipgen_2 N this is a character of copyright

CP34 copyright owner
A |copyright| owner who is also the author can thus provide for the
continuing integrity of the work by contractual means.

ipgen_2 NP

CP35
rights in 

performances
Right in Performances Live |performances| give rise to two different
 rights, the performer's right and a recording right.

ipgen_2
performer's

right; recording
right

UK specific
limited to live performances only  not 

found in other corpus



CP36
rights in 

performances

However these rights in |performances| are required to give the 
performer himself some rights that we will not otherwise have, unless he 
is performing a song which he has written himself, to prevent someone 
(colloquially known as a 'bootlegger') making a recording of the 
performance without p

ipgen_2 Syntac. U example of neighbouring right

CP37
rights in 

performances
The former is not dissimilar to the author's moral right in copyright,
 whilst the latter in akin to the |copyright| owner's economic right.

ipgen_2 Syntac. U

CP38 copyright work

For the right to apply, the work must be a ' |copyright| work', that is
 a work in which copyright subsists; furthermore, the right is subject to 
exceptions and only applies as regards certain acts carried out in relation 
to the work.

ipgen_2 NP

CP39 copyright work
A broad classification can be made between the various types 
of |copyright| work.

ipgen_2 NP

CP40 literary work

iterary work Section 3(1) of the Copyright, Design and Patent Act
 1988 defines a literary work as any work, other than a dramatic or 
musical work, that is written, spoken or sung, and includes a table or 
compilation, a computer program, and preparatory |design| material for a 
computer program.

ipgen_2 NP
musical work shall be separated
 from literary and artistic work?

CP41 literary work

It should already be clear that a literary work does not have to be
 a work of literature and this is implied by the inclusion of tables, 
compilations, computer programs and preparatory |design| material for 
computer programs in the category of literary work.

ipgen_2 NP

CP42 copyright

Section 106 of the 1976 |Copyright| Act generally gives the owner 
of copyright the exclusive right to do and to authorize others to do the 
following: To reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords; To prepare 
derivative works based upon the work; To distribute copi

ipspe_2 NP
US specific
related term: the owner of copyright

CP43 copyright
 |Copyright| is a form of protection provided by the laws of the 
United States (title 17, U.

ipspe_2 NP US specific/Ling sig = is 

CP44 copyright
The |copyright| in the work of authorship immediately becomes the
 property of the author who created the work.

ipspe_2 NP no need to register

CP45 co-owner
The authors of a joint work are co-owners of the |copyright| in the 
work, unless there is an agreement to the contrary.

ipspe_2

CP46 original work
 |Copyright| protects "original works of authorship" that are fixed in
 a tangible form of expression.

ipspe_2 NP

CP47 copyright
No publication or registration or other action in the |Copyright| 
Office is required to secure copyright.

ipspe_2 NP info for copyright defi

CP48 publication
The 1976 |Copyright| Act defines publication as follows: "Publication"
 is the distribution of copies or phonorecords of a work to the public by 
sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending.

ipspe_2 N

CP49 publication
Publication is an important concept in the |copyright| law for several
 reasons: Works that are published in the United States are subject to 
mandatory deposit with the Library of Congress.

ipspe_2 N



CP50 publication
 Publication of a work can affect the limitations on the exclusive
 rights of the |copyright| owner that are set forth in sections 107 through 
121 of the law.

ipspe_2 N

CP51 duration

The year of publication may determine the duration of copyright 
protection for anonymous and pseudonymous works (when the author's 
identity is not revealed in the records of the |Copyright| Office) and for 
works made for hire.

ipspe_2 N

CP52 copyright

 |Copyright| is a personal property right, and it is subject to the
various state laws and regulations that govern the ownership, 
inheritance, or transfer of personal property as well as terms of contracts 
or conduct of business.

ipspe_2 NP

CP53 copyright
 |Copyright| is secured automatically when the work is created, and 
a work is created" when it is fixed in a copy or phonorecord for the first 
time.

ipspe_2 N

CP54 copyright owner
he term " |copyright| owner" with respect to any one of the exclusive
 rights contained in a copyright refers to the owner of that particular right.

ipspe_2 NP

CP55 author
The copyright in the work of authorship immediately becomes the
 property of the |author| who created the work.

ipgen_2 N related term: creator

CP56 original work
Copyright protects "original works of |authorship| " that are fixed in
 a tangible form of expression.

ipspe_2 NP copyright defi

CP57 derivative work
In the case of compilations or derivative works incorporating 
previously published material, the year date of first publication of the 
compilation or derivative |work| is sufficient.

ipspe_6 NP compilation under the generic term: work

CP58 sound recordings

for Phonorecords of Sound Recordings* * Sound recordings 
are defined in the law as "works that result from the fixation of a series of 
musical, spoken, or other sounds, but not including the sounds 
accompanying a motion picture or other |audiovisual| work.

ipspe_2 NP

CP59 copyright

In respect of this paragraph and paragraphs 3 and 4, |copyright|
 obligations with respect to existing works shall be solely determined 
under Article 18 of the Berne Convention (1971), and obligations with 
respect to the rights of producers of phonograms and performers in 
existing phonograms shall be determined solely

ipgen_1 NP
rights of producers 
of phonograms

CP60 computer program
This provision confirms that computer programs must be protected
 under |copyright| and that those provisions of the Berne Convention that 
apply to literary works shall be applied also to them.

ipgen_1 NP
literary work & computer program
generic relation

CP61 copyright
|Copyright| protection shall extend to expressions and not to ideas,
 procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such.

ipgen_1 NP copyright protection

CP62 copyright work

Article 11 provides that authors shall have in respect of at least
 computer programs and, in certain circumstances, of cinematographic 
works the right to authorize or to prohibit the commercial rental to the 
public of originals or copies of their |copyright| works.

ipgen_1 NP



CP63 copyright work

11 Rental Rights In respect of at least computer programs and
 cinematographic works, a Member shall provide authors and their 
successors in title the right to authorize or to prohibit the commercial 
rental to the public of originals or copies of their |copyright| works.

ipgen_1 NP

CP64 owner of copyright

However, it is not necessary to grant such rights to |broadcasting|
 organizations, if owners of copyright in the subject-matter of broadcasts 
are provided with the possibility of preventing these acts, subject to the 
provisions of the Berne Convention.

ipgen_1 NP
info for derivative work;

neighbouring right

CP65 artistic work

News] (1)The expression &#8220;literary and |artistic| works
&#8221; shall include every production in the literary, scientific and 
artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression, 
such as books, pamphlets and other writings; lectures, addresses, 
sermons and other  works of the same nature; dramatic or 
dramatico-musical works; choreographic works and entertainments in 
dumb show; musical compositions with or without words; 
cinematographic works to which are assimilated works expressed by a 
process analogous to cinematography; works of drawing, painting, 
architecture, sculpture, engraving andand lithography; photographic 
works to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous 
to photography; works of applied art; illustrations, maps, plans, sketches 
and three-dimensional works relative to geography, topography, 
architecture or science.

ipspe_1 NP
literary work and artistic work 

can be seperated because it is 
connected by 'and'

CP66 artistic work

itled in another country of the Union only to such special protection
 as is granted in that country to designs and models; however, if no such 
special protection is granted in that country, such works shall be 
protected as |artistic| works.

ipspe_1 NP

CP67 economic right
At the international level, the economic and moral rights are 
conferred by the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 
|Artistic| Works, commonly known as the "Berne Convention".

ipgen_3 NP moral right economic and moral rights

CP68 author
That person (called the "creator" or the " |author| " or "owner of rights")
 can control the destiny of the work.

ipgen_3 N 

CP69 moral right
The moral rights include the |author| 's right to object to any 
distortion, mutilation or other modification of his work that might be 
prejudicial to his honor or reputation.

ipgen_3 NP

CP70 copyright
 |Copyright| is the legal protection extended to the owner of the
 rights in an original work that he has created.

ipgen_3 NP

CP71 economic right
The |economic| rights are the rights of reproduction, broadcasting, 
public performance, adaptation, translation, public recitation, public 
display, distribution, and so on.

ipgen_3 NP

CP72 original work
Copyright is the legal protection extended to the owner of the rights
 in an |original| work that he has created.

ipgen_3 NP



CP73 original work
Certain other contributors] (1)Without prejudice to the copyright in
 any work which may have been adapted or reproduced, a 
cinematographic work shall be protected as an |original| work.

ipgen_3 NP ling sig = shall be protected as 

CP74 original work
The owner of copyright in a cinematographic work shall enjoy the 
same rights as the author of an |original| work, including the rights 
referred to in the preceding Article.

ipgen_3 NP

CP75 copyright

Unlike copyright protection which attaches automatically at the 
moment of fixation, an inventor must specifically request protection by 
filing a |patent| application and establish that the invention meets all of 
the statutory requirements of patentability.

ipspe_6 NP patent application
difference between cp and pt

patent application may not need defi

CP76 sound recordings

for Phonorecords of Sound Recordings* * Sound recordings are 
defined in the law as "works that result from the fixation of a series of 
musical, spoken, or other sounds, but not including the sounds 
accompanying a motion picture or other |audiovisual| work.

ipspe_2 NP

CP77 Phonorecord

56 "Phonorecords" are material objects in which sounds, other than 
those accompanying a motion picture or other |audiovisual| work, are 
fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the 
sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, 
either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.

ipspe_2 N
syn. Sound recordings, phonograms
see CP108

CP78 literary work

Literary works are works, other than |audiovisual| works, expressed 
in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or indicia, 
regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as books, 
periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, films, tapes, disks, or cards, in 
which they are embodied

ipspe_6 NP

CP79 audiovisual work

103 Motion Pictures and other |Audiovisual| Works The Copyright Act
 provides definitions of "audiovisual works" and the subcategory "motion 
pictures": "Audiovisual works" are works that consist of a series of 
related images which are intrinsically intended to be shown by the use of 
machin

ipspe_6 NP

audiovisual and multimedia works
should be excluded because theirs 

intensions refers to the field of 
media 

CP80 motion picture
104 "Motion pictures" are |audiovisual| works consisting of a series
 of related images which, when shown in succession, impart an 
impression of motion, together with accompanying sounds, if any.

ipspe_6 NP partitive

CP81 multimedia work

multimedia works include two or more of the following preexisting 
elements: text (literary works), computer programs (literary works), music 
(musical works and sound recordings), still images (pictorial and graphic 
works) and moving images ( |audiovisual| works).

ipspe_6 NP

CP82 copyright
Use of the notice may be important because it informs the public
 that the work is protected by copyright, identifies the |copyright| owner, 
and shows the year of first publication.

ipspe_2 NP notice

CP83 copyright owner
The term " |copyright| owner" with respect to any one of the 
exclusive rights contained in a copyright refers to the owner of that 
particular right.

ipspe_2 NP



CP84 exclusive right

 The exclusive rights of the |copyright| owner include -- (1) to 
reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords; (2) to prepare 
derivative works based upon the copyrighted work; (3) to distribute 
copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or 
oth

ipspe_6 NP

CP85 compilation

110 Compilations and |Derivative| Works A compilation is 
"a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials 
or of data that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that 
the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.

ipspe_6 N

CP86 derivative work
A |derivative| work is a work "based upon" one or more preexisting 
works.

ipspe_6 NP

CP87 derivative work

112 A |derivative| work is created when one or more preexisting 
works is "recast, transformed, or adapted" into a new work, such as 
when a novel is used as the basis of a movie or when a drawing is 
transformed into a sculpture.

ipspe_6 NP

CP88 derivative work
113 Translations, musical arrangements and abridgments are types
 of |derivative| works.) includes compilations and |derivative| works.

ipspe_6 NP
opposed to WIPO

see CP101

CP89 derivative work

114 The copyright in a derivative work or compilation, however, 
extends only to the contribution of the author of the |derivative| work or 
compilation (the compiler), and does not affect the copyright protection 
granted to the preexisting material.

ipspe_6 NP
derivative work and compilation is 

separate concept 

CP90 derivative work
A compilation or |derivative| work is copyrightable if it represents 
an 'original work of authorship' and falls within one or more of the 
categories listed in section 102.

ipspe_6 NP

CP91 derivative work

A ' |derivative| work' is a work based upon one or more preexisting 
works, such 5y• a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, 
fictionalization, motion picture version, sow~ed recording, art 
reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which

ipspe_6 NP

CP92 derivative work
A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, 
or other modifications whichnmkus a whole, represent an original work of 
authorship, is a ' |derivative| work.

ipspe_6 NP

CP93 first owner
Artistic copyright: The author is the first owner of an artistic 
copyright unless he is an employee creating the work in the course of his 
employment in which case his employer is the |first| owner (s.

ipgen_2 NP
first owner is used much in
copyright and design law

CP94 moral right 
The |moral| rights include the author's right to object to any
 distortion, mutilation or other modification of his work that might be 
prejudicial to his honor or reputation.

ipgen_3 NP

CP95 moral right 
At the international level, the economic and |moral| rights
 are conferred by the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 
Artistic Works, commonly known as the "Berne Convention".

ipgen_3 NP



CP96 economic right
At the international level, the economic and |moral| rights
 are conferred by the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 
Artistic Works, commonly known as the "Berne Convention".

ipgen_3 NP closed related to CP75

CP97 compilation 

4 Article 5 Compilations of Data (Databases) Compilations of data 
or other material, in any form, which by reason of the selection or 
arrangement of their contents constitute |intellectual| creations, are 
protected as such.

ipgen_3 N  under literary work 

CP98 moral right
the moral rights (the right to claim |authorship| and to object to any
derogatory action in relation to a work, which would be prejudicial to the 
author's honour or reputation), or of the rights derived therefrom.

ipgen_1 NP

CP99 authorship

Means of redress] (1)Independently of the author&#8217;s 
economic rights, and even after the transfer of the said rights, the author 
shall have the right to claim |authorship| of the work and to object to any 
distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in 
relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or 
reputation.

ipgen_3 N authorship can be claimed by author

CP100
work of 

authorship
Code) to the authors of “original works of |authorship| ,” including
 literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works.

ipspe_2 NP
work of authorship is variant of 
work?

CP101
work of 

authorship
The copyright in the work of |authorship| immediately becomes the
property of the author who created the work.

ipspe_2 NP

CP102
work of 

authorship
Copyright protects "original works of |authorship| " that are fixed 
in a tangible form of expression.

ipspe_2 NP
original can be an feature of work
 being protected by copyright

CP103 author

The copyright claimant is defined in Copyright Office regulations as 
either the |author| of the work or a person or organization that has 
obtained ownership of all the rights under the copyright initially belonging 
to the author.

ipspe_2 N
the owner must be licensed by the
author/ author had higher status 

CP104 original work
(3)Translations, adaptations, arrangements of music and other 
alterations of a literary or |artistic| work shall be protected as original 
works without prejudice to the copyright in the original work.

ipgen_3 NP

ling sig = 'shall be protected as' 
see CP85
original work opposed to derivative 
work 

CP105 original work
Rather, |originality| is usually taken to require that the work in question 
originated from the author, its creator, and that it was not copied from 
another work.

ipspe_1 NP

CP106 artistic work

o categories: Industrial property, which includes inventions (patents)
, trademarks, industrial designs, and geographic indications of source; 
and Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works such as novels, 
poems and plays, films, musical works, |artistic| works such as 
drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, and architectural 
designs.

ipgen_3 NP
samples of artistic works for 
supporting the separation fo literary 
work from literary work



CP107 copyrighted work

Once the copyright owner transfers ownership of a particular copy 
(a material object) embodying a |copyrighted| work, the copyright owner's 
exclusive right to distribute copies of the work is "extinguished" with 
respect only to that particular copy.

ipspe_6 NP
variant of copyright work
frequently foung in US text

CP108 sound recordings

IN THE FIELD OF RELATED RIGHTS, the national legislation of
 some countries provide for a right of remuneration payable to performers 
or producers of phonograms or both when commercial |sound| 
recordings are communicated to the public or used for broadcasting.

ipgen_3 NP variant of phonorecord

CP109 copyright owner
The term " |copyright| owner" with respect to any one of the 
exclusive rights contained in a copyright refers to the owner of that 
particular right.

ipspe_2 NP frequently used in US CP

CP110 copyright owner
Unpublished Works The author or |copyright| owner may wish to 
place a copyright notice on any unpublished copies or phonorecords that 
leave his or her control.

ipspe_2 NP author and copyright owner are 2 concepts 

CP111 joint author
Section 88 deals with joint works and, briefly, makes the following 
provisions: (a) for a joint |author| (or director) to take advantage of the 
paternity right he must assert the right himself.

ipgen_2 NP

CP112 joint author
An assertion by one joint |author| will not benefit the other; (b) the 
right to object to derogatory treatment applies to each joint author or 
director individually.

ipgen_2 NP

CP113 neighbouring right

Whereas the rights provided by |copyright| apply to authors, 
"related rights", also known as "neighboring rights" concern other 
categories of owners of rights, namely, performers, the producers of 
phonograms and broadcasting organizations.

ipgen_3 NP variant = related right 

CP114 related right
Related rights differ from |copyright| in that they belong to owners 
regarded as intermediaries in the production, recording or diffusion of 
works.

ipgen_3 NP

CP115 neighbouring right

The link with |copyright| is due to the fact that the three categories
 of related rights owners are auxiliaries in the intellectual creation process 
since they lend their assistance to authors in the communication of the 
latter's works to the public.

ipgen_3 NP

CP116 related right
 |Related| rights are the rights that belong to the performers, 
the producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations in relation 
to their performances, phonograms and broadcasts respectively.

ipgen_3 NP variant = neighbouring rights 

CP117 neighbouring right
Productions that do not meet this originality requirement, but still 
merit some protection, are protected under a system of " |neighboring| 
rights.

ipspe_6 NP

CP118 neighbouring right
 |Neighboring| rights are similar to the rights protected by copyright
 or authors' rights and are applied to protect the rights of producers of 
phonograms, performers and broadcasters.

ipspe_6 NP



CP119 neighbouring right

 |Neighboring| rights, while similar in economic character to 
authors' rights, may be protected at a lower level than authors' rights and 
are entirely separate and distinct from the higher-level rights granted to 
authors.

ipspe_6 NP

CP120 copyright

Section 106 of the 1976 Copyright Act generally gives the owner of 
|copyright| the exclusive right to do and to authorize others to do the 
following: To reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords; 
To prepare derivative works based upon the work; To distribute copies or 
phonorecords of the work to the public

ipspe_6 N related term: owner of copyright

CP121 copyright
 |Copyright| protects "original works of authorship" that are fixed
 in a tangible form of expression.

ipspe_6 N related term: original works of authorship

CP122 literary work

News] (1)The expression &#8220;literary and artistic works&#8221;
 shall include every production in the literary, scientific and |artistic| 
domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression, such as 
books, pamphlets and other writings; lectures, addresses, sermons and 
other works of the same nature; dramatic or dramatico-musical works; 
choreographic works and

ipspe_1 NP

CP123 literary work
The Copyright, Design and Patent Act 1988 affords copyright
 protection to computer programs and preparatory design material for 
computer programs as |literary| works.

ipgen_2 NP
design materials/computer program
as literary work 

CP124 literary work
Under the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988, this sterile 
overlap is removed and a |literary| work is defined to exclude a dramatic 
work.

ipgen_2 NP
UK excludes dramatic work from
 literary work

CP125 song 
A song will, therefore, have two copyrights, one in the music and 
one in the words of the song, the latter being a |literary| work.

ipgen_2 N

CP126 economic right
As a part of this tradition, in addition to the protection of the author's
 |economic| rights, the protection of the author's "moral rights" is an 
essential part of the system.

ipspe_6 NP

CP127 economic right
 |Economic| rights, in some instances, may be subordinated to 
moral rights.

ipspe_6 NP

CP128 literary work
95 |Literary| works include computer programs,96 articles, novels,
 directories, computer databases, essays, catalogs, poetry, dictionaries, 
encyclopedias, and other reference materials.

ipspe_6 NP

CP129 copyright

Categories of Protectible Works The Copyright Act enumerates
 eight broad categories of protectible subject matter: (1) |literary| works; 
(2) musical works, including any accompanying words; (3) dramatic 
works, including any accompanying music; (4) pantomimes and 
choreographic works; (5) pictorial, graphic and sculptural works; (6) 
motion pictures  and other audiovisual works; (7) sound recordings; and 
(8) architectural works.

ipspe_6 N



CP130 literary work

Generally, multimedia works include two or more of the following 
preexisting elements: text (literary works), computer programs ( |literary| 
works), music (musical works and sound recordings), still images 
(pictorial and graphic works) and moving images (audiovisual works).

ipspe_6 NP text is literary work

CP131 literary work
99 A phonorecord generally embodies two worowm*-- a musical work
 (or, in the case of spoken word recordings, a |literary| work) and a sound 
recording.

ipspe_6 NP

CP132 derivative work
A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,
or other modifications whichnmkus a whole, represent an |original| work 
of authorship, is a 'derivative work.

ipspe_6 NP

CP133
rights in 

performances

Rights in |performances| are not restricted to music and are 
available in respect of a dramatic performance, the reading or recital of a 
literary work and, a recent addition, the performance of a variety act such 
as by a juggler.

ipgen_2 NP
UK specific
similar to neighbouring right 

CP134 paternity right

There are four rights within the 'moral right' designation, being:
 (a) the right to be identified as the author of a work or director of a film, 
the ' |paternity| right'; (b) the right of an author of a work or director of a 
film to object to derogatory treatment of that work or film, the 'integrity 
right'; (c) a general right that every person has not to have a work falsely  
|attributed| to him; (d) the commissioner's right of privacy in respect of a 
photograph or film made for private and domestic purposes Notice that 
the Act refers to the director of a film.

ipgen_2 NP

CP135 paternity right

78) Right to be identified as the author or director of a work
 (the |paternity| right) The right to be identified as the author of a literary, 
dramatic, musical or artistic work or as the director of a film is a new 
departure for United Kingdom copyright law.

ipgen_2 NP

CP136 integrity right
The |integrity| right is described by section 80 (1) as the right 
belonging to the author or director not to have work subjected to 
derogatory treatment.

ipgen_2 NP

CP137 integrity right
The |integrity| right also applies to works which existed prior to the 
commencement date of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, 
subject to certain conditions.

ipgen_2 NP 

CP138 originality
Rather, |originality| is usually taken to require that the work
 in question originated from the author, its creator, and that it was not 
copied from another work.

ipgen_2 N

CP139 paternity right

Moral Rights The author's moral rights are provided for under Article
 6bis of the Berne Convention which requires recognition of the right of 
an author to be named as the author of a work (the right of |paternity| ) 
and the right for an author to object to uses of a work which would bring 
dishonor or discredit on his or her reputation (the right of integrity).

ipspe_6 NP
variant: right of paternity, right of 
integrity 



TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Field : Intellectual Property 
Extract. Code Term Potential Context Extraction S-Field Corp. Code Gram Cate Related termF. Note

IP01 intellectual property right

Members shall ensure that enforcement 
procedures as specified
 in this Part are available under their law so as 
to permit effective action against any act of 
|infringement| of intellectual property rights 
covered by this Agreement, including 
expeditious remedies to prevent infringements 
and remedies which constitute a deterrent to 
further infringements.

ipgen_1 NP

IP02 right holder

Application Any right holder initiating the 
procedures under Article 51 shall be required 
to provide adequate evidence to satisfy the 
competent authorities that, under the laws of 
the country of importation, there is prima facie 
an infringement of the |right| holder's 
intellectual property right and to supply a 
sufficiently detailed description of the goods to 
make them readily recognizable by the 
customs authorities.

ipspe_6 NP

IP03 right holder

ly empowered authority, and provided that
 all other conditions for importation have been 
complied with, the owner, importer, or 
consignee of such goods shall be entitled to 
their release on the posting of a security in an 
amount sufficient to protect the |right| holder 
for any infringement.

ipspe_6 NP

IP04
intellectual property

law

 |Intellectual| Property Law is that area of 
law which concerns legal rights associated 
with creative effort or commercial reputation 
and goodwill.

ipgen_2 NP

IP05 intellectual property

The subject matter of |intellectual| 
property is very wide and includes literary and 
artistic works, films, computer programs, 
invention, designs and marks used by traders 
for their goods and services.

ipgen_2 NP

IP06 intellectual property
There are several different forms of rights
 or areas of law giving rise to rights that 
together make ups |intellectual| property.

ipgen_2 NP forms of rights : copyright; patent



IP07 intellectual property right

Some |intellectual| property rights, in respect
 of particular ideas, works or things, are 
secured by the successful completion of a 
formal application and registration procedure

ipgen_2 NP registration procedure - facet

IP08 intellectual property
In the context of |intellectual| property it is
 with trade and industrial secrets that we are 
primarily concerned.

ipgen_2 NP

IP09 patent right
Patent law A patent right, because it gives 
its owner a monopoly, is the form of 
|intellectual| property par excellence.

ipgen_2 NP patent patent right

IP10 intellectual property
10) |Intellectual| property is property in legal
 sense: it is something that can be owned and 
dealt with.

ipgen_2 NP a definition of IP

IP11 intellectual property

Most forms of |intellectual| property are
 'chose in action', right that are enforced only 
by legal action as opposed to possessory 
rights.

ipgen_2 NP

IP12 intellectual property
11) |Intellectual| property gives rise to
 rights and duties.

ipgen_2 NP content of definiton

IP13 intellectual property right

18) The lifespan of an invention or a work 
of copyright can comprise several different 
stages, and, during these stages, different 
|intellectual| property rights may afford 
protection to the invention or work.

ipgen_2 NP
patent;

 copyright

IP14 intellectual property right

 |Intellectual| property rights work together
 to provide legal protection throughout the life 
of the product until such time as all the rights 
have expired for one reason or another.

ipgen_2 NP

IP15 intellectual property right
5) Industrial Property Traditionally, a number of 
intellectual property rights were known 
collectively as |intellectual| property.

ipgen_2 NP variant of IP:intellectual property rights

IP16 intellectual property

Statutory forms of |intellectual| property are 
declared to property rights but even common 
law forms have been recognized as producing 
a form of property right.

ipgen_2 NP ling signal: is declared 



IP17 intellectual property

the rights of performers, producers of 
sound recordings and |broadcasting| 
organizations); trademarks including service 
marks; geographical indications including 
appellations of origin; industrial designs; 
patents including the protection of new 
varieties of plants; the layout-designs of 
integrated circuits; and undisclosed inf

ipgen_1 NP

forms of IP protection
- right of performer
- right of producer of sound recording and
broadcasting
- trademark and service mark 
geographical indication including appellation 
of origin
- industrial design
- patent 
- protection of new varieties of plants
- lay-out design of integrated circuits
 - undisclosed information  

IP18 exclusive right

The exclusive rights include the right of 
reproduction and the right of importation, sale 
and other distribution for |commercial| 
purposes.

ipgen_1 NP a key characteristic of IP

IP19 intellectual property

Intellectual property refers to creations of 
the mind: inventions, literary and |artistic| 
works, and symbols, names, images, and 
designs used in commerce.

ipgen_3 NP ling signal: refers to 

IP20 intellectual property

Intellectual property is divided into two 
categories: Industrial property, which includes 
inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial 
designs, and geographic indications of source; 
and Copyright, which includes literary and 
|artistic| works such as novels, poems and 
plays, films, musical works, artistic works such 
as drawings, paintings, photographs and 
sculptures, and architectural designs.

ipgen_3 NP ling signal: is divided into 

IP21 industrial property

Industrial property, which includes inventions
 (patents), trademarks, industrial designs, and 
geographic indications of source; and 
Copyright, which includes literary and artistic 
works such as novels, poems and plays, films, 
musical works, |artistic| works such as 
drawings, paintings, photographs and 
sculptures, and architectural designs

ipgen_3 NP



IP22
compulsory

license

(2) Each country of the Union shall have the
 right to take legislative measures providing for 
the grant of |compulsory| licenses to prevent 
the abuses which might result from the 
exercise of the exclusive rights conferred by 
the patent, for example, failure to work.

ipspe_1 NP
compulsory licence should not be included
because ii is part of IP enforcement

IP23 industrial property

(3) |Industrial| property shall be understood
 in the broadest sense and shall apply not only 
to industry and commerce proper, but likewise 
to agricultural and extractive industries and to 
all manufactured or natural products, for 
example, wines, g

ipspe_1 NP



TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Sub-field: Trademark
Extract. Code Term Candidate Context Extraction S-Field Corp. Code Gram Cat Related Term Remark

TM01 trademark
Trade marks and business goodwill are other ways in which the invention 
could be successfully exploited by the |inventor| or the owner of the patent.

ipgen_2 N

TM02
geographical 

indication

Geographical indications Back to top |Geographical| indications are defined,  
for the purposes of the Agreement, as indications which identify a good as 
originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or locality in that territory, 
where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good

ipgen_2 NP

TM03 trademark
A |trade| mark is any sign which can distinguish the goods and services
 of one trader from those of another.

ipgen_4 N

TM04 trademark
A |trade| mark is used as a marketing tool so that customers can recognise
 the product of a particular trader.

ipgen_4 N

TM05 trademark

To be registrable a |trade| mark must be: * distinctive for the goods/
services for which registration is sought, and * not deceptive, or contrary to 
law or morality, and * not identical or similar to any earlier marks for the same 
or similar goods/services.

ipgen_4 N

TM06 trademark

Trademarks Back to top The basic rule contained in Article 15 is that any
 sign, or any combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the goods and 
services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, must be eligible 
for registration as a |trademark| , provided that it is visually perceptible.

ipgen_2 N

TM07 trademark

However, actual use of a |trademark| shall not be permitted as a condition for 
filing an application for registration, and at least three years must have passed 
after that filing date before failure to realize an intent to use is allowed as the 
ground for refusing the application (Article 1

ipgen_2 N trademark nedd registration 

TM08 trademark

The registration of a |trademark| which uses a geographical indication
 in a way that misleads the public as to the true place of origin must be 
refused or invalidated ex officio if the legislation so permits or at the request of 
an interested party (Article 22.

ipgen_2 N related to geographical indications

TM09 trademark
Any sign, or any combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the 
goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, shall 
be capable of constituting a |trademark| .

ipgen_2 N trademark definition

TM10 trademark
Members shall publish each |trademark| either before it is registered 
or promptly after it is registered and shall afford a reasonable opportunity for 
petitions to cancel the registration.

ipgen_2 N publish

TM11
registered 
trademark

Article 21 Licensing and Assignment Members may determine conditions 
on the licensing and assignment of trademarks, it being understood that the 
compulsory licensing of trademarks shall not be permitted and that the owner 
of a registered |trademark| shall have the right to assign the trademark with or 
without the transfer of the business to which 

ipgen_2 NP
compulsory licence; in case of assignment,

this applies to other regis IP



TM12
geographical 

indication

registration of a |trademark| which contains or consists of a
 geographical indication with respect to goods not originating in the territory 
indicated, if use of the indication in the trademark for such goods in that 
Member is of such a nature as to mislead the public as to the true

ipgen_2 NP

TM13
geographical 

indication

The registration of a |trademark| for wines which contains or consists of 
a geographical indication identifying wines or for spirits which contains or 
consists of a geographical indication identifying spirits shall be refused or 
invalidated, ex officio if a Member's legislation so permit

ipgen_2 NP

TM14

rposes of the Agreement, as indications which identify a good as 
originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or locality in that territory, 
where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good is 
essentially attributable to its |geographical| origin (Article 22.

ipgen_2

TM15
geographical 

indication

Thus, this definition specifies that the quality, reputation or other 
characteristics of a good can each be a sufficient basis for eligibility as a 
|geographical| indication, where they are essentially attributable to the 
geographical origin of the good.

ipgen_2 NP

TM16
geographical 

indication

 |Geographical| indications are, for the purposes of this Agreement, 
indications which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or 
a region or locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other 
characteristic of the good is essent

ipgen_2 NP

TM17 trademark owner

Cancellation of a mark on the grounds of non-use cannot take place 
before three years of uninterrupted non-use has elapsed unless valid 
reasons based on the existence of obstacles to such use are shown by the 
|trademark| owner.

ipgen_2 NP not fixed term

TM18
registered 
trademark

Furthermore, the protection of registered well-known marks must 
extend to goods or services which are not similar to those in respect of which 
the trademark has been |registered| , provided that its use would indicate a 
connection between those goods or services and the owner of the registered 
trademark, and the interests of the owner are likely to be damaged by such 
use (Articles 16.

ipgen_2 NP

TM19 unfair competition |Unfair| competition can be broken down into two broad categories. ipspe_4 NP just topic / purpose of IP

TM20 unfair competition
First, the term " |unfair| competition" is sometimes used to refer only to 
those torts that are meant to confuse consumers as to the source of the 
product.

ipspe_4 NP just topic / purpose of IP

TM21 unfair competition
The other category, "unfair trade practices", comprises all other forms
 of |unfair| competition.

ipspe_4 NP just topic / purpose of IP

TM22 unfair competition The most familiar example of |unfair| competition is trademark infringement. ipspe_4 NP just topic / purpose of IP
TM23 Another common form of |unfair| competition is misappropriation.



TM24 trade secret

Other practices that fall into the area of |unfair| competition include: 
false advertising, "bait and switch" selling tactics, unauthorized substitution of 
one brand of goods for another, use of confidential information by former 
employee to solicit customers, theft of trade secrets, breach of a restricti

ipspe_4 related to trade secret

TM25
A |trademark| is a word, phrase, symbol or design, or a combination of 
words, phrases, symbols or designs, that identifies and distinguishes the 
source of the goods of one party from those of others.

ipspe_4

TM26 service mark
 A service mark is the same as a |trademark| , except that it identifies
 and distinguishes the source of a service rather than a product.

ipspe_4

TM27
Trademarks are generally distinctive symbols, pictures, or words that
 sellers affix to distinguish and identify the origin of their products.

ipspe_4

TM28
geographical 

indication

A |geographical| indication is a sign used on goods that have a specific 
geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that 
place of origin.

ipgen_3 NP

TM29
geographical 

indication
Most commonly, a |geographical| indication consists of the name
 of the place of origin of the goods.

ipgen_3 NP

TM30
appellation of

origin

An appellation of origin is a special kind of |geographical| indication, 
used on products that have a specific quality that is exclusively or essentially 
due to the geographical environment in which the products are produced.

ipgen_3 NP

TM31
geographical 

indication
The concept of |geographical| indication encompasses appellations of origin. ipgen_3 NP

TM32
geographical 

indication

A |geographical| indication points to a specific place or region of
 production that determines the characteristic qualities of the product that 
originates therein.

ipgen_3 NP

TM33 trademark

What is the difference between a |geographical| indication and a trademark?
A |geographical| indication tells consumers that a product is produced in a 
certain place and has certain characteristics that are due to that place of 
production.It may be used by all producers who make their products in the 
place designated by a |geographical| indication and whose products share 
typical qualities.

ipgen_3 N

TM34 trademark
A |trademark| provides protection to the owner of the mark by
 ensuring the exclusive right to use it to identify goods or services, or to 
authorize another to use it in return for payment.

ipgen_3 N

TM35 trademark
First, an application for registration of a trademark must be filed with the
 appropriate national or regional |trademark| office.

ipgen_3 N

TM36 trademark
What is the difference between a geographical indication and a
 |trademark| ?A |trademark| is a sign used by an enterprise to distinguish its 
goods and services from those of other enterprises.

ipgen_3 N



TM37 trademark
Trademark A |trademark| is quite different from either a copyright or 
a patent.

ipspe_6 N

TM38 trademark
A |trademark| is any word, name, symbol or device, or any combination
 thereof, that serves to identify and distinguish the source of one party's 
goods or services from those of another party.

ipspe_6 N

TM39 trademark
The purpose of a |trademark| is twofold -- to identify the source of 
products or services and to distinguish the trademark owner's goods and 
services from those of others.

ipspe_6 N

TM40 trademark The owner of a |trademark| is entitled to the exclusive right to use the mark. ipspe_6 N

TM41 trademark
 |Trade| marks are afforded legal protection through a system of 
examination, publication and registration.

ipgen_2 N

TM42 trademark
Clause 1(1) of the Bill defines a |trade| mark as being any sign capable 
of being represented graphically and which is capable of distinguishing the 
goods or services of one undertaking from another.

ipgen_2 N

TM43
registered 
trademark

TRADE MARKS AS PROPERTY The Trade Marks Bill firmly states that
 a registered |trade| mark is an item of personal property (or, in Scotland, 
incorporeal moveable property) and, under the provisions of the Bill, trade 
marks are easily alienable.

ipgen_2 NP

TM44
registered 
trademark

An exclusive licence is one authorizing the licensee, to the exclusion of 
all others including the proprietor, to use a registered |trade| mark, clause 24
(1).

ipgen_2 NP

TM45 trademark
As it may take some months between application and registration, the 
provisions in the Bill relating to assigning, licensing and registration are also 
effective in relation to an application to register a |trade| mark, clause 27.

ipgen_2 N

TM46 passing off
21 Passing of f INTRODUCTION The law of passing off and |trade| 
mark law have common roots and therefore are, in many respects, very 
similar.

ipgen_2 NP relation of TM and PO

TM47 passing off
Passing off is a tort and can be described as the common law form of
 |trade| mark law.

ipgen_2 NP

TM48 passing off

 Business `goodwill' is protected by passing off and, whilst this may be
 associated with a particular name or mark used in the course of trade, this 
area of law is significantly wider than |trade| mark law in terms of the scope of 
materials that can be protected.

ipgen_2 NP
relation between business goodwill,

passing off and TM

TM49
unregistered
trademark

Quite often, passing-off actions will be brought in respect of an 
unregistered |trade| mark, a mark that has not been registered through 
deliberate inertia on the part of the owner of the mark, as a result of ignorance 
or because the mark fails to satisfy the requirements for registration.

ipgen_2 NP distinctive from regis. Tm

TM50 trademark
 |Trade| mark law requires some use of the mark whereas in passing off,
 no express use or mention of a trade name is required, mere implication is 
adequate.

ipgen_2 N use of TM required



TM51 trademark
Extent of marks and `get-up' protected Passing off goes beyond the 
type of mark that is registrable as a |trade| mark and can apply in respect of 
containers and packaging.

ipgen_2 N

TM52 trademark A |trade| mark must be used or intended to be used in relation to certain goods . ipgen_2 N

TM53
registered 
trademark

A registered |trade| mark is a property right. ipgen_2 NP

TM54 trademark

Before the meaning of ` |trade| mark' can be appreciated, the scope of
 the word ,mark' must be established. It must be noted that the definition of 
`mark' given in section 68(1) is not exhaustive and even the colour 
combination of an article has been accepted for registration as a |trade| mark.

ipgen_2 N

TM55
registered 
trademark

TRADE MARKS AS PROPERTY The Trade Marks Bill firmly states that
 a |registered| trade mark is an item of personal property (or, in Scotland, 
incorporeal moveable property) and, under the provisions of the Bill, trade 
marks are easily alienable.

ipgen_2 NP

TM56 trademark owner
Finally, the rights applied for cannot be the same as, or similar to, rights
 already granted to another |trademark| owner.

ipgen_3 NP

TM57 exclusive right
The owner of a trademark has |exclusive| right to use it on the product
 it was intended to identify and often on related products.

ipspe_4 NP exclusive right' in TM

TM58 exclusive right The owner of a trademark is entitled to the |exclusive| right to use the mark. ipspe_6 NP exclusive right' in TM

TM59 trademark owner

The |owner| of a registered trademark must be granted the exclusive
 right to prevent all third parties not having the owner's consent from using in 
the course of trade identical or similar signs for goods or services which are 
identical or similar to those in respec

ipgen_2 NP variant: owner of registered trademark 

TM60 trademark owner

Article 17 Exceptions Members may provide limited exceptions to the
 rights conferred by a trademark, such as fair use of descriptive terms, 
provided that such exceptions take account of the legitimate interests of the 
|owner| of the trademark and of third parties.

ipgen_2 NP owner of the trade mark

TM61 trademark owner

Article 21 Licensing and Assignment Members may determine conditions
 on the licensing and assignment of trademarks, it being understood that the 
compulsory licensing of trademarks shall not be permitted and that the 
|owner| of a registered trademark shall have the right to assign the trademark 
with or without the transfer of the business to which the trademark belongs.

ipgen_2 NP owner of a registered trademark 



TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Sub-field: Trade Secret
Extract. Code Term Candidate Context Extraction S-Field Corp. Code Gram Cat Related Term Remark

TS01 law of confidence

The law of confidence protects ideas and is a useful ally to other |intellectual| 
property rights
, often being the only form of protection when the subject matter is still in its 
embryonic state.

ipgen_2 NP

TS02 trade secret
Trade secret The term ` |trade| secret' is often used in relation to 
confidential information associated with industrial and commercial activity.

ipgen_2 NP

TS03 trade secret
It might cover secret processes of manufacture or designs or 
special methods of construction or other information of a sufficiently high 
degree of confidentiality so as to be classed as a |trade| secret.

ipgen_2 NP

TS04 trade secret

State secrets received a great deal of publicity a few years ago as a 
result of the publication of Spycatcher written by Peter Wright, a former 
assistant director of MIS, but it is in relation to trade secrets and business 
information that the law of |confidence| is of everyday importance.

ipgen_2 NP

TS05
law of breach 
of confidence

Whereas other rights such as copyright and patents are particularly 
useful when the subject matter is made public by exploitation by the right 
owner, the law of breach of |confidence| gives protection to things not 
released to the public or even part of the public.

ipgen_2 NP UK specific

TS06 injunction

Indeed, this is the whole point of the law of |confidence| and its 
most useful feature is that an injunction can be obtained preventing an 
anticipated wrongful release or use of the information that is the subject 
matter of the confidence.

ipgen_2 N injunction excluded/ application 

TS07 trade secret

In terms of patent law, |confidence| is vital to the grant of a patent
 as it is essential that details of the invention do not fall into the public domain 
before the filing of the patent application, otherwise the patent will be 
refused.

ipgen_2 NP
confidence is characteristic of 
TS and PT/ related to patent 

TS08 injunction

The defendant had argued that the prints were not improperly taken
 but it was said that his possession must have originated in a breach of trust, 
a breach of |confidence| or a breach of contract and, therefore, an injunction 
was granted preventing the exhibition.

ipgen_2 NP injunction excluded/ application 

TS09 trade secret

dential, (b) information which an employee must treat as confidential,
 but which, once learned, reasonably remains in the employee's head and 
becomes part of his skill and experience, (c) specific trade secrets so 
confidential that a continuing duty of |confidence| applies even beyond the 
termination of employment or service contract.

ipgen_2 NP

TS10 trade secret

17 Whilst it is clear that a secret industrial process containing an
inventive step is capable of being a |trade| secret, the position is less 
predictable in terms 'of confidential price lists, databases containing 
customer names and addresses and clients' accounts.

ipgen_2 NP
related to inventive step
/industrial process



TS11 trade secret
Information relating to clients' credit ratings and the types of goods
 that they buy may be very valuable and, in the right circumstances, fall to be 
considered a |trade| secret.

ipgen_2 NP related tocommercial activities

TS12 trade secret

the circumstances and attention should be given to the following:
 (i) the nature of employment - a higher obligation might be imposed where 
the employee regularly handled confidential material; (ii) the nature of 
information - it should be an authentic |trade| secret or at least highly 
confidential; (iii) whether the employer stressed the confidential nature of the 
material; and (iv) whether the information could be easily isolated from other 
material the employee was free to use, this being useful evidentia

ipgen_2 NP nature of trade secret

TS13 trade secret
2, the protection must apply to information that is secret, that
 has |commercial| value because it is secret and that has been subject to 
reasonable steps to keep it secret.

ipgen_1 NP

TS14 trade secret

Natural and legal persons shall have the possibility of preventing 
information lawfully within their control from being disclosed to, acquired by, 
or used by others without their consent in a manner contrary to honest 
|commercial| practices (10) so long as such information: (a) is secret in the 
sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of 
its components, generally known among or readily accessible to persons 
within the circles that normally deal with the kind of information in question; 
(b) has |commercial| value because it is secret; and (c) has been subject to 
reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control 
of the information, to keep it secret. 

ipgen_1 NP

TS15 trade secret

Other practices that fall into the area of |unfair| competition include: 
false advertising, "bait and switch" selling tactics, unauthorized substitution 
of one brand of goods for another, use of confidential information by former 
employee to solicit customers, theft of trade secrets, breach of a restricti

ipspe_4 NP related to trade secret

TS16 trade secret

501 "A |trade| secret is commonly defined as any formula, pattern,
 device or compilation of information which is used in one's business, and 
which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who 
do not know or use it.

ipspe_6 NP

TS17 injunction

The defendant had argued that the prints were not improperly taken 
but it was said that his possession must have originated in a breach of trust, 
a breach of confidence or a breach of contract and, therefore, an |injunction| 
was granted preventing the exhibition.

ipgen_2 N  a protection to trade secret

TS18 injunction
Because of this the most appropriate remedy is the quia timet
 |injunction| which will be granted to prevent general publication or other 
disclosure of the subject-matter of the confidence.

ipgen_2 N

TS19 law of confidence
The law of |confidence| also covers business transactions and 
negotiations and an obligation of confidence will be implied in a great many 
situations where there is no express agreement as to confidentiality.

ipgen_2 NP



TS20 law of confidence

Indeed, this is the whole point of the |law| of confidence and its 
most useful feature is that an injunction can be obtained preventing an 
anticipated wrongful release or use of the information that is the subject 
matter of the confidence.

ipgen_2 NP

TS21
law of breach 
of confidence

To recap, for an action in |breach| of confidence, the following
 things are required: (a) The information must have the necessary quality of 
confidence about it.

ipgen_2 NP



TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Sub-field: Passing off
Extract. Code Term Candidate Context Extraction S-Field Corp. Code Gram Cat Related Term Remark

PO01 passing off
If your |trade| mark is not registered you may seek redress through the 
courts under common law  in a passing off action.

ipgen_4 NP UK specific

PO02 passing off
 |Passing| off The tort of passing off is, in effect, a common law version
 of trade mark law.

ipgen_2 NP UK specific

PO03 passing off
Indeed, trade mark law developed from |passing| off which in turn
 developed from the tort of deceit.

ipgen_2 NP

PO04 passing off
Being common law, |passing| off can be more flexible than trade mark law 
and can apply to marks that would not be sufficiently distinctive for 
registration as a trade mark.

ipgen_2 NP

PO05 passing off
As with trade mark law, |passing| off is concerned with the protection 
of business goodwill and reputation and this has the secondary effect of 
protecting the buying public from trade deception.

ipgen_2 NP

PO06 passing off
This is the tort of |passing| off where one trader is attempting to take unfair  
advantage of another trader's goodwill.

ipgen_2 NP

PO07
anti-competitive

practices

Control of anti-competitive practices in contractual licences Back to
 top Article 40 of the TRIPS Agreement recognizes that some licensing 
practices or conditions pertaining to intellectual property rights which 
restrain |competition| may have adverse effects on trade and may impede 
the transfer and dissemination of technology (paragraph 1).

ipgen_1 NP

PO08 passing off

THE SCOPE OF PASSING OFF Compared to |trade| mark law, the scope 
of passing off is quite wide and it can protect unregistrable business 
names, unregistered trade marks, advertising and
 general `get-up', in fact anything that is distinctive of the plaintiff's goods, 
services or business.

ipgen_2 NP this record is shared by unregistered TM

PO09 passing off
 |Passing| off is a tort and can be described as the common law form of 
trade mark law.

ipgen_2 NP

PO10 goodwill

 Business `goodwill' is protected by |passing| off and, whilst this may be 
associated with a particular name or mark used in the course of trade, this 
area of law is significantly wider than trade mark law in terms of the scope 
of materials that can be protected.

ipgen_2

PO11 goodwill
The owner of the goodwill has a property right that can be protected by
 an action in |passing| off.

ipgen_2

PO12 goodwill
The words `reputation' and `goodwill' are often used interchangeably but
 it is really in connection with goodwill that |passing| off is concerned.

ipgen_2

PO13

Quite often, |passing| -off actions will be brought in respect of an 
unregistered trade mark, a mark that has not been registered through 
deliberate inertia on the part of the owner of the mark, as a result of 
ignorance or because the mark fails to satisfy the requirements for

ipgen_2



PO14 passing off

However, it is clear that the tort applies in a business context, directly
 or indirectly, although in other circumstances a passing off type of activity 
could amount to defamation 4 The main point about |passing| off is that 
goodwill has been developed and another trader might try to take 
advantage of that goodwill, to cash in on it to the detriment of the first 
trader.

ipgen_2 NP

PO15 passing off
The preservation of business goodwill is the prime concern of 
|passing| off but the protection of consumers from deception is an ancillary 
effect.

ipgen_2 NP

PO16 passing off
 |Passing| off may overlap with other rights, especially trade marks 
and copyright, and a given set of circumstances may give rise to an action 
involving two or more different rights.

ipgen_2 NP

PO17 passing off
Lord Oliver said that all the main ingredients of a |passing| off action,
 namely goodwill, misrepresentation and damage, were present.

ipgen_2 NP

PO18 passing off
The essence of a |passing| off action was said to be a deceit practised
 on the public.

ipgen_2 NP

PO19 passing off
But |passing| off can go even further in the subject matter protected 
and can protect, in principle, anything associated with goodwill such as a 
method of doing business or a theme used in advertising.

ipgen_2 NP

PO20 passing off
In all the cases, copying of the features claimed as registrable as 
trade marks by other traders would probably amount to |passing| off.

ipgen_2 NP

PO21 get-up
He goes on to confirm that the property right is not a right in the name, 
mark or get-up itself but that it is a right in the reputation or goodwill of 
which the name, mark or |get| -up is the badge or vehicle.

ipgen_2 VN

PO22 get-up
In most cases, the defendant will have deliberately used some name, 
mark or |get| -up designed to capture part of the plaintiff's business but a 
fraudulent motive is not essential to the tort.

ipgen_2 VN

PO23 get-up
If a trader has just started in business or just started using an 
unregistered mark or ` |get| -up' he may be unable to succeed in a passing 
off action.

ipgen_2 VN VN = verb - noun

PO24 get-up
Although a newly registered trade mark has immediate protection, with 
passing off the plaintiff must be able to prove that he has built up a 
reputation around the name, mark or ` |get| -up'.

ipgen_2 VN

PO25 get-up
The scope of passing off can be considered in terms of the meaning of
 `in the course of trade', the extent of marks and ` |get| -up' protected and 
geographical range.

ipgen_2 VN

PO26 get-up

The defendant sold lemon juice in a similar but not identical container 
(it was bigger, having a green cap and a flat side) and was restrained from 
passing off its lemon juice as that of the plaintiffs by use of a deceptively 
similar ` |get| -up'.

ipgen_2 VN
meaning of 'get up' must be figured out

it possibly deals with word like 'ize'



PO27 get-up

It was held that the plaintiff had established a |get| -up in the red 
coloured wrapper that was distinctive of his cough sweets and there was a 
danger of confusion especially as few purchasers could read the words 
`Pecto' and it was shown that many customers asked for `red paper cough 
sweets'.

ipgen_2 VN meaning of 'get up' must be figured out

PO28 get-up

Although no deception was proved on the part of the defendant, the 
|get| -up of the defendant's sweets was calculated to deceive and the 
injunction granted to the plaintiff in the Court of Appeal in Singapore was 
confirmed.

ipgen_2 VN

PO29 get-up
As the word `gourmet' was descriptive, small differences in |get| -up
 would be sufficient to avoid confusion.

ipgen_2 VN
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TABLE OF EXTRACTION RECORDS 
Sub-field: Industrial Design, Design and Lay-out dessign of Integrated Circuit 
Extract. Code Term Candidate Context Extraction S-Field Corp. CodeGram CatRelated Term Remark

DSG01 design right
The other system of design protection is called the design right
 and is provided for along |copyright| lines.

design ipgen_4 NP copyright its author = designer

DSG02 registered design
Registered designs give stronger protection but require application
 to the |Patent| Office.

ipgen_4 NP
its author = creator
relation to patent; whereas, design right to 
copyright

DSG03 layout-design
These provisions deal with, inter alia, the definitions of "integrated circuit" 
and " |layout| -design (topography)", requirements for protection, exclusive 
rights, and limitations, as well as exploitation, registration and disclosure.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG04 layout-design

A "layout-design (topography)" is defined as the three-dimensional 
disposition, however expressed, of the elements, at least one of which is an 
active element, and of some or all of the interconnections of an |integrated| 
circuit, or such a three-dimensional disposition prepared for an integrated 
circuit intended for manufacture.

ipgen_1 NP
integrated 

circuit

DSG05 integrated circuit
These provisions deal with, inter alia, the definitions of "integrated circuit" 
and "layout- |design| (topography)", requirements for protection, exclusive 
rights, and limitations, as well as exploitation, registration and disclosure.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG06 integrated circuit

integrated circuit" means a product, in its final form or an intermediate 
form, in which the elements, at least one of which is an active element, and 
some or all of the interconnections are integrally formed in and/or on a 
piece of material and which is |intended| to perform an electronic function.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG07 designer
Confusingly, the creator of a registered |design| is known as its author 
whereas the creator of a design in which the design right subsists is known 
as the designer.

ipgen_2 N
copyright/
'creator'

DSG08 registered design
Design law - registered designs and the |design| right A new object or 
article may be designed which is not sufficiently novel or inventive to satisfy 
the exacting requirements for the grant of patent.

ipgen_2 NP look mor info in BB_IP_1

DSG09 registered design
Both forms of design right relate to the |design| aspects of the 
shape or configuration of an article and, for registered designs only, also to 
pattern and ornament.

ipgen_2 NP distinction of regis. Design from design right 

DSG10 design right
It can, however, also apply to many registrable designs and there is
 a large overlap between the two forms of |design| rights.

NP overlap between regis. Design/design right
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DSG11 industrial design

industrial design the right to prevent third parties not having the 
owner's consent from making, selling or importing articles bearing or 
embodying a design which is a copy, or substantially a copy, of the 
protected design, when such acts are undertaken for |commercial| 
purposes.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG12 layout-design

ibuting for commercial purposes a protected layout-design, 
an integrated circuit in which a protected layout-design is incorporated, or 
an article incorporating such an integrated circuit only in so far as it 
continues to contain an unlawfully reproduced |layout| -design.

ipgen_1 NP
integrated cirucuit part-whole relation to 
layput-design

DSG13 industrial design

the rights of performers, producers of sound recordings and
 broadcasting organizations); trademarks including service marks; 
geographical indications including appellations of origin; |industrial| 
designs; patents including the protection of new varieties of plants; the 
layout-designs of integrated circuits; and undisclosed information including 
trade secrets and test data.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG14 industrial design
 |Industrial| designs are what make an article attractive and
 appealing; hence, they add to the commercial value of a product and 
increase its marketability.

ipgen_3 NP

DSG15 industrial design
Protecting |industrial| designs helps economic development,
 by encouraging creativity in the industrial and manufacturing sectors, as 
well as in traditional arts and crafts.

ipgen_3 NP

DSG16 industrial design
In most countries, an industrial design must be registered 
in order to be protected under |industrial| design law.

ipgen_3 NP

DSG17 industrial design
Depending on the particular national law and the kind of design, an
 |industrial| design may also be protected as a work of art under copyright 
law.

ipgen_3 NP

DSG18 design document
Tangible form requirement The design right springs into force when
 the design is recorded in a |design| document or, alternatively, when an 
article has been made to the design whichever happens first.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG19 design document
 |Design| document' is defined by section 263, which contains minor
 definitions, as `any record of a design, whether in the form of a drawing, a 
written description, a photograph, data stored in a computer or otherwise'.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG20 registered design
The person creating a work of copyright or a |registered| design is
 known as the `author' whereas the creator of a design in which the design 
right subsists is called a `designer'.

ipgen_2 NP author vs designer / releated to copyright 

DSG21 proprietor
A copyright and a design right is owned by its `owner' but for a 
|registered| design he is known as the `proprietor'.

ipgen_2 N owner of regis design is proprietor 

DSG22 registered design
 |Registered| design: The author is the original proprietor of the 
design subject to two exceptions.

ipgen_2 NP author is original proprietor
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DSG23 industrial application

A definition of `applied industrially' is given in rule 35 of the 
|Registered| Design Rules 1989 but this definition is made for the 
purposes of section 6 of the Act dealing with the industrial application in 
terms of corresponding designs relating to artistic works.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG24 petty patent 

Several options faced Parliament: it could introduce a petty patent 
system similar to that existing in some European countries, it could extend 
|registered| design law to include functional designs or it could leave 
protection to be gained via the medium of drawings

ipgen_2 NP functional design 

DSG25 registered design
For a |registered| design, the requirement for eye-appeal means that
 the features must be external unless the outside surface of the article is 
transparent.

ipgen_2 NP eye appeal as a charateristic 

DSG26 registered design
OWNERSHIP OF |REGISTERED| DESIGN The person creating a 
design is known as the author of that design and the basic rule is that the 
author is entitled to be the original proprietor of the design.

ipgen_2 NP ownership of design 

DSG27 proprietor
Usually, a person commissioning a design will be the proprietor 
of the |registered| design and will also be the owner of the design right.

ipgen_2 N relation between regis design and design right 

DSG28 design
` |Design| ' means the `design of any aspect of the shape or 
configuration (whether external or internal) of the whole or part of an 
article'.

ipgen_2 N

DSG29 design
A |design| means features of: shape configuration • pattern or 
ornament which are applied to an article by any industrial process, being 
features which in the finished article appeal to and are judged by the eye.

ipgen_2 N defi of design

DSG30 design
A |design| , to be registrable, must be new and have 
individual character.

ipgen_2 N related to regis design

DSG31 design
For both the formal and informal right, a |design| should have a
 distinctive character define'.

ipgen_2 N characteristic of design

DSG32 joint design

Joint first owners are possible where there is a joint design, being 
one created by two or more designers where the contribution of each is not 
distinct from the other(s), and a |design| will satisfy the qualification 
requirements if only one individual or person meets those requirements.

ipgen_2

DSG33 author/designer
The person creating a work of copyright or a registered design is 
known as the `author' whereas the creator of a |design| in which the design 
right subsists is called a `designer'.

ipgen_2 N
UK specific: 'author' for registered design 
designer for design right 

DSG34 design right Originality For a |design| right to subsist in a design it must be original. ipgen_2 NP charac of design right

DSG35 registered design
Registered designs can be applied to two-dimensional articles, 
such as a textile design whereas a |design| to which the design right 
applies must relate to shape or configuration.

ipgen_2 NP
relation of design right to shape 
distinctive charac of regis design from 
design right

DSG36 registered design
For a registered |design| , the requirement for eye-appeal means
 that the features must be external unless the outside surface of the article 
is transparent.

ipgen_2 NP
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DSG37 registered design

If the design right is later assigned without an assignment of the 
registered |design| , the court has the power to order rectification of the 
register on the application of any person aggrieved, section 20(1)4$ 
Section 2(2) of the Registered Designs Act 1949 envisages the situation 
where the design or the right to apply the design to any

ipgen_2 NP
design right is an outcome rendered from
 registration

DSG38 design right
The |design| right is comparatively weak as it is not a monopoly
 right and it is of short duration.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG39 design right
The |design| right is, at the present time, unique to the United
Kingdom, although designs that are subject to this right might fall within the 
sphere of other rights in different countries.

ipgen_2 NP design right is UK specific 

DSG40 design right
Like copyright, the |design| right is a property right that is subject to
 qualification requirements.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG41
corresponding

design

If the |design| is applied to an article and that article is a copy of 
an artistic work, it is known as a `corresponding design' and previous use 
of the artistic work does not prevent the design being new providing that 
the prior use does not include commercial exploita

ipgen_2 found only in Bainbridge

DSG42 novelty
The requirement of novelty must be more stringent because
 it permits no anticipation of the |design| whatsoever (although this is 
measured by registration or publication only).

ipgen_2 N novelty is a character for patent and design

DSG43
owner of 

design right
The owner of the |design| right is given, effectively, ten years to 
exploit his design.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG44
owner of 

design right

For example, the first owner of a |design| right might be 
the designer, his employer or commissioner or the person responsible for 
the first marketing.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG45 design right

 The basic rationale of the two |design| right model is that there 
should be a formal right subject to registration that can last for up to 25 
years and an informal right that can endure for a much shorter period of 
time (3 years is suggested in the Green Paper).

ipgen_2 NP

DSG46 design right
The Patent Office describe the |design| right as: a new intellectual 
property right which applies to original, non-commonplace designs of the 
shape or configuration of articles.

ipgen_2 NP UK specific 

DSG47 design right
Like copyright, the |design| right is a property right that is subject to
 qualification requirements.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG48 design right
Some functional designs cannot be registered and some registered
 designs fall outside the |design| right provisions.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG49 design right

Examples of designs in which a |design| right is capable
 of subsisting are exhaust pipes and other parts for motor vehicles, tools, 
kitchen utensils, office equipment, packaging.  |Design| right is limited so 
that it will not usually extend to features that must be the shape they are so 
that they can fit or match another article.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG50 design right
The |design| right is declared by section 213(3) not to subsist in:
 (a) Methods or principles of construction.

ipgen_2 NP distinctive from patent
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DSG51 design right
All other features of the shape or configuration of both the television
 set and the stand are in principle - and subject to the other requirements 
such as originality - capable of |design| right protection.

ipgen_2 NP characs: shape and configuration of dsgn right 

DSG52 design right Originality For a |design| right to subsist in a design it must be original. ipgen_2 NP charac: original dsgn right 

DSG53 registered design
Otherwise, if international protection is required for a design, it must
 be obtained by application to the appropriate states under their |registered| 
designs or petty patents systems.

ipgen_2 NP
regis dsgn in UK specific and equivalent
 topetty patent

DSG54 petty patent 
 A petty patent is like a weaker variety of patent which is used in 
some countries, for example Germany, Italy and Spain, as a half way 
house between full patents and |registered| designs.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG55 registered design

However, in a denial of the United Kingdom requirement for 
eye-appeal for |registered| designs there will be no requirement that the 
appearance should be a material factor for either the registered or informal 
right.

ipgen_2 NP eye appeal not for regis design

DSG56 registered design
The model of |registered| designs proposed in the harmonization 
Directive will be based on five-year periods of registration renewable in 
five-year blocks up to a maximum of 25 years.

ipgen_2 NP duration of regis dsgn

DSG57 registered design
13 it was held that the rules that apply to anticipation of patents also
 apply to |registered| designs.

ipgen_2 NP relaion of regis dsgn to the patent 

DSG58 registered design
A contrast can be made at once with |registered| designs for which
protection is along lines analogous to patent law.

ipgen_2 NP
regis dsgn along with patent 
relation to patent system

DSG59 registered design
However, |registered| designs can also relate to parts of articles - 
for example, a new design of spout for a teapot will not be rejected simply 
because it relates only to a part of the teapot and not the whole pot.

ipgen_2 NP regis dsgn applies only to a part of an article

DSG60 registered design
The first exception and the must-match exception are identical to 
those for |registered| designs but the surface decoration exception 
distinguishes the two rights.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG61 petty patent  |Petty| patents are cheaper and of shorter duration than full patents. ipgen_2 NP

DSG62 designer
Design right: The designer is the |first| owner, subject to exceptions 
relating to employees and commissioned designs.

ipgen_2 N

DSG63 designer
For example, the |first| owner of a design right might be the 
designer, his employer or commissioner or the person responsible for the 
first marketing.

ipgen_2 N

DSG61 registered design

The |registered| design lasts for up to 25 years, initially granted for
 five years and then subject to renewal every 5 years, whereas the design 
right can last for 15 years but this will be reduced if the design is applied 
commercially during its first five years.

ipgen_2 NP

DSG62 registered design
Of the two United Kingdom systems, one requires registration, 
has some features in common with patent law in a very |broad| sense, and 
applies to designs that have and are intended to have eye-appeal.

ipgen_2 NP see more in textbook P 8
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DSG63 exclusive right

What rights registered designs bring A registered design brings the 
|exclusive| right to make, import, export, sell or hire out any article to which 
the design has been applied, or to let others use the design under terms 
agreed with the registered owner, in the UK and the Isle of Man.

ipgen_4 NP exclusive right' found in registered design 

DSG64 integrated circuit

 Members shall consider unlawful the following acts if performed
 without the authorization of the right holder: (9) importing, selling, or 
otherwise distributing for commercial purposes a protected layout-design, 
an |integrated| circuit in which a protected layout-design is incorporated, or 
an article incorporating such an integrated circuit only in so far as it 
continues to contain an unlawfully reproduced layout-design.

ipgen_1 NP
record shows P/W relationship between 
layout-design
and integrated circuit 

DSG65 layout-design

The obligation to protect layout-designs applies to such 
|layout| -designs that are original in the sense that they are the result of 
their creators' own intellectual effort and are not commonplace among 
creators of layout-designs and manufacturers of integrated circuits at the 
time of their creation.

ipgen_1 NP requirements are similar to those of invention 

DSG66 layout-design

Treaty Members agree to provide protection to the layout-designs 
(topographies) of integrated circuits (referred to in this Agreement as " 
|layout| -designs") in accordance with Articles 2 through 7 (other than 
paragraph 3 of Article 6), Article 12 and paragraph 3 of Article 16 of the 
Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits and, in 
addition, to comply with the following prov

ipgen_1 NP

DSG67 layout-design

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 37, Members 
shall consider unlawful the following acts if performed without the 
authorization of the right holder: (9) importing, selling, or otherwise 
distributing for commercial purposes a protected |layout| -design, an 
integrated circuit in which a protected layout-design is incorporated, or an 
article incorporating such an integrated circuit only in so far as it continues 
to contain an unlawfully reproduced layout-design.

ipgen_1 NP

DSG53 owner 

 requires Members to grant the owner of a protected industrial design
 the right to prevent third parties not having the |owner| 's consent from 
making, selling or importing articles bearing or embodying a design which 
is a copy, or substantially a copy, of the protected design, when such acts 
are undertaken for commercial purposes.

ipgen_1 N

DSG54 design right

Duration of design right An important date in measuring the duration
 of a |design| right is the end of the calendar year during which the design 
was first either recorded in a design document or an article was made to 
the design.

ipgen_2 NP this record shows the requirement of registration


